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Abstract

Electrical propulsion aircraft (EPA) have been cited as the future of aviation, enabling

greener, quieter, more efficient aircraft. However, due to the stringent requirements

surrounding aircraft certification, these novel EPA concepts will need to demonstrate

high levels of safety and reliability if electrified flight is ever to become a mainstream

mode of passenger transportation. Therefore, robust electrical fault management (FM)

is necessary to maintain critical levels of aircraft thrust and to enable high confidence

in the reliability and safety of future EPA designs. To date, electrical FM for EPA has

been done at a first-pass, minimal level or not at all. For electrical FM to be effective,

it must be integrated into the aircraft design from an early stage. This dictates that a

novel approach to the design of electrical architectures for EPA is required which ad-

dresses the current uncertainty in the availability of suitable FM technologies for future

EPA electrical architectures. Therefore, a first-of-kind FM strategy map is presented

which identifies projections on the progression of key areas of future EPA-specific FM

technology development and acts as a pre-cursor to future FM technology roadmaps.

Furthermore, the FM orientated early-stage electrical architecture design methodology

presented in this thesis derives feasible, FM-capable electrical architectures for a given

EPA concept and captures significant assumptions which impact the down selection

process. Since any novel EPA electrical architecture will require some form of testing

in hardware, a novel framework for strategic FM demonstrator development is then

proposed and the FM test goals for different levels of demonstrator are identified. This

strategic development of critical aspects of FM and early integration of FM requires a

portfolio of FM demonstrators and test beds for EPA and is crucial if unproven, future

EPA electrical architectures are to reach high confidence.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The safety of any aircraft is paramount, especially where any critical failure of the

aircraft puts the lives of passengers and crew in jeopardy. Safety is rightly woven into

the culture of the aviation industry with rigorous safety regulations applied to all air-

craft. As a result of this need to demonstrate exceptionally high levels of reliability,

the aircraft industry has often been risk-adverse and cautious in adopting innovation.

In recent years, commercial aircraft developers have incorporated incremental improve-

ments to established designs, thereby limiting the possibility of new root causes of

aircraft failures and accidents [20].

Where innovation in aircraft performance has been accepted by the regulators and

welcomed by customers, this has come after rigorous testing, and even then there have

been a number of high-profile catastrophic failures. The recent crashes involving the

B737 MAX 8 aircraft first in the sea near Indonesia [21] and then several months later

in Ethiopia [22] have drawn a significant amount of public outcry due to the fact that

an identified design issue first detected after the initial crash was part of a chain of

failures that led to a repetition of such a tragic loss of life1. This is certainly not the

only example of an aspect of a new aircraft’s design leading to a critical failure (e.g.

the DeHavilland Comet crashes [23]) and nor is it always easy in such complex aircraft

systems to fully identify all the factors that ultimately caused an accident.

Any fault in an aircraft design discovered in operation is costly in terms of lives, as

1From initial FAA findings and media reports, publication of full investigation pending
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well as commercial reputation and economic performance. Yet beyond this immediate

impact, there are wider implications for future aircraft design across the industry after

any occurrence of a catastrophic failure. There is a heightened and renewed deter-

mination to improve the safety and fault tolerance of aircraft. Inevitably, the safety

measures in the aircraft design are scrutinised to identify any potential source of failure

or oversight, and decisions and assumptions reaching back to the early design phases of

the aircraft are reviewed. As it is estimated that 70 to 90 percent of the design decisions

which will affect safety are made at the initial stages of concept development [20], this

early design phase is critical to the future safety of the aircraft. Electrical Propulsion

Aircraft (EPA) are currently at this key stage of development, and given the huge em-

phasis on safety in the aerospace industry, in-depth consideration of safety and electrical

Fault Management (FM) for EPA is timely, necessary and high priority (an expanded

definition is given in Section 2.2).

The importance of integrating safety requirements from the very outset of concep-

tual design is well established in system safety engineering [24] and in the aviation

industry. Integration of safety-driven FM from the outset is all the more critical when

the proposed novel aircraft concept is unproven at scale and will rely on a range of

technologies which are still in development [25]. Therefore, if it is possible that un-

known failure modes and oversights in safety-critical design and operation can occur

even in conventional aircraft concepts with incremental design improvements, then this

begs the question whether the aviation industry would ever adopt novel EPA concepts

for passenger transport when there is likely to be an even greater risk of unknown un-

knowns in the design leading to a critical failure? Then, even if the safety of such novel

aircraft is acceptable, how can FM be effectively integrated into the early conceptual

design stages to ensure that the current aviation safety levels can be maintained?

The answer is partly that the ambitious targets to reduce aircraft noise and emis-

sions will not be met with incremental improvements in existing aircraft [26]. Despite

the risk and uncertainty posed by EPA in terms of safety and robust FM, the projected

environmental and noise benefits of EPA in comparison to current State-of-the-art

(SOA) More Electric Aircraft (MEA) are clearly a strong motivator. However, it is
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expected that future EPA will only be certified for flight where EPA can demonstrate

a level of safety and reliability comparable to, if not better than, current SOA MEA

aircraft. In any EPA the electrical architecture is critical to maintaining aircraft thrust

yet the decades of experience in high reliability design of aircraft turbine engines simply

do not exist for aircraft electrical propulsion systems. This then requires that safety

mechanisms and robust electrical FM is incorporated from the very outset through the

entire electrical propulsion architecture.

The challenge, however, is that there is currently no established method by which

to effectively apply FM to future EPA design and development. The safety standards

regulating EPA design are not yet detailed and there is limited experience in developing

FM capable electrical architectures for EPA. EPA represent a step-change in aircraft

electrical architectures with a significant increase in power generation required to supply

large propulsive loads and the critical aircraft thrust levels increasingly being provided

by the electrical propulsion system. Many of the technologies which are crucial to

the realisation of EPA aircraft, especially preferred FM technologies, are immature

and untested in an aircraft environment. Therefore, the novelty of the proposed EPA

concepts together with the lack of suitable FM technologies currently available require

that a novel approach to FM is adopted. This work aims to address the need to integrate

electrical FM into the design and development of novel EPA concepts, around which

there is much uncertainty, limited data and stringent aircraft-specific requirements.

1.0.1 FM Design Challenges Specific to Future EPA

Whilst electrical propulsion powered transport is certainly not a novel concept, as it

is currently used in traction, naval, marine and electric vehicle (EV) applications [27],

the specific challenges of FM for EPA are distinct from those of existing electrical

propulsion applications.

In particular, EPA design must consider safety-critical electrical loads, mass pro-

duction of highly reliable aircraft systems and stringent weight constraints, all of which

entail that simply transferring technologies and configurations from other applications

may not be feasible. Furthermore, the level of uncertainty surrounding the design of
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future EPA is another differentiating factor compared to existing electrical propulsion

applications. As these aircraft are at the early stages of development and initial demon-

strator testing, there is no established approach to the electrical architecture design.

This coupled with the critical propulsive loads and the weight constraint drives the

need for a novel approach to a fault tolerant design for EPA.

Another significant challenge specific to FM for future EPA is the current lack

of available electrical protection devices. EPA electrical architectures require devices

rated for higher power levels, capable of operating within an appropriate time frame,

suitable for use in the harsh aircraft environment and of a weight and volume viable for

EPA. Devices developed for other application areas will require adaptation before they

can be certified for flight and novel technologies will need to reach a high Technology

Readiness Level (TRL) well ahead of the aircraft’s point of EIS. This then induces

an added level of uncertainty into the development of effective FM for EPA. As the

choice of FM will impact strongly on the configuration of the electrical architecture,

this uncertainty is a significant factor in the complete aircraft design. Yet it is not fea-

sible to wait until FM technologies are better developed and there are less unknowns

before commencing the FM design, since FM needs to be considered from the outset

of the aircraft conceptual design. Thus, the solution is to identify a means of reducing

uncertainty in the electrical architecture design by identifying key areas of FM devel-

opment that will be necessary, and by integrating current FM requirements into the

early design phases of EPA concepts.

1.0.2 Integration of FM into Aircraft and Demonstrator Design

Although electrical protection and FM has historically been highly important in the

design of electrical systems for aircraft, there is a lack of detailed FM design in the

published literature on novel EPA concepts (see Chapter 4.3). Despite there being

proposed targets for energy storage, power converters and electrical machines (all of

which are key technologies for EPA), no developmental goals for FM devices or FM

specific roadmaps have yet been published for this application.

Furthermore, given that FM is a crucial step in the development of robust electri-
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cal propulsion systems, any architecture will require some form of testing in hardware

before the final electrical system is chosen. Thus, a method for integration of FM

into the EPA demonstrator design is required together with a systems-level view of

the progression and variety of FM orientated demonstrators which are likely to be

required. Detailed FM development in existing published EPA demonstrators is lim-

ited, especially for any of the larger scale test beds or flying demonstrators for which

there is information available in the public domain. Therefore, timely integration of

strategic FM into the development of EPA concepts and demonstrators will enable high

confidence in the reliability and safety of future EPA designs.

1.1 Research Contributions

The thesis provides the following contributions to knowledge:

• Capture of critical FM requirements for future EPA. Such requirements have until

now been implicit in the presented FM solutions or have been studied in terms

of initial trade studies but the impact on the design of the protection system has

not been well understood.

• Identification of key FM technology bottlenecks which if not addressed severely

limit the range of feasible FM solutions.

• Proposal of an FM orientated early-stage design framework to derive feasible,

FM-capable electrical architectures for a given EPA concept. The framework

presented in this thesis addresses the uncertainty in the availability of suitable

FM technologies for design of future EPA electrical architectures and captures

significant assumptions which impact the down selection process.

– This novel design methodology also identifies key Platform Level Require-

ments (PLRs) which impact the choice of FM design.

– On the basis of this novel FM approach, new terminology related to FM in

EPA is defined and FM is considered as a combination of technologies and
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oversizing, as opposed to the application of individual electrical protection

devices.

• Development of a methodology to define FM strategy maps and presentation of

a first-of-kind strategy map of the projections on the progression of future EPA-

specific FM technology development, aspects of systems overrating and increasing

complexity of FM goals. The need for an FM-specific strategy map as a pre-cursor

to future FM technology roadmaps is demonstrated.

• A novel framework for strategic FM demonstrator development is proposed and

the FM test goals for different levels of demonstrator are identified. This re-

quires a portfolio of FM demonstrators and test beds for EPA. This strategic

development of critical aspects of FM and early integration of FM into larger

EPA demonstrators has not yet been proposed in the literature and is crucial if

complex FM systems are to reach high confidence.

• The concept of Demonstrator Level Requirements (DLRs) is proposed and a suite

of candidate DLRs are defined, which are relevant for determination of FM test

goals for future EPA demonstrators and test beds.

1.2 Publications

The following publications have been completed in the course of the PhD:

1.2.1 Journal Articles

M.-C. Flynn, M. Sztykiel, C. E. Jones, P. J. Norman, G. M. Burt, P. Miller and

M. Husband, “Protection and Fault Management Strategy Maps for Future Electrical

Propulsion Aircraft,” IEEE Transactions on Transportation Electrification (Accepted

27th August 2019).

M.-C. Flynn, C. E. Jones, P. J. Norman, and G. M. Burt, “A Fault Management-

Oriented Early-Design Framework for Electrical Propulsion Aircraft,” IEEE Transac-
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tions on Transportation Electrification, vol. 5, no. 2, pp. 465–478, Jun. 2019.

1.2.2 Conference Papers

M.-C. Flynn, C. Jones, P. Norman, and S. Galloway, “Fault Management Strategies

and Architecture Design for Turboelectric Distributed Propulsion,” in Electrical Sys-

tems for Aircraft, Railway, Ship Propulsion and Road Vehicles (ESARS) Conference,

Toulouse, November 2016.

M.-C. Flynn, C. Jones, P. Rakhra, P. Norman, and S. Galloway, “Impact of key de-

sign constraints on fault management strategies for distributed electrical propulsion

aircraft,” in AIAA Energy and Propulsion Conference, Atlanta, July 2017.

M.-C. Flynn, C. E. Jones, P. J. Norman, and S. J. Galloway, ”Establishing viable fault

management strategies for distributed electrical propulsion aircraft”, in International

Society of Air Breathing Engines, Manchester, United Kingdom, September 2017.

1.3 Thesis Outline

An overview of the structure of this thesis and the key research questions and FM

concepts addressed in each chapter is given in Figure 1.1 and explained in further

detail in this section.

Chapter 2 presents an overview of the relevant literature. The electrical architec-

tures, FM approaches and key protection technologies for future EPA concepts are

discussed. The interdependency between the electrical architecture and the FM strat-

egy is highlighted in the existing literature. A review of specific aspects of the literature

pertaining to the contribution identified in each chapter (such as current EPA demon-

strator aircraft in Chapter 6) is included at the beginning of the relevant chapter.

The main contributions to knowledge are in Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6. Chapter 3 first

identifies preliminary requirements for protection technologies evident in the literature

and discusses the impact of each requirement on the choice of protection technologies.
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Figure 1.1: Overview of thesis chapter headings, FM concepts included in each chapter
and narrative

This enables a number of significant FM technology bottlenecks to be identified. The

chapter concludes by proposing the combination of individual protection technologies

into FM solutions to overcome these technology challenges.

In Chapter 4 a new method to compile a systems-level strategy map for the devel-

opment of future FM technologies for EPA is then derived. This method is then used

to compose a novel FM strategy map which identifies the discrepancies between the

current SOA FM technologies and the expected future specifications and functionali-

ties for FM technologies. The strategy map also highlights the projected development

in the FM system goal which has not been addressed in existing literature, as well

the interdependency between the FM system and both electrical and Rest-of-System

oversizing.

An early-stage design framework for determining viable FM orientated electrical

architectures is introduced in Chapter 5. The various stages that contribute to down

selecting feasible FM architecture features and which shape the FM requirements are

discussed. The framework is also demonstrated by means of a case study design of

FM orientated architectures for a given future aircraft concept. The chapter concludes
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with a process of verification and validation of the proposed methodology. More detail

on the way in which the FM framework presented in Chapter 5 was developed and the

rationale behind its configuration is given in Section A of the Appendix.

The design method proposed in Chapter 5 is then further developed and applied to

the design of FM capable EPA demonstrators in Chapter 6. Key Demonstrator Level

Requirements (DLRs) are then identified and a logical progression of FM testing is

then proposed. Given the importance of FM goals identified in Chapter 5, the various

FM test goals specific to different scales and developmental stage are then identified

and discussed.

Chapter 7 concludes the thesis by discussing the impact of FM on the choice of

protection technologies, feasible electrical architectures for future EPA concepts and

the development of demonstrator aircraft and test beds.
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Chapter 2

Current EPA Electrical

Architectures and FM

Approaches

2.1 Introduction

This chapter presents and discusses the relevant background material and published

literature on FM for future EPA concepts. Further literature review on specific aspects

of FM (such as design frameworks and demonstrator aircraft) is included in the relevant

chapters later in the thesis. An overview of the included aspects of literature review

throughout the thesis is given in Figure 2.1.

The chapter begins by defining key FM terminology in Section 2.2. In Section 2.4,

an overview of the future EPA concepts, electrical architectures and FM approaches

which have been proposed in the literature is given and the interdependency between

the electrical architecture and the FM strategy is discussed. Given the importance

of the FM system objective, a review of goal-based FM approaches being developed

for other applications is discussed in Section 2.6, as this has direct relevance to the

approach advocated in this thesis. To provide a complete overview of the status of FM

for EPA, a review of the safety standards in development for EPA is then presented in

Section 2.9.
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Figure 2.1: Overview of aspects of literature included in chapters throughout the thesis

2.2 Defining Key FM Terminology

There is a paradigm shift required not only in the design of EPA electrical architectures

but also in the terminology which is used. Conventionally, electrical protection design

considers the possible faults that could occur at a given location on the network, and

then uses that knowledge to select appropriate fault protection devices and schemes to

protect against the range of anticipated faults. The proposed alternative (fault manage-

ment) applies much of the same technical understanding of electrical faults, but aims to

configure whole the electrical architecture from the outset with a view to the integration
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of effective, prioritized electrical fault protection. This enables the electrical architec-

ture to implement a robust fault response from a combination of FM-specific devices

(such as circuit breakers) and other components with possible FM functions (such as

power electronic converters), as well as any inherent fault management capability of

the architecture itself (such as cable overrating).

It is certainly not novel to consider the upstream/downstream impact of a fault

and to include some level of redundancy and overrating into the EPA electrical design

process. Yet the stringent weight constraint and the complexity of the electrical system

for an EPA, even in comparison to the level of electrical power installed on current

aircraft, together with the compact configuration of the electrical system and the harsh

aircraft operating environment, all require that FM must take a wider scope than

conventional electrical protection.

Fault management approaches this problem with a view to only employing the

devices which are proven necessary for a given FM goal, strategically locating them

on the system for maximum benefit. Ratings of the non-fault management specific

components and subsystems are specified to complement the chosen Fault Management

Strategy (FMS), acknowledging the limitations of devices and using technologies in

clusters to achieve required functions where a given technology is limited.

The process of fault detection, diagnosis and location are not considered in detail

in this thesis, although these are important functions which would form part of the

detailed FM design at a later point in the design process. The scope of FM as a

whole does include these aspects, yet these will come into greater focus as the primary

fault response technologies develop further and the different electrical subsystems are

integrated together into a complete system. FM enablers (which perform the fault

detection, diagnosis and location) are of course highly important components of an

FMS, but are not currently considered as a technology challenge on the same level as

the FM technologies which will enact a strategic fault response. Further discussion of

FM enablers is provided in Chapter 6.

In conventional terminology, load management is the strategic optimization of elec-

trical loads during flight, especially when there is an insufficient power supply [28].
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However, aside from the auxiliary or hotel loads which will of course still feature on

the fully developed electrical architecture for any passenger aircraft, any form of un-

planned load shedding of the large propulsive loads on the electrical system would only

be implemented in a critical fault scenario. Therefore, load management becomes part

of the wider FM system.

Furthermore, the electrical protection system also now has novel interfaces with

the mechanical design and configuration of the aircraft (as discussed in the Appendix

Section B.3) and so a systems-level understanding of how an electrical fault might then

impact the design of other neighbouring dependent systems is required. Since in EPA

the propulsion is integrated into the airframe, any electrical fault will undermine the

optimal performance of the aircraft. More importantly, however, electrical faults may

threaten the ability of the aircraft to maintain the minimum propulsive power, and the

safety and integrity of the aircraft structure as a whole.

In the context of future EPA, FM is relevant to the design of the architecture at

the conceptual stages but also in the operation of the system when a fault occurs

during flight. It seems therefore useful to allow a distinction between these two facets

of fault management, fault management during system design and fault management

during live system operation. Thus it is possible to define the fault detection, isolation,

reconfiguration functions that are triggered by the occurrence of a fault as forming the

Strategic Fault Response (SFR). The fault management capability incorporated into

design, on the other hand can be defined as the FMS.

2.2.1 Primary, Secondary and Wider System Fault Response

A typical electrical FM response will have primary and secondary operations depending

the scale of the fault and the time since the fault occurred. An overview of the primary

and secondary fault responses is shown in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2 breaks down a typical fault response into three stages, ordered chrono-

logically by point of operation relative to the time when a fault occurs:

1. Primary response (FM Devices Operation)
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Figure 2.2: Operation of Primary and Secondary Fault Responses

2. Secondary Response (Strategic FM System Response)

3. Electrical/Wider System Response

For each of these stages an example generalised goal of the fault response is indi-

cated to allow comparison. Example FM functions which would be expected to operate

within each of the fault response phases is shown at the bottom of Figure 2.2. The

flow chart at the top Figure 2.2 in red also describes the communications required to

be passed between the different levels of the FM system. During a primary response

communications are localised to the area of the electrical architecture or protection

zone where the active fault response occurs. For a secondary response the required

communications during the fault response are wider due to the need to coordinate mul-

tiple FM devices, with the status of a section of network being reported to a centralised

FM control.

The definition of primary, secondary and wider system fault responses is derived
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from protection logic. The primary and secondary classification of responses are deter-

mined by the time frame in which the FM response occurs and the relative complexity

of the FM system response which is required. The Electrical/ Wider system response

tertiary phase in the aftermath of the fault is critical to the aircraft safety but as it de-

mands control of the other non-electrical systems, this is addressed in the latter stages

of FM testing (see right hand yellow box in Figure 6.4). The goal of each phase and

the corresponding function are also given to demonstrate the different layers of FM re-

sponse that will be necessary for an EPA electrical architecture. The communications

between devices and systems which generally will be needed at each stage of the FM

response are outlined at the top of the figure.

2.3 Scope of FM and FM Technologies

It is also important to define the scope of FM technologies. In this thesis, FM tech-

nologies include FM-specific technologies and FM-capable technologies. FM-specific

technologies are technologies (such as switchgear) whose primary purpose is to perform

conventional electrical protection. FM-capable technologies includes components, sys-

tems and aspects of the electrical architecture (such as redundant cables) which can

perform FM functions (such as fault current interruption) but which may be included

in the electrical architecture for other reasons. A summary of the FM technologies

which are referred to in 4 and considered throughout this these are listed below:

• Resistive Superconducting Fault Current Limiters (SFCLs)

• Saturated Core Superconducting Fault Current Limiters (SFCLs)

• Solid State Fault Current Limiters (FCLs)

• Power Electronic Converter

• Solid State Power Controller(SSPC)

• Z-source Breaker

• AC and DC Electromechanical Circuit Breakers (EMCBs)
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• AC and DC Solid State Circuit Breakers (SSCBs)

• Hybrid Circuit Breakers (CB)

• Bypass Switch

• Bus Tie Switches

• Pyrofuse/switch

• Mechanical Contactors

Whilst there is discussion later in the thesis around the challenge of DC FM tech-

nologies for future EPA, FM here is considered and for both AC and DC systems, and

FM technologies includes both AC and DC devices. Much of the conceptual design

work for EPA in the literature focuses on DC systems, there is no specification yet

that exists which stipulates whether a DC or AC system is optimal or preferred. Both

AC and DC systems are identified in the literature review presented in this chapter,

however in the later case study in Chapter 5 an arbitrary choice of a DC architecture

is made for the purposes of demonstrating the design framework.

2.4 Current EPA Concepts

2.5 EPA Configurations

Electrical architectures for future EPA could adopt a range of generalized configura-

tions, defined as follows [29]:

• All electric (e.g. Maxwell [3], EVTOL and air taxi concepts [25])

• Parallel hybrid - where electric drive and mechanical drive combine at the turbine

shaft (e.g. SUGAR [6])

• Series hybrid - where electric drive and turbo-electric drive combine at the electric

bus
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• Turboelectric - when all the turbine energy is converted to electricity used to

power electric motors (e.g. ECO-150 [4] and N3-X [8, 30], STARC-ABL [29]

partially turboelectric)

A visual representation of these configurations is shown in Figure 2.3. The term

EPA is used to refer to any aircraft where a proportion or all of the critical thrust

required for flight is derived from an electrical propulsion system. EVTOL aircraft

and small scale EPA demonstrators have, to date, opted for all electric propulsion,

where the propulsive power demands of the EPA are supported by energy storage or

fuel cells [31]. Larger demonstrators (such as the E-Fan X), single aisle (such as ECO-

150 and STARC-ABL) and twin aisle future (such as N3-X) concepts proposed in the

literature combine gas turbine or combustion engines with electrical propulsion motors

in different hybrid configurations to supply the total required aircraft thrust levels.

Figure 2.3: Overview of various EPA configuration schematics [1]

Although all EPA concepts inherently require electrical systems design, not all pro-

posed EPA concepts in the literature are sufficiently developed that an initial electrical

architecture exists. Yet given that many EPA concepts have projected dates of EIS

of 10 or more years in the future [25], those electrical architectures that are currently

proposed are likely to undergo significant changes. The most detailed architectures

have been derived for turboelectric (such as [8]) or partially turboelectric aircraft [29],
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although parallel (such as [6]) and series hybrid configurations have also been proposed

in the literature. However, even in these early configurations, the interdependency be-

tween the conceptual design, the choice of electrical architecture and the FM approach

is evident.

2.5.1 Electrical Architectures and Fault Management Approaches

The electrical architectures and the corresponding FM approaches for EPA concepts

ordered by power level/configuration (see further discussion in Section 4.5) in the lit-

erature are discussed in the following sections.

2.5.2 HYPSTAIR

The Siemens HYPSTAIR aircraft electrical architecture [2] applies systems level FM,

although on a small-scale all-electric demonstrator EPA. Although a detailed architec-

ture is not presented, the block diagram description shown in Figure 2.4 indicates the

level of redundancy in the choice of power channel configuration and dual wound elec-

trical machines. In [2], the FM approach is discussed as well as reconfiguration options

and overrating of the power channels to allow this.

Figure 2.4: HYPSTAIR electrical architecture [2]
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2.5.3 Maxwell

The proposed electrical architecture for NASA’s Maxwell X-57 details a near-term, pilot

only EPA experimental demonstrator [3]. The electrical architecture features all electric

propulsion by means of batteries supplying an array of propulsion fans on the aircraft

wing. The FM approach involves isolation of power channels to prevent propagation of

faults, de-energising or de-rating faulted sections of network to maintain symmetry of

thrust. As this aircraft is part of a build-fly-learn research project, the FM approach

is geared towards ensuring safe testing of technologies and increasing confidence in the

reliable operation of the chosen electrical architecture. A detailed discussion of FM

approaches and requirements for EPA demonstrators is given in Chapter 6.

Figure 2.5: NASA Maxwell X-57 electrical architecture [3]

2.5.4 STARC-ABL

The electrical architecture for NASA’s STARC-ABL aircraft [29] is presented in Section

5.12.5. The electrical architecture powers a 2.61 MW propulsive load via two power

channels from each generator to a single inverter. The DC circuit breakers are not shown

on the diagram, but the proposed FM strategy is to utilise circuit breakers on both

the DC and AC sections of the architecture for fault interruption and inclusion of dual

feeders to the downstream inverter for redundancy. As this is a notional architecture

from an early study, the voltage level of the system is not specified, the FM inclusion

is minimal and there is little justification for the FM approach adopted.
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2.5.5 ECO-150

The ECO-150 concept is under development by ESAero and NASA, with more recent

trade studies between AC synchronous, DC distribution and hybrid configurations of

the ECO-150 conducted by Rolls-Royce [4]. These initial studies focused on the electri-

cal architectures shown in Figure 2.6, which include an array of propulsive fans on the

wings fed power from four generators through a distribution network, for which there

are a range of preferred configurations.

This publication specifies the protection strategy which provides the basis for the

choice of protection technologies and their placement on the network, and is summarised

as follows: a lightweight and highly flexible reconfiguration system which only acts in a

de-energized state. The only components which must act under faulted conditions are

the power source isolation components at the generators or energy storage [4]. This FMS

is one option applied to the electrical architecture in the Case Study demonstration of

the proposed FM framework in Section 5.4. The inability of the protection devices to

interrupt fault current at the loads or on the distribution network is a major limitation

of this approach, yet is chosen as it provides a weight saving. This is evidence of the

lack of fault current interruption devices which are expected to be readily available for

this application type and the interdependency between the chosen FM approach and

the electrical architecture.

2.5.6 Quadfan

The architecture presented in [5] and shown in Figure 2.7 was derived from conceptual

studies for hybrid electric transport, and therefore was not an electrical architecture

focused publication. The minimal dual-channel architecture identifies Solid State Power

Controllers (SSPCs) for fault protection, but does not give reasoning for this choice of

technology, verification of the feasibility of this technology for the chosen concept nor

rationale for the choice of power channels and location of devices.
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(a) AC synchronous distribution configuration

(b) DC distribution configuration

(c) Hybrid distribution

Figure 2.6: Proposed Architectures for the ECO-150 Aircraft Concept Early Trade
Studies [4]
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Figure 2.7: Quadfan electrical architecture [5]

2.5.7 SUGAR

SUGAR Volt [6] is one of a range of N+4 future concepts (as defined in [25]) generated

by initial performance studies on EPA focused on assessing the relative merits of differ-

ent hybrid or all electric configurations. This particular sub-concept has been proposed

in both conventional and superconducting configurations yet no complete electrical ar-

chitecture was published as part of these studies, and the only electrical protection

mechanism identified was Solid State Circuit Breakers (SSCBs). The outcome of the

paper focused on one configuration requiring a 1750 HP motor (approximately 1.3 MW)

and the other requiring a 7150 HP motor (approximately 5.3 MW). The stated weight

of the electrical system does not specify the non-negligible weight of the protection de-

vices. Therefore, this early study does not capture the impact of FM on the feasibility

of the initial conceptual design.

2.5.8 DEAP Project

An alternative superconducting EPA architecture is proposed in [7] (shown in Figure

2.9), and is assumed to deliver 9 MW. This AC synchronous network with cryocoolers
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Figure 2.8: SUGAR aircraft engine and superconducting electrical system configuration
[6], (HX = heat exchanger)

and distributed propulsion is presented as part of a discussion of the challenges sur-

rounding implementing High Temperature Superconducting (HTS) electrical configura-

tions in aircraft, such as the requirement for high efficiency in the power electronics and

high power density (and reliability) of the cryocoolers [7]. Further challenges include

the fact that many of the cryogenic technologies such as HTS cables are technically

immature and unproven for use in an EPA application. The use of HTS electrical

architectures in aircraft such as this concept is considered for larger, twin aisle EPA

concepts [8,32]. The benefit of adopting an AC synchronous system is the lack of power

electronic converters (leading to a weight saving) and FM being achieved through AC

fault current interruption (use of natural zero crossing). However, the FM implica-

tions of this type of architecture configuration are not well understood. For example,

the need for reconfiguration of power channels, bus-ties and physical isolation of faults

is identified yet the means by which this could be achieved is not described, nor is

the feasibility of AC synchronous electrical architectures for Turboelectric Distributed

Propulsion (TeDP) concepts verified.
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Figure 2.9: Airbus and Rolls-Royce DEAP electrical architecture [7]

2.5.9 N-3X

The N-3X concept proposed by NASA is a large twin aisle, 300 Passengers (PAX)

superconducting blended-wing body concept. A number of early studies were conducted

to perform trade studies of various electrical architectures for the N-3X concept. These

configurations are presented and discussed in the following sections.

Cross-Redundant Radial Architecture

This FM approach uses Superconducting Fault Current Limiters (SFCLs) placed each

channel of the network to restrict fault currents to below critical current levels. How-
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ever in order to interrupt the fault current, Solid State Circuit Breakers (SSCBs) are

included at the protection zone interfaces. Energy storage is also included on the dis-

tribution busbars and cross-redundant feeders to the propulsive loads enable flexibility

of reconfiguration after a fault. The architecture in Figure 2.10 is the baseline architec-

ture from which further similar configurations were derived and evaluated. However,

the FM approach here is based on providing maximum functionality across the entire

electrical architecture. The feasibility of the FMS proposed here remains unclear due

to the excessive weight of protection devices and the lack of maturity of supporting

technologies (such as communications between FM devices).

Figure 2.10: Rolls-Royce N-3X baseline architecture [8]
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Voltage Source Architecture with Fast Disconnects

TheVoltage Source Architecture with Fast Disconnects architecture shown in Figure 2.11

[30] has been designed with Super Fast Disconnects. These are used to reconfigure the

de-energised network to isolate the faulty section, only after all fault current producing

elements have been disconnected by the circuit breakers. The circuit breakers are then

reclosed to restore power to healthy sections of network. The FM response for this

configuration may be more complex than the network in Figure 2.10, as the disconnect

switches must wait until the fault has been isolated to operate since they have no

current interruption capability. This sequential operation may increase the total fault

response time. A detailed discussion of the impact of sequential or layered operation

of FM is given in Section 2.2.1.

Figure 2.11: GE N-3X voltage source converter electrical architecture
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Ring Architecture

An alternative electrical architecture proposal for the same concept [30] (shown in

Figure 2.12) proposes a ring architecture and Current Source Converter (CSC) topology.

Here, the chosen FMS aims to bypass the faulted section of the network. This FM

approach requires a CSC interfaced DC system, to enable a constant current to be

maintained, including during system disturbances. This approach avoids the weight

associated with DC fault current interrupters, and has advantages of reduced peak

fault current and bi-directional voltage blocking capability during a short circuit DC

fault [33]. However, these FM system benefits are likely to be offset by the fact that

the filter components for a CSC can lead to a large converter weight and volume and

a current source system (and associated converters and control) is not proven in an

aircraft environment [33]. A further technical issue with this proposed architecture

is the large loss of propulsion that would occur if there was a fault on the GL-1 or

GR-2 generators which may be critical at times of flight when the maximum output

propulsion power is required.

2.5.10 FM Approaches for the N-3X Summary

The different FM approaches for the N-3X aircraft are further discussed in [18]. It is

evident from these early studies that there is a close interdependency between the FM

approach or design which is adopted and the resulting electrical architecture. Further-

more, there are critical trades to be made between the aircraft performance (weight,

efficiency etc.), the level of functionality available in the FM system and where various

FM technologies can be physically located on the electrical architecture.

2.5.11 Summary of Proposed EPA Electrical Architectures and FM

Approaches

The data on available electrical architectures and the level in the proposed FM ap-

proaches for future EPA is summarised in Table 2.1:
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Figure 2.12: GE N-3X CSC ring electrical architecture

Table 2.1: Summary of current EPA electrical architectures and FM approaches

EPA Con-

cept

Developer Target

EIS [25]

Configura-

tion

FM Approach Spec-

ified?

HYPSTAIR Siemens N All electric Yes, systems level FM

design

Maxwell X-

57

NASA N+2 All electric Yes, detailed FM de-

sign

STARC-

ABL

NASA N+3 Partial Turbo-

electric

FM technologies identi-

fied

ECO-150 Empirical Sys-

tems Aerospace,

NASA

N+3 Turboelectric Yes, protection strat-

egy identified

Quad-fan Bauhaus Luft-

fahrt

N+3 All electric FM technologies Identi-

fied
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SUGAR Boeing, NASA N+4 Parallel hy-

brid

No, possible technolo-

gies suggested

DEAP Airbus, Cran-

field University,

Rolls-Royce

N+4 Turboelectric No, but key FM func-

tions identified

N-3X NASA, Rolls-

Royce, GE

N+4 Turboelectric Yes, possible FM ap-

proaches identified

From Table 2.1 it is evident that the initial conceptual and electrical architectural

EPA designs have not focused on electrical FM. To date, electrical FM for EPA has

been done at a first-pass, minimal level or not at all. The weight of FM-capable

components for any future EPA will be non-negligible, and without robust electrical

FM no EPA can hope to achieve aircraft safety statistics comparable with current

MEA. Current approaches in the literature (such as [34]), whilst highlighting some of

the technical challenges around FM-capable electrical architectures for EPA, have not

proposed a design methodology which integrates FM from the outset. Furthermore, in

the design of EPA concepts in Table 2.1 the availability of particular technologies has

often been assumed, thereby foregoing the opportunity to highlight the key technologies

which require development now if such EPA concepts are to be realised in the future.

This dictates that a novel approach to the design of electrical architectures for EPA

is required which addresses the current uncertainty in the availability of suitable FM

technologies for future EPA electrical architectures. However, for electrical FM to be

effective, it must be integrated into the aircraft design from an early stage. Therefore,

the lack of FM integration in the electrical architectures in the literature provides a

strong justification for the requirement of an FM-orientated design approach for future

EPA.

2.6 FM Approaches for Other Critical Propulsion Appli-

cations

As EPA are a novel concept, the electrical FM approaches described in Section 2.4

are technologically immature and require further development. Therefore, in order to
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derive FM approaches for future EPA concepts which are viable, it is useful to review

electrical FM approaches in other applications.

This thesis proposes that systems-level FM is integrated into the early design of

critical EPA systems. Whilst this is a novel electrical FM approach for EPA, a similar

concept has been proposed for spacecraft and space propulsion and navigation systems.

Although this is a different application area, these systems are also required to fulfil

a safety-critical mission and demonstrate high reliability of all systems. In particular,

Goal-Based Fault Management developed in relation to the software embedded in such

systems advocates that it is more important for the FM system to respond to a loss of

function, not matter how it occurs, than only a set of anticipated faults, since the lack

of faults successfully being detected does not necessarily mean that the system is at

100% health [35]. This approach to FM marks a deviation from the approach where

a defined set of failure modes and fault effects are identified for which the FM system

has a set of mitigation responses.

For complex architectures where there may be conflicting control requirements, this

approach to FM which identifies the system goal(s) and responds to any goal failure

allows for a more robust FM system. This is especially important where there is

uncertainty in terms of the exact failure modes that the system may exhibit, as is the

case in novel EPA electrical architectures. This goal-based approach to FM advocates

consideration of the electrical architecture in terms of acceptable system behaviour and

a success criterion that needs to be achieved. This is particularly relevant to EPA

electrical architecture design where the desired response to a fault will depend on the

state of the system (e.g. point in flight path) as well as the key system intent at

that moment in time (e.g. preference for operation of electrical thrust over mechanical

thrust to minimize noise). Therefore, the response of the EPA system to an electrical

fault needs to be cognisant of a number of factors which vary in time. FM-orientated

design of the electrical architecture is then dependent on a number of whole aircraft

level variables which need to be understood if the aim of the system under faulted

conditions is to be effectively determined.

This idea in [35] that FM should not be merely to react mechanically to some a
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priori list of failure modes with rote responses, but instead to acknowledge any threat

to objectives, striving to preserve functionality no matter what the cause is discussed

in detail and with a large degree of insight in [36]. Although in [36] the application

is Guidance, Navigation and Control of spacecraft, the concept is highly applicable

to future EPA. These are novel aircraft concepts which are expected to employ SOA

technologies and electrical architecture configurations which have not been extensively

tested over decades of flight. This leads to uncertainty in the failure modes and likely

fault scenarios in the electrical propulsion system, coupled with a critical level of depen-

dence on the same system to maintain flight safety. Therefore aiming to preserve key

functions instead of just performing reactionary fault protection is a useful approach

to FM where the functions are critical. Furthermore, a systems-level approach to FM

is proposed in [36] since any robust FM system needs to capture the complexity of the

complete system. This is a significant aspect of integrating FM into the design of EPA,

since it is acknowledged that the electrical FM system will interface with wider aspects

of the mechanical and conceptual design. Therefore, this FM approach established in

the aerospace sector and advocated by the wider NASA FM community [37], has in-

formed and significantly impacted the defined scope and terminology associated with

FM which are proposed in this thesis in Section 2.2. Furthermore, determining FM

goals is a crucial stage in the FM framework presented in Section 4.5.5.

Strategic FM, as opposed to protection has been proposed for use in future naval

electrical systems where there are increased electrical loads. There is limited data in the

literature on the development of naval specific FM due to the nature of the application

area. For example, in [38] FM at both localised and centralised levels on an MVDC

naval electrical architecture is presented. This shows that the coordinated use of FM

devices is required for systems requiring protection against short circuit DC faults. The

FM approach in [38], whilst relevant to EPA electrical architectures, is not currently

at high TRL and so there is uncertainty as to whether this mode of fault response

could feasibly be certified for use on a future EPA. Although there are similarities in

the design of electrical propulsion architectures for naval ships and commercial EPA,

there are a number of key differences in the FM approach which validates the need
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for a new approach. Commercial EPA are a novel concept which remains relatively

immature, whereas naval ships incorporating electrical propulsion are well established

(e.g. Royal Navy Type 45 Destroyer). The requirement for minimal weight is more

stringent for an EPA than for a naval ship (although weight is a key aspect of the

design in both). Furthermore, any FM technologies used in a naval application would

need to be proven to withstand the harsh aircraft environment (see Section 3.3.6) and

would need to achieve safety certification for use on an aircraft.

Therefore, a new approach to the design of electrical architectures for EPA is re-

quired, which draws on the experience of applying systems-level FM in other application

areas but which addresses the aircraft-specific FM requirements (see Section 5.4.1).

2.7 Current Rest-of-System FM Approaches

It is evident that the advent of small-scale EVTOL aircraft flying at low altitude over

built up areas pushes the boundaries of current defined safety standards. Since many of

the EVTOL concepts in development by both established market players and smaller

scale start-up or spin-out companies are targeted towards a near term EIS, it is expected

that non-electrical FM will be crucial, due to the current immaturity of EPA-specific

electrical FM technologies. This FM capability of the EPA coming from the wider,

non-electrical system is defined as ”Rest-of-system” FM (this is further discussed in

Section 4.5.3).

The electrical FM which will be developed for larger scale EPA concepts may not

scale down (in terms of technologies such as SFCLs or cost) and may not be available

where developers are keen to bring an aircraft quickly to market. Therefore EVTOL

concepts are likely to employ Rest-of-system FM such as Parachute Recovery Systems

(PRS) and/or Ballistic Recovery Systems (BRS) [39]. Currently available whole aircraft

PRS only work above 250 to 300 ft (approximately 76 to 90 m), which would leave the

system vulnerable to faults on take-off and landing below this altitude [40]. BRS

systems are also only useful above 100 to 150 ft (approximately 30 to 45 m) [40], and

so there is a question of the safety of these aircraft should a critical fault occur at

an altitude outwith the BRS or PRS safety window. The limitations of depending on
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Rest-of-system FM is further discussed in Section 4.5.3 in order to demonstrate the

need for targeted development of key electrical FM technologies.

However, even with these safety systems available, there is still a requirement for

these EVTOL aircraft to integrate effective electrical FM into the design. The elec-

trical propulsion system is even more critical where an aircraft has minimal gliding or

autorotating capability, since the safe landing of the aircraft largely depends on the FM

system’s ability to maintain sufficient power to critical propulsive loads. Larger single

aisle or twin aisle aircraft are unlikely to depend on PRS or BRS based safety, and so

development and integration of more robust electrical FM is key. An initial electrical

safety Special Condition published by the European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA)

highlights these key differentiators, whilst specifying the need for enhanced safety re-

quirements for such aircraft which are intended for operation over congested areas [41].

In [39] a new EPA developer identifies the following safety target: VTOL aircraft need

to be safer than driving a car on a fatalities-per-passenger-mile basis. Yet this overlooks

the existing stringent safety standards for passenger aircraft and the need to protect

lives in the vicinity of airports and under flight paths, as well as the passengers on

board. Hence it is unclear whether the wider safety and electrical FM requirements

are being successfully integrated into the development of small-scale near-term EPA

for which there is a limited amount of operational maturity and established electrical

FM design best-practice.

2.8 Safety Critical Design

Since the main airframers and naval manufacturers do not publish the robust design

methodologies and frameworks, it is difficult to establish the current state-of-the-art in

safety critical electrical architecture design. In the publicly available literature on ro-

bust architecture design, uncertainty has been considered in [42] for unmanned aircraft

and in [43] for the civil aerospace sector but from a high-level, project management

perspective. Neither of these publications address the issues of robust architecture de-

sign for novel aircraft where the component technologies are unproven in an aircraft

environment, and hence the complete design process is subject to a large level of un-
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certainty and risk of infeasibility of chosen solutions. The safety critical requirements

for EPA are different from that of existing aircraft as the electrical system is even more

significant to the safety of the aircraft but is less mature than the engines and other

critical technologies on MEA. Therefore, a novel approach to managing uncertainty in

the design process for EPA is necessary. This has led to focus being given to iden-

tifying assumptions and risks throughout the design process, enabling the impact of

uncertainty to be monitored as the electrical architecture design progresses.

2.9 Current UK and International Safety Standards De-

velopment for EPA

Recently there have been efforts to develop the necessary safety standards for the elec-

trical architecture in future EPA concepts 1. The MIL-STD-704F standard published in

2004 [45], whilst highly detailed, does not address the unique FM challenges for future

EPA at higher voltage levels where the electrical architecture is an intrinsic part of the

aircraft propulsion system. It is evident that new safety standards and regulations are

necessary to drive the development of reliable EPA concepts.

It was announced in 2018 that a new SAE International Committee was being es-

tablished for Aircraft Hybrid/Electric Propulsion [46] to standardized nomenclature,

define applicable terms and fundamental architectures, and address considerations for

endurance and other performance criteria, safety, high voltage/high power, aircraft in-

tegration and installation, and interfaces between equipment. This marks an important

progression in the realization of EPA as cross-industry engagement in defining key stan-

dards is required if any proposed FM systems and technologies are to be certifiable for

future flight.

Furthermore, a new ASTM Standard Specification for Electrical Systems for Air-

craft with Electric or Hybrid-Electric Propulsion was recently published [47]. Although

1Although there is currently a lack of clarity as to which and by what means a regulatory body
would determine and enforce safety standards in the design and operation of future EPA if the UK
(and hence the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA)) were to cease membership of the EASA as part of
the Brexit process [44], it is assumed in this thesis that the UK would continue to align its regulatory
standards for the design and certification of EPA with that of EASA.
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not mandatory, this standard offers a benchmark in terms of the expected requirements

for any EPA electrical architecture. However, the standard has a minimal specification

of FM requirements. The standard states that power to essential loads must be main-

tained when there is a loss of a single power source or ESS, yet it is unclear if a large

loss of network would be acceptable, if rerouteing power is allowed or the transients

that the system must be able to withstand if such a severe power fluctuation were to

occur. Whilst electrical loads and sources are defined, the electrical distribution system

is not defined in detail, and so it is not evident whether power converters, sensors and

switch gear might be included in this category. Protection devices are mentioned in the

context of the need for crew to disconnect sources from the distribution systems, yet the

rationale for this requirement is not explained in that any fault isolation should occur

within an appropriate time frame, and certainly faster than a typical human reaction

time. Therefore, it seems that such actions, as well as the stated 30 minute time pe-

riod in which to recognize the loss of primary power and take appropriate load shedding

action, would occur as part of the systems-level fault response after the main electrical

FM had operated (see Section 2.2.1). The standard does however, indicate the need

to demonstrate that the system can maintain security of electrical supply to loads for

probable durations which emphasises the importance of integrating FM testing into the

development of EPA (discusses in detail in Chapter 6).

The standard also specifies that a protective device for a circuit essential to flight

safety may not be used to protect any other circuit. This stipulation is clearly intended

to limit possible fault propagation, yet from the architectures in the literature, it is

possible that a single upstream device may protect zones of the electrical architecture

downstream, especially where the instances of physical fault isolation are limited. If

a power converter is used to perform an FM function then this may protect multiple

cables or busbars to which it is connected. In stating that circuit protective devices must

be installed in all electrical circuits other that circuits in which no hazard is presented

by their omission, the standard does not specify what kind of device is required and

for what function (e.g. fault current interruption, fault current limitation). Therefore,

these examples highlight that this standard does not yet address the complexity in the
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design of FM capable electrical architectures, nor does it currently satisfactorily specify

requirements for FM devices.

Given the lack of substantial safety standards for the design of electrical architec-

tures for EPA, a novel approach to the integration of FM into the design process is

required (as also highlighted in Section 7.2). Safety standards relevant to a given EPA

concept are considered in Phase 1 of the FM framework presented in Section 5.4.1.

Ideally, safety regulations should provide targets for operating capabilities of FM tech-

nologies, target areas for research and development as well as a metric against which

different, competing design solutions can be assessed and down-selected.

2.10 Summary

Currently, FM is not considered in detail in the proposed EPA concepts in the literature.

Electrical fault protection devices are identified in some instances, however, there is

not a clear rationale given as to the selection of technology types, their location on the

electrical architecture and the ultimate aim of the electrical FM system when a fault

occurs. FM approaches which have been proposed in other applications can inform the

development of robust FM for EPA - in particular, by determining the FM goal and by

adhering to a systems-level FM design process. The safety standards for the electrical

system on an EPA are still in development, and initial standards published recently

do not satisfactorily address the complexity and interdependencies that underpin the

design of FM capable electrical architectures. Therefore, a novel approach for FM

design for EPA is required to manage the uncertainty and to catalyse development of

both FM technologies and the supporting safety standards.
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Chapter 3

Impact of Critical of FM

Requirements and FM

Technology Challenges

3.1 Introduction

It is crucial that the protection technology requirements are identified at an early stage

in the electrical architecture design so that the range and complexity of each require-

ment can be fully understood. A comprehensive process of FM requirements capture

has not been conducted in the existing EPA literature and so this thesis offers a novel

contribution by reviewing and analysing the impact of critical EPA FM requirements

on the choice of FM solutions. The selection of protection technologies in the proposed

electrical architectures in the literature in Section 2.4 is largely driven by the available

protection functionality of a given device, and not whether such technologies are actu-

ally feasible for an EPA concept. Therefore, there is a risk that the FM approaches and

the electrical architectures proposed in the literature which are assumed to be viable

are not in fact feasible when the protection technology requirements are thoroughly

scoped. This key FM design assumption is acceptable at the early stages of conceptual

design, but needs to be verified as part of a more detailed consideration of effective FM

design.
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There are a range of FM technology challenges associated with integrating effective

FM into future EPA electrical architectures, such as scaling of current protection tech-

nologies and ensuring that novel technologies can operate reliably in the harsh aircraft

environment. Furthermore, on the one hand, the weight of the electrical system must

be minimized as far as possible, and on the other, the FM system must be reliable, ro-

bust and contend with a large variety of complex requirements. These challenges have

not yet been addressed in detail in the literature but are likely to have a significant

impact on the future choice of protection devices for EPA. The identification of these

key technology challenges and FM requirements for future EPA are important contri-

butions and lay the groundwork for the major contributions of this thesis, including

the electrical architecture design framework (see Chapter 5) and the FM strategy map

(see Chapter 4).

In order to overcome the technology challenges identified in this chapter, a new

FM approach is proposed. Protection devices must be considered in combination and

strategically applied to a given electrical architecture, if a range of FM functions are to

be available and if the FM system requirements are to be met. A key contribution then

is made in proposing the shift from protection to fault management, from a component

and subsystems level to a systems level design of FM. This was first put forward by

the author in [18] building on initial EPA electrical protection studies such as [48]. In

subsequent, recent publications in the literature [4,49] there is evidence of this strategic

fault protection using FM technologies in combination being considered where FM

requirements are challenging.

This chapter first identifies pertinent requirements for protection technologies ev-

ident in the literature and discusses the impact of each requirement on the available

protection technologies in Section 3.3. This then leads to the identification of a num-

ber of FM technology bottlenecks in Section 3.5 and the need to implement FM with a

combination of technologies is proposed in Section 3.6. A summary of the key outcomes

of the chapter are then discussed in Section 3.7.
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3.2 Protection Technology Database

In the literature, it is stated that: Rather than delivering “first time right” informa-

tion - which is not available so early in the development life cycle for these complex

products - initial assumptions about the aircraft design are incrementally refined on the

way towards an global optimum within the interdependencies of involved engineering

disciplines like Flight Control, Aerodynamics, etc. [50]. The initial assumption in the

literature (as discussed in Chapter 4.3), which now needs to be refined, is that the

specified protection devices will actually be available and will satisfy the stringent FM

requirements which are later highlighted in this chapter.

There is evidence in the literature [51, 52] to suppose that there is a large degree

of uncertainty around the availability of suitable technologies to meet the FM system

requirements within the available developmental time frames. This leads to the need

to assess the current status of protection devices which could be used in future EPA

applications against the key FM system requirements which are identified in Section

3.3.

A database of current protection devices categorised by function and assessed in

terms of their technical maturity for an aircraft application is presented in Appendix

C of this thesis. This database was first compiled and presented in [51]. The initial

focus was on protection devices which were relevant to future DC configurations and

superconducting protective technologies as this reflected the key technology challenges

in the available detailed literature on EPA electrical architectures at that time. Since

then, this database has been further developed within the Strathclyde University Tech-

nology Centre (UTC) research team for a Rolls-Royce internal project and now includes

AC devices. The original database has been updated and expanded due to its value

as a reference point for FM studies for EPA within the research group. For example,

one of the technologies identified in the original database [53] was recommended in

the project deliverable, whilst others (such as [54]) that had not been considered were

given due review. The database in its current format is no longer the sole work of the

student. Therefore, the original database comprising the student’s work is given in the
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Appendix C and reference is made in the discussion of requirements to technologies in

this database in the following sections. Therefore, the data in Appendix C can be read

in conjunction with the discussion of the key FM requirements for EPA.

3.3 Identification of Requirements for Protection Tech-

nologies

Feasible protection technologies for EPA must meet a number of key FM and aircraft

system requirements. Therefore, in order to fully scope the future viability of any FM

approach, an understanding of the relevant requirements is necessary. The FM require-

ments flow down from the initial electrical architecture requirements and also the wider

EPA concept requirements (see definition of PLRs in Section 5.4.1). Whilst there are

many requirements that will influence the choice of protection devices, it is important

to prioritise those which are specific to an EPA application (such as weight) as well

as those which may be especially challenging, given the current status of protection

technologies. A number of requirements which are evident in the literature and are

discussed in the following sections:

• Voltage rating

• Weight budget

• Component power density

• Volume

• Availability

• Tolerance of Altitude Effects

• Thermal management

It is also important to highlight that these design requirements for a given EPA

concept are subject to change. For example, the expected point of EIS for a EPA may

shift due to governmental pressure to reduce emissions from aircraft sooner, or may
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be pushed back where there are financial challenges within the industry or insufficient

technology progress. As an example of the possible variation in EIS, NASA delayed

the expected EIS date of some of its developmental aircraft in 2016 [55], compared to

previously released roadmaps, although the specific cause, if any, was not stated. There

may also be aspects of particular technologies (e.g. superconducting cables) whose

more detailed requirements will become apparent in the future but are at the moment

unknown. Thus the choice of protection devices which satisfy the EPA requirements is

subject to a degree of uncertainty resulting from both known unknowns (e.g. whether

AC or DC distribution is preferred) and unknown unknowns.

Although the detailed specifications and safety standards for a given future EPA

electrical architecture may not yet be fully defined (see Section 2.9), it is possible to

identify from the literature and current standards possible ranges or a threshold value

for a particular requirement.

3.3.1 Voltage Rating Requirement

Two of the most immediate requirements are the system voltage and power ratings.

Voltages on conventional aircraft have not yet matched increases in railway or naval

system ratings and the existing standards for aero-electrical systems are only for lower

voltage levels up to 270 Vdc [45]. However, the probable shift from present aircraft

systems rated at 115 Vac, +/- 270 Vdc and 28 Vdc, 230 Vac to 700 Vdc line-to-line

in the medium term [56], then to voltages in the kV range [5, 57] in order to supply

high power propulsion loads with minimal losses is one of the key design factors that

differentiates current protection systems and those of the future. Projections of EPA

voltage and power ratings for different generations of aircraft are described in Chapter

4 and mapped in Table 4.3.

The voltage ratings for Boeing’s SUGAR Volt aircraft is taken from the input

parameters to the system model [6]. The voltage rating of the bus bar in the study

was initially set to 10 kV with the power converters rated for 500 Vdc and 120 Vac.

As an electrical system architecture is not provided, it is assumed that the protection

devices for this aircraft should be rated for the bus bar voltage, although it is not clear
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from this minimal data why there is a difference in the boundary values for the bus bar

and power converters. Further work is needed to fully understand the electrical system

which would support the propulsive motors and batteries in this design.

The STARC-ABL system in [29] was not defined for a specific voltage value, but

rather was assessed over a range of voltages from current state-of-the-art aircraft levels

to kV-level naval system ratings. Although the cables in this design were rated at 1000

V, the protection devices were scaled for power densities at 6500 V [29]. Therefore, it

is likely that the voltage range identified in the literature for this and other concepts

will be reduced or better defined based on trades between efficiency and system weight.

The FM classes (see Figure 4.1 in Chapter 4) under 1kV are split at 750 V as it is

expected that aircraft systems will match the voltage levels of electric vehicles [58] in

the first instance as there will be electrical protection devices developed at this rating.

As mentioned already, the exact voltage ratings for an aircraft may not yet be

decided, but reviewing the literature gives an indication of likely ranges (greater than

1 kV range for superconducting systems, less than 1 kV scale for nearer term ambient

temperature aircraft).

3.3.2 Weight Budget Requirement

The requirement for the system to be within a given weight budget is particularly

important as the weight of the protection system will form a non-negligible component

of the overall electrical system weight. A review of published EPA electric aircraft

literature reveals that there is little understanding of the impact of the protection

system weight upon the feasibility of the overall electric system, since protection system

weight is at times not included in aircraft weight breakdown figures [5, 6, 59]. Focus is

in some cases instead given to the significance of battery weight and design sensitivities

to battery improvements and availability. However, the protection system weight must

also be given consideration at this design stage, in view of the need for security of

power supply to the propulsors and the weight of current protection devices. In [4]

the total weight budget for the ECO-150 aircraft (including SSCBs) is assessed for

a variety of configurations, as it is shown that the weight of the complete electrical
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architecture varies with the voltage rating. This already indicates the interdependency

of the various EPA requirements (see Section B.3).

It is anticipated that larger aircraft will require larger power systems and hence

higher rated protection devices. Furthermore, the possible change in electrical config-

uration from conventional electrical systems to superconducting (STARC-ABL [60]/

Quadfan [5] to N3-X [8, 30]) for larger aircraft implies an increase in total protec-

tion system weight. Published literature on Boeing’s SUGAR Volt aircraft and BHL’s

Propulsive Fuselage aircraft heavily discussed aeronautical system design but did not

state electrical system weight breakdown in sufficient detail for an effective comparison

to be made. Therefore, there is a need for all proposed architectures to consider elec-

trical protection devices before commencing more detailed system design, as this will

shape other aspects of the electrical propulsion system and form a component of the

maximum take-off weight.

3.3.3 Component Power Density

Power density of protection components is an important point of comparison between

technologies. Aircraft concepts which are less developed and targeted towards the far

term may not have a defined total system weight budget, and so it may be difficult

to derive the weight requirement for individual components. In this case, the target

component power densities are a useful metric to enable assessment of the feasibility

of technologies. This bottom-up approach to quantifying requirements does overlap

with the top-down approach based on the PLRs (see Section 5.4.1), yet both are useful

means of determining feasible protection technologies.

At present, the power density of silicon based power electronics for aircraft is around

2.2 kW/kg [25]. Advances in silicon carbide (SiC) switching devices are expected to

increase the power density to 9 kW/kg for aircraft power electronics applications by

around 2035 [25]. In these power density values it is not clear if this includes fil-

ters, packaging and thermal management components. These values stated in [25]

are still less than the 19 kW/kg target for complete power converters on the N+3

NASA STARC-ABL aircraft, and the 13 kW/ kg for the N+1 SCEPTOR aircraft [60].
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Raytheon have begun developing novel High Temperature Silicon Carbide power mod-

ules specifically targeted towards a More Electric Aircraft (MEA) power system [61].

Although the exact power densities of these devices are not yet published, this demon-

strates that SiC power electronics are already being investigated as an enabling tech-

nology for future EPA.

Moreover, Thales are developing Power Electronics Modules (PEMs) for MEA ap-

plications with a current power density of 2-3 kW/kg for today’s devices, 6 kW/kg for

next generation modules and ultimately 9-15 kW/kg for N+2 devices [62]. This is in

a similar range as the values quoted about for NASA’s Maxwell project and is further

verified by the N+2 PEMs reaching TRL 5 in 2015. The modularity of this design may

be useful for scaling up these power converters for higher power rated systems.

Furthermore, a state-of-the art rectifier developed by ETH Zurich aimed at MEA

applications achieved a power density of 9.44 kW/kg and a volumetric power density

of 14.1 kW/m3 rated for a 10 kW system [63]. Almost half (48%) the total volume

of this device was derived from the Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) filter, which

highlights the fact that the bulky filter components are an area in need of improvement

for future power electronic devices. Clearly there are trades to be made between the

size of filter and the switching frequency if this has has a significant impact on the total

volume. The rated voltage for this device was in the range of 320-480 Vac, which is

more suitable for powering electrical subsystem networks on EPA aircraft as opposed

to electric propulsion loads. However, if the stated power density could be scaled to the

kV range, this would make AC-DC conversion with DC transmission more attractive.

In the literature it is not always clear if the quoted power density value for a compo-

nent or target includes all packaging and associated thermal management. Therefore,

a key requirement for all FM devices is that the weight of all housing, insulation and

cooling systems is minimised, and also taken into account in calculating power density.

Automotive Converter Power Density Case Study

Whilst advances in aircraft-specific high power density converters have yet to be fully

realised, the automotive industry has already seen an increase in power converter ratings
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for electric and hybrid vehicles over the last decade [64]. It is possible that a similar

level of development could be achieved in EPA power converters, if a similar level of

investment is achieved. Furthermore, power electronics in Formula 1 electric vehicle

systems also give an indication of technology improvements that might be possible, as

this is an area of the automotive industry in which the constraints on weight and volume

are particularly stringent, yet where there is funding and motivation to develop means

of overcoming such challenges. The comparison to Formula 1 converter capacities,

however, should take into account the expected reliability and life span on devices in

motor-sport. Components are often and easily replaced and so the requirement for high

reliability and maximum life span is not as important in this particular application.

One example of a SOA high power density motor-sport device would be McLaren’s

Motor Control Unit (MCU) which contains a 14 V DC-DC converter using SiC MOS-

FETS [65] which offers greater power density (over 20 kW/kg [66]) and reduced cooling

requirements in comparison to previous models and is a market leader. This shows that

SiC power electronics are already being exploited in DC automotive systems to increase

efficiency and power density, the benefits of which may be transferable to DC aircraft

electrical architectures.

Power Density of SFCLs Case Study

The SOA power density of SFCLs is very low (ranging from 0.66 to 15.9 kW/kg de-

pending on the technology type [48]), due to the fact that they are typically one-off

installations on terrestrial grids used to protect critical sections of a network. The

lowest weighted SFCL published in the Electric Power Research Institute Technology

Review [67] as of 2012 was 907 kg rated at 22.9 kV (weights of other SFCL devices are

presented in Appendix C.2.3). If this weight were to be linearly scaled as a very basic

metric for a 10 kV aircraft system (such as the N-3X) then the expected weight would

be in the region of 396 kg. This significantly higher than the 2.8 kg weight of the 11.19

MW rated SFCLs required for the cross redundant multi-feeder architecture suggested

for the N-3X aircraft [48].

However, the SFCLs installed currently on the grid must have their own cryogenic
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system, which adds to the overall weight. Devices on a superconducting aircraft may

be able to benefit from weight savings due to a centralised cryogenic system supply-

ing all the superconducting devices. Furthermore, SFCLs developed for aircraft would

naturally have a reduced weight due to components being chosen specifically to min-

imise weight, which may not be the case in SFCL technology demonstrators. However,

the reductions in SFCL weight which are required to increase power density ratings

from ≈ 4 kW/kg of TRL 5-6 devices in 2013 to the 4000 kW/kg mentioned in the

same study [48], imply that SFCLs are not likely to feature in any FMS for N+1 or

N+2 aircraft. Whilst naval SFCLs currently under development [68, 69] are expected

to reduce weight and volume compared to terrestrial systems, it is expected that this

technology will need to be developed and demonstrated in naval systems before be-

ing adapted and further reduced in size for a EPA aircraft. This demonstrates the

significant discrepancy in examples of SOA FM power density and the expected FM

technology requirements.

Power Density of DC Fault Current Interrupters Case Study

Another weight sensitive design technology is the DC fault current interrupter. A

comparison of protection system total weight and the projected weight of DC fault

current interrupters across a number of proposed EPA electrical architectures which

specify this device as part of the electrical architecture is shown in Table 3.1, where the

values are either from data in the literature or calculated from stated power densities

of the protection equipment.

Although SSPCs form part of the architecture for the Quad-fan concept [5] outlined

in Table 3.1, they are not currently available rated at 3 kV, and currently have a

maximum rating of 375 Vdc at 10 A [70]. Whilst an SSPC prototype for MEA systems

operating at 540 Vdc has been demonstrated (see protection device database entry [71]

in Appendix C.2.1), the assumption that N+3 EPA systems could utilise SSPCs for DC

FM (i.e. [5]) would require very significant development in solid state switches suitable

for SSPCs (in terms of V/I ratings and on-state losses) and on the energy dissipation

capacity of the switch. Therefore, there is a challenge to realising DC fault current
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interruption with devices of an appropriate power density when the required operating

voltage is greater than current SSPCs.

The remaining table entries have stipulated a DC breaker power density of 200

kW/kg which was identified in a recent NASA study as a best case scenario rating [8].

However, given that example solid state DC breakers of TRL 5-6 (verified in a relevant

environment) had a power density of 14 kW/kg in 2013 [48], this infers an increase in

power density more than ten times the SOA achievement. Whilst some of this could

be achieved by improvements in solid state switches, operation at higher power will

demand greater cooling which may offset these improvements (thermal management

requirement is discussed in Section 3.3.7). At present, individual IGBT modules from

Mitsubishi and Infineon have a maximum voltage blocking rating of 6.5 kV and a

maximum current rating of 1.5 kA [30], which means that these devices would not be

suitable for use in larger N+3/ N+4 designs, but may be suitable for smaller scale, near-

term EPA. Other DC solid state and hybrid breakers in the protection device database

in Appendix C.2.1, such as [72] and [73], have suitable voltage ratings for future EPA

electrical aircraft but have not yet been adapter for use in an aircraft environment.

Furthermore, Electro-Mechanical Circuit Breakers (EMCBs) may not be suitable for

all future EPA applications. For example, commercially available vacuum DC breakers

from ABB rated at 12 kV and nominal current 2 kA have a weight of 121 kg and require

between 33-60 ms to open in response to a fault [74]. Whilst this device is rated in

similar voltage and current ranges for larger N+4 EPA such as the N-3X, the speed of

operation of the breaker may be too slow for compact, low-impedance aircraft electrical

architectures, and the current weight without any future adaptation is almost certainly

too large given the estimated target weight of 20–72 kg [8, 30].

Alternatives to DC Circuit Breakers

Therefore, while it is important to identify target values of power density, it must be

understood that such ideals may not be realised in the chosen development time frame.

Alternatives to DC breakers need to be sought in order to ensure that protection of

DC distribution on aircraft can be achieved. One such alternative to both SSCBs and
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EMCBs are DC disconnect switches. These switches do not interrupt the fault current,

but rather isolate a fault and allow reconfiguration of the network after the fault has

been cleared by an appropriate fault current interrupter device. Thus the device must

only interrupt small leakage currents in the order of mA which reduces both the volume

and mass of the overall device.

The weight of DC disconnects has been estimated as 6.49 kg for a 10 kV, 10 MW

rated disconnect, which could be scaled with a power density rating of 1540 kW/kg

[30]. This power density is significantly higher than the current ratings of DC circuit

breakers, and the weight is much less than the estimated DC breaker weight of 71.84 kg

described in the same study. Although disconnects with a superconducting repulsive

disc are still at low TRL, the possibility that some of the DC breakers on a network

will be replaced by DC disconnects (or a similar non-current interrupting technology)

in order to reduce the protection system weight has implications for the FMS as well as

the architecture design, since greater sections of network must be de-energised during

a fault clearing process [18]. Devices will have to operate in sequence with coordinated

responses which is more challenging. There will also have to be high confidence in the

sensors detecting the fault as fault current interruption devices may have to be remotely

tripped where the fault and the fault current interruption functionality are not located

in the same section of the network. Communication and coordination of FM devices

increases the total fault response time so this FM approach (driven by the use of DC

disconnect switches) has to be weighed against the improvement in electrical system

weight.

The impact of DC circuit breakers being unavailable at high confidence level is

further discussed in the down selection of FM solutions in the case study presented in

Section 5.4.

3.3.4 Volume Requirement

The volume of devices is also a concern, given the limited space which is available

within the airframe. This is particularly pertinent for converter devices which may

require large filtering components, thermal management or insulation. For example,
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one DC-DC converter study highlighted that there was a volume utilization of around

50% in the converter, which was due to large isolation distances and material needed to

achieve galvanic isolation [75]. The volume of converters is also sensitive to the choice

of topology e.g. approximately half the comparatively large volume of MMC converters

is occupied by the capacitors. Yet the converter topology dictates fault response, and

so a converter may be a preferred choice of FM technology in terms of its FM capability

but may be infeasible due to the requirement for minimal volume.

Minimal volume is also an important requirement in existing DC circuit breakers

since the components that stretch and extinguish the arc are bulky and contribute

to the overall large volume of the device [76]. Solid state devices are an alternative;

however, they are susceptible to higher conduction losses. Therefore, the constraints on

the protection device trade space may influence the technology types which are feasible.

Depending on the level of propulsion distribution, devices may have to be located

in a variety of positions. Larger devices are more difficult to accommodate, especially

where integration with novel aircraft configurations (such as Blended Wing Body or

Double Bubble [77]) is required.

Figure 3.1: Transformer and rectifier device shown to indicate scale [9]
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Volume Constraint Case Study

A recent prototype AC-DC-AC converter tested by ABB in a Swiss shunt locomotive

was rated at 1.2 MW although able to operate at a slightly higher level for a short

time [9]. The device has a weight of 4500 kg and the scale is evident from Figure

3.1. This highlights the discrepancy between the current status of converters rated

around 1 MW, and the reduction in scale that would be required in order to transfer

this technology to an EPA application. Furthermore, the cooling of this device benefits

from the natural convection of the train draft. If used in an EPA environment, an

alternative cooling mechanism such as liquid cooling would be required to replace the

train draft cooling. This example shows some of the complexity which can arise in

transferring technology across application areas.

3.3.5 Availability Requirement

Regardless of the aircraft concept, there is a fundamental requirement that FM tech-

nologies are available. Devices must have reached high TRL to be certified for use on

an aircraft at the point where the aircraft and its subsystems are reach the final design

stages ahead of the EIS or they cannot be part of the FMS. TRLs are defined in [10]

as shown in Figure 3.2.

The exact TRL (0-9) for some technologies is difficult to ascertain based on the

published data, so in this thesis the TRL rating has been simplified into three broad

stages as follows:

• Low TRL (1 to 3) – evidence of patents, computational modelling and simulations

or conceptual description

• Medium TRL (4 to 6) – evidence of lab based prototype, hardware testing or

scaling up of initial testing

• High TRL (7 to 9) – evidence of extensive in-field testing or commercially available

These simplified TRLs are therefore used as an indication of the required level of

development remaining before devices can be certified and used in a future EPA.
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Figure 3.2: TRL defintions [10]

In pursuing novel protection devices, there is a risk that the technologies may not

reach maturity within the required time frame. Given the risk adverse nature of the

aircraft industry, there is also the possibility that airframers may be reluctant to adopt

technology that has not demonstrated long term reliability in an aircraft environment.

Also, devices may theoretically be commercially available, yet the cost or complexity

in manufacturing may entail that there is a limit on the number of units which can

feasibly be used on an aircraft. Therefore, it is possible that the TRL of a given device

may render it available from the electrical system design perspective, yet the aerospace

industry may choose not to employ such a technology.

There is also added uncertainty in the design of EPA electrical architectures where

novel technologies are being developed or adapted from other application areas. There

may be an unknown limit in the TRL progression that is possible for a particular

technology or topology which in regards to a future EPA application. This then further

indicates the importance of early development of FM devices specifically for EPA and

methodical testing of individual FM technology capabilities (see Chapter 6).
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AC Breakers Availability

AC breakers are an established technology which are already in use on conventional

aircraft [78], as well across other applications such as naval systems where AC trans-

mission is in use. Therefore, it is anticipated that it will comparatively less challenging

(compared to DC breakers) to source AC breakers of suitable rating and power density

for EPA propulsion aircraft, and indeed, published TeDP electrical architectures utilise

AC breakers at both the generator and motor sides of the network [8, 30].

DC Circuit Breakers Availability

DC circuit breakers, however, are far more challenging to realize on a future EPA.

This is due to the fact that in order to interrupt the power flow in the high power

density circuit, the current needs to be reduced to zero. AC circuits exhibit inherent

zero crossing behaviour, which allows physical disconnection of the circuit at the point

of zero current. In DC breakers this is of course not possible, which means that addi-

tional circuit complexity must be incorporated to deliver a near zero current. Existing

methods used to achieve disconnection and energy dissipation, some of which involve

arc chutes, others requiring large capacitors and inductors to create a resonant circuit,

are typically bulky [79] and may not be suitable for high power density systems.

DC Breaker Case study

State-of-the-art naval and marine power system designs have increasingly employed DC

power, which has led to a growing need for suitable DC breakers. In order to support

the use of a DC bus supplying multiple high power AC drives, Siemens developed a

method of splitting sections of the network to minimize the impact of short circuits.

The IGBT bus circuit breaker (called Integrated Load Controller) is capable of ≤ 20 µs

interrupt time, trips at 7 kA, is rated for 930 Vdc and has a recovery time of 10 ms

after a short circuit has occurred [80]. Since this technology has reached high TRL

(already been implemented on first operational vessels) [80] and is capable of very

fast response to DC faults, this may be a device that has potential cross-over to a

future aircraft application if it could be suitably adapted and certified. An alternative
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choice for future naval fault current interruption is the use of “z-source breakers” which

force fault current backwards through a switching device [54], and two such z-source

technologies [54,81] are identified in the protection device database in Appendix C.2.1.

3.3.6 Altitude Requirement

Another major challenge for the safe operation of electrical aircraft systems is the im-

pact of high altitude on component operation. Aircraft systems have traditionally been

limited by Paschen’s law which describes the breakdown voltage of parallel metal plates

in air versus the product of the distance between the conductors and the pressure [82].

Since the minimum breakdown voltage for any pressure-distance value is approximately

327 V, conventional aircraft voltages have been limited to less than 327 V. However,

with much higher propulsive electrical loads it is likely that the voltage rating of future

EPA electrical architectures will be well above this conventional limit (see Table 4.3 and

discussion in Chapter 4). Novel protection devices which have been developed for other

applications may not have been proven at high altitude, and may not have appropriate

insulation thickness [83]. It is advantageous, therefore, to develop aero-specific protec-

tion devices from the outset and to begin to understand the complexities introduced

to the design of effective FM as a result of operating at higher voltages in an aircraft

environment subject to vibrations and variations in temperature and pressure.

3.3.7 Thermal Management Requirement

The required thermal management for a chosen aero-electrical power system may have a

significant negative impact on performance (weight and efficiency) [84]. There may also

be requirements on where devices can be located if there is risk of the heat transfer from

devices interfering with or causing damage to surrounding components. An example

of a technology type for which thermal management is important are SFCLs since a

sufficient coolant mass flow rate must be maintained. Thermal losses from protection

devices lower the efficiency so requirements on the maximum allowable heat transfer

may apply. If batteries are to be used on the electrical network, then there may also

be an optimal temperature for the environment surrounding the battery which would
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also pose a potential thermal management requirement.
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3.4 Summary and Requirement for Novel Approach to

FM for Aircraft Environment

Given the FM requirements discussed in Section 3.3 and the lack of development in

key FM technologies, a novel approach to FM for future aircraft is necessary. This

review of the impact of requirements highlights the value of the work undertaken in

this thesis. It is clear that the requirements that determine what is needed from the

FM system are fundamentally different from those that exist for current aircraft and for

similar power rated electrical architectures from other application areas. In particular,

the harsh aircraft environment and the increased power levels entail that current FM

solutions will not be feasible and a novel approach to FM is needed.

The desired technologies and FM functions for EPA which are available to other

application areas do not yet have the levels of maturity needed to be used with con-

fidence in future EPA. An overview of the technical maturity and level of challenge

anticipated in developing and adapting each technology for use in an EPA is given in

Figure 3.3. This clearly indicates the lack of maturity and limited ratings of a number

of FM technologies. This again indicates that existing FM solutions will not be suitable

as the component FM technologies on which they rely may not be available. The risk

of key technologies being unavailable at the required specification and the impact that

this has on the wider electrical and system design is further discussed in Chapter 4.
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Figure 3.3: Overview of Individual Technology Maturity and Availability [11]

3.5 Expected Technology Bottlenecks

From reviewing the current proposed electrical architectures in Chapter 2.4 and iden-

tifying the relevant FM requirements for future EPA electrical architectures, it is clear

that there are a number of technology challenges which may undermine the feasibility

of any future EPA concept.

3.5.1 Target Weight Budget

Based on the protection device database and the review of requirements, the target

weight budget is a significant challenge. Whilst weight could be considered as a con-

straint on component selection or a systems level target, the available weight budget for

aircraft with later points of EIS sets a requirement which has implications for the choice

of FMS. The weight budget as a requirement is therefore useful in eliminating inviable

FMSs at an early point in the design process. Furthermore, reduction in weight is one

of the main Core Activities (see Table 4.2) which must be achieved before technolo-
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gies developed for other applications can be transferred to an aircraft system. Weight

is also one of the most challenging requirements to physically implement as typically

improvements made to system performance or reliability lead to an addition of weight.

This is made yet more difficult by the increasing power levels in aircraft, resulting in

the situation where a reduction in weight needs to be achieved while the system power

ratings increase. Fundamentally, the fact remains that EPA have been pursued as a

means to reduce aircraft emissions and this can only be achieved where the effect of

adding electrical propulsion is offset by a reduction in fuel burn. Therefore, the chal-

lenge is that on the one hand the weight of the electrical system must be minimized as

far as possible, and on the other the FMS must be reliable, robust and contend with a

large variety of complex requirements.

3.5.2 Step-Changes in Electrical Architecture Requirements

A number of important possible shifts in the system requirements have been identified

in Table 3.2 and are discussed in the following sections. These are possible changes in

the system design that would catalyse the development of protection devices and/or

eliminate the effective use of current SOA protection devices. The limitations of each

of the technologies have been identified, since it is anticipated that particularly for near

term aircraft the rating and functionality of available devices will be severely limited.

Finally, the operation of each device within an FMS is also highlighted. Many of the

electrical architectures proposed for future aircraft concepts have been designed with

this ideal FM scenario (e.g. [8]), and so it then follows that the electrical architec-

tures which are actually feasible are likely to be limited where key technologies are

insufficiently progressed.
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Table 3.2: Technology Challenges

FM Technology

Challenges

Up to the Present 1. Possible shift

in System Re-

quirements

Projected Near Term Devel-

opment and Limitations

2. Possible

shift in System

Requirements

Projected Mid-term

Development and

Limitations

Long Term Devel-

opment Goal

Power Electronic

Converters

Power electronic

converters required

as part of the elec-

trical architecture

with internal FM

mechanisms but

not used for wider

electrical system

FM

Power switching/ di-

version functionality

of converters needed

in fault response,

use of DC network

between electrical

machines

Power electronic converters can be

used for secondary fault isolation

of wider network after peak fault

current cleared and for FM of con-

verter itself. Limited by:

• Number that can be used or

power ratings due to

• Low power density

• Insufficient improvements

in thermal management/

efficiency

• Requirement to operate in se-

ries with devices providing ini-

tial fault isolation

• Requirement to operate in se-

ries with devices providing

physical fault isolation

• FM may only be feasible

in either rectifier or inverter

AND/OR specific converter

topology

Multiple points

of fault current

interruption

required, lim-

ited FM weight

budget

Power electronic convert-

ers can be used for FM at

critical points in the wider

network. Limited by:

• Low power density

• Insufficient improve-

ments in thermal

management/ effi-

ciency

• Physical integration

(volume, cooling sys-

tem) with airframe

where multiple con-

verters are used

• Requirement to oper-

ate in series with de-

vices providing physi-

cal fault isolation

• Possible requirement

for parallel redundancy

to prevent converter

failure causing failure

of fault isolation

Power electronic

converters used as

part of a strategic

fault response for:

• Fault current lim-

itation and inter-

ruption at critical

points on the net-

work

• Interfacing en-

ergy storage to

the network

• Effective fault

ride through dur-

ing fault within

converter
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Table 3.2: Technology Challenges

FM Technology

Challenges

Up to the Present 1. Possible shift

in System Re-

quirements

Projected Near Term Devel-

opment and Limitations

2. Possible

shift in System

Requirements

Projected Mid-term

Development and

Limitations

Long Term Devel-

opment Goal

Energy Storage No energy storage

on the propulsion

network OR Energy

storage not used for

FM in the electrical

network

Increased require-

ment for security of

supply to critical

loads

Energy storage used as a supple-

ment or substitute power source

at a single or limited number of

locations where the electrical sys-

tem is operating for a prolonged

time in a faulted or depleted state.

Limited by:

• Capacity of energy storage

• Length of time power can be

supplied and the percentage of

power from energy storage

• Physical location and co-

ordination of energy storage

devices

• Speed of the response due to

network reconfiguration prior

to power being supplied from

the energy storage

Increased num-

ber of loads,

greater flexibil-

ity of architec-

ture required

Energy storage rapidly

brought online to supply

power to specific area of

network/load suffering

loss of nominal power

source. Limited by:

• Capacity of energy

storage

• Bandwidth of energy

storage and associated

converter

• Physical location and

co-ordination of dis-

tributed energy storage

devices

• Speed of the FM

response due to the

converter limitations

and network reconfig-

uration prior to power

being supplied from

the energy storage

Energy storage used

as part of a strategic

fault response as:

• Single large en-

ergy storage de-

vice at strategic

location on the

network

• Multiple coordi-

nated, distributed

energy storage

devices at strate-

gic locations

Providing alterna-

tive or additional

power during faulted

conditions
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Table 3.2: Technology Challenges

FM Technology

Challenges

Up to the Present 1. Possible shift

in System Re-

quirements

Projected Near Term Devel-

opment and Limitations

2. Possible

shift in System

Requirements

Projected Mid-term

Development and

Limitations

Long Term Devel-

opment Goal

DC Fault Cur-

rent Interruption

Devices

DC distribution

not feasible/ not

preferred OR DC

network limited to

voltage ratings of ±

270V to enable use

of current SSPCs

and fuses

Increase in network

voltage rating or

preference for a DC

network

DC distribution > ± 270V not

feasible/ not preferred due to lack

of available FM technologies

OR

Higher voltage (> ± 270V) DC

distribution used but FM response

limited by lack of available re-

settable fault current interruption

technologies on DC network. FM

response dependent on fault cur-

rent interruption from:

• Pyro-fuses/fuses AND/OR

• Power converters AND/OR

• AC breakers - coupled with

non-fault current interrupting

breakers on the DC network

which operate once the network

is de-energized

Increased rating

and number of

loads, larger air-

craft, standards

developing

DC fault current interrup-

tion devices available but

limited by:

• Speed of operation

AND/OR

• Low power density

AND/OR

• Functionality:

– Requirement for

sequential oper-

ation of devices

& sophisticated

control

AND/OR

– Additional devices

for physical fault

isolation required

on same network

zone (where devices

are solid state)

DC fault current in-

terrupters used as

part of a strategic

fault response for:

• Rapid fault cur-

rent interruption

at all zones on DC

network

Enabling:

• Strategic iso-

lation of up-

stream/downstream

zones

• Effective reconfig-

uration of healthy

network and use

of redundant

power paths
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Power Electronic Converters

Since power electronic converters feature in many proposed baseline electrical archi-

tectures (e.g. [4, 8, 13, 30]) and are heavy, it would be beneficial to exploit the dual

functionality that these devices offer: both power conditioning and switching. Yet

given that power conversion is a critical electrical architecture function, and that fail-

ure of these devices would impact on both the faulted and normal operating conditions

of the system, further development is required to ascertain whether these technologies

can be actively used as part of a FM strategy within the stringent aircraft operating

standards. EPA configurations have been proposed which are converterless [7] to reduce

the weight of the electrical system, but require synchronous operation of the generators

and motors, thus introducing another technology challenge.

FM Optimized Energy Storage Devices

Most electrical architectures proposed for future EPA and demonstrators feature some

form of energy storage, although it is not always clear if the energy storage plays a role

in the FM response or only during normal operation. Yet energy storage as part of a

rapid fault response to maintain critical propulsion, especially where the network is DC,

has not been fully proven in a scaled EPA application. Therefore, there is uncertainty

as to whether the power converter interfacing the energy storage to the rest of the
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network would be capable of ensuring fast supply of power from the energy storage to

the critical propulsion loads, while the upstream or unfaulted system is reconfigured or

recovers and during which points of flight this mechanism would be used.

DC Fault Current Interrupters

DC fault current interruption devices are a critical technology for architectures with DC

distribution, where components cannot be rated to withstand maximum or prolonged

fault current. However, given the lack of aircraft suitable DC switchgear in the kV

range (see database in Section C.2.1) there is a risk that this technology may not be

available and so may limit the use of DC networks in future EPA.

3.6 Combination of Devices

Thus far, protection devices have been discussed individually, yet there are advantages

to be gained by combining different types of devices, such as greater redundancy and

more flexible reconfiguration. However, there are also trades to be made between

the increased security of supply gained from the use of multiple devices on a section

of network against the weight and efficiency penalty associated with increasing the

number of devices. For example, reducing the maximum fault current rating for circuit

breakers and cables by the addition of fault current limiters to the network [18, 48].

Thus, the use of multiple, varied devices may lessen the impact of some requirements

(maximum fault current in this case) yet makes others more difficult to achieve (minimal

total weight), thus also posing a technology challenge. Therefore, this demands that

design of protection for critical, high power electrical architectures takes a systems-

level view to determining protection devices which can feasibly meet the FM system

requirements. Given the FM requirements and the current status of protection devices,

any viable FM approach for future EPA concepts will need to look beyond individual

protection devices towards strategic fault management. This is further discussed and

new terminology is defined in Section 2.2.
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3.7 Summary

The presented FM requirements for EPA electrical architectures have highlighted the

range and complexity of the technology challenges facing the design of robust FM sys-

tems for future EPA. A number of key technology bottlenecks have been identified

which at worst threaten the viability of certain EPA concepts, and at best will severely

limit the choice of FM solutions available. In highlighting and discussing the impact of

these technology challenges which have not been well understood in the literature (evi-

denced by the lack of clear FM rationale in the proposed FM approaches) an important

contribution is made.

In particular, there is currently no obvious technology solution which can perform

physical DC fault isolation for larger scale EPA meeting the likely power, volume and

density requirements. Further targeted development of FM devices is required to ad-

dress these identified technology challenges, and an FM approach is required which goes

beyond specification of individual protection devices towards identification of complete

FM solutions. This has led to the development of an FM strategy map, as described

in Section 4.

The availability, TRL and range of capability of protection devices at an aircraft’s

point of final electrical design will have a significant impact on the feasible FMSs, and

hence the available electrical architectures. The requirements surrounding the design of

an electrical propulsion FM system are demanding, particularly in regard to those which

are specific to aero-electrical systems (such as altitude), and prioritising the correct

requirements at an early stage in the design to achieve an optimised system design

is not straight forward. It is these stringent EPA requirements on the specification,

design and capability of the protection devices that results in so few currently being

suitable for future EPA. It is also clear that although some devices do exist at high

TRL (e.g. SSPCs), this may be for only a limited range of specifications or scale. This

then indicates that TRL alone is insufficient to determine the feasibility of using a given

protection device within an electrical architecture. This has led to the use of the term

Confidence Level in the later chapters of this thesis (see Section 5.7.2) as a metric of
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technology and system maturity.

In light of these requirements and the range of current technology challenges, it is

imperative that the FM system is considered from the outset of the electrical architec-

ture design to ensure the viability of the chosen FMS. Therefore, by applying a design

process that is driven by the aircraft level requirements and informed by the available

FM devices, an FM capable electrical architecture can be achieved. On this basis, a

novel electrical architecture design methodology is proposed in Chapter 5 which de-

rives the critical FM requirements for future EPA and which ensures that only viable

electrical protection technologies are selected as part of an FMS.
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FM Strategy Map

4.1 Introduction

The identification of key FM requirements in Chapter 3 highlighted the fact that tar-

geted development of protection technologies for EPA is required. In order to strategi-

cally develop a wide range of suitable protection technologies in line with the range of

proposed EPA concepts, an FM strategy map has been developed.

Robust, effective FM solutions for complex EPA electrical systems require the in-

tegration of a number of protection technologies in combination with various aspects

of electrical and wider system oversizing. The functional limitations of the various

FM devices and FM clusters (groups of FM devices, non-FM devices and aspects of

the electrical architecture which perform specific FM functions) need to be taken into

account and assessed alongside the development of the FM system goal, in order to

identify areas requiring targeted development. Critical to this is the determination of

the FM confidence level, an indication as to whether the specific technology will be

available at suitable ratings within the developmental time frame. This assessment of

confidence level represents a novel metric of FM technology readiness and suitability

which enables a clearer understanding of the feasibility of FM solutions.

FM strategy maps provide a mechanism by which to identify points where the

desired FM system goal and aircraft level requirements do not align with high confidence

in the availability of the required FM technology functions. Any limitation of confidence
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level in particular FM solutions informs decisions on the choice of electrical architecture

and wider aircraft design. Therefore, the presented strategy map provides timely insight

into key FM technology challenges which does not yet exist in the literature, enabling

targeted development of FM technologies where the current status of technology lags

the projected requirements for future EPA FM design.

In order to outline a vision of the future development of FM solutions, a method

of compiling an FM strategy map is required which captures the unique challenges

associated with the development of FM for EPA and will form the basis of future FM

technology specific roadmaps. A method for compilation of an effective FM strategy

map does not exist in the published literature, and so the proposed process of struc-

turing, gathering relevant data and populating an FM strategy map is an important

contribution.

The presented strategy map demonstrates that while electrical FM solutions remain

limited by the availability and capability of technologies, significant levels of rest-of-

system (non-electrical) oversizing will continue to be required. There is a risk, however,

that some aspects of rest-of-system oversizing may not scale up for larger scale EPA

concepts, and that a reliance on alternative safety measures detracts focus from the

much needed developments in EPA specific FM solutions. This has not yet been ade-

quately addressed in the literature, and so the strategy map highlights this challenge

and the potential impact on the feasibility of future EPA.

This chapter is structured as follows: Section 4.2 defines requirements for effective

FM strategy maps, then Section 4.3 presents a literature review of the current status

of the development of FM technologies. Section 4.4 describes the proposed strategy

mapping approach. Thereafter, in Section 4.5 strategy maps for key FM solutions are

presented and discussed in Section 4.6 and finally in Section 4.7 a summary of the

strategy map is given.

4.2 Definition of FM Strategy Map

In [85] roadmapping is defined as a technique used to support technology management

and long-range planning. Numerous power density targets and technology roadmaps
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(such as [1, 31]) exist for electrical machines, power electronic converters and energy

storage for EPA applications, however within these there is a lack of detailed develop-

mental goals for FM devices, and no FM specific roadmaps have yet been published for

this application. Therefore, an FM strategy map is required in the first instance as a

pre-cursor to FM technology roadmaps.

The concept of strategy mapping is well established in business management as

a tool enabling organisations to conduct forward planning and communicate a clear

strategy. This original formulation of a strategy map is defined as: “A strategy map

provides a visual representation of the organization’s strategy” [86] and is usually shown

on a single page. Presenting a high-level strategy in this format is effective when used

to “align organisational and individual targets and initiative with a defined mission and

desired strategic outcomes” [86].

The definition of strategy map which is proposed for this thesis incorporates the

same purpose of visualising clear future goals and strategic aims. However, a key addi-

tional feature of this strategy map is the identification of areas where there are concerns

about the possibility of not achieving the desired outcomes. Thus the contribution here

is not only drawing together projections of technology development, oversizing require-

ments and FM goals but going further to show mismatches and discrepancies between

the current status of development and the ultimate EPA strategic outcome, which is to

realise a range of EPA concepts in the desired developmental time frames. More specif-

ically, an FM strategy map is a vision of the future FM landscape which maps out the

development of the technologies required for the realization of critical FM functions

within an FMS. Furthermore, a strategy map lays the groundwork for specific technol-

ogy roadmapping (more common strategic planning tool in engineering applications)

by giving an overview of the future development of a wide range of interdependent

technologies and the critical stages of progression that are expected.

In the presented strategy map, identification of viable technologies is achieved by

scoping the landscape of FM devices ranging from conceptual designs to commercially

available products across a range of industry applications (presented in detail by the

authors in [11]). However, an effective FM strategy map cannot consider FM tech-
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nologies in isolation, rather the impact of combined FM solutions must be taken into

account, where various FM specific technologies and non-FM specific electrical compo-

nents are used together with aspects of electrical or rest-of-system-oversizing to enable

a desired fault response [52]. Hence, an FM strategy map for future EPA must outline

the progression of the FM system goal against time as proposed EPA concepts increase

in power rating with increased level of, and reliance on, electrical propulsion.

4.3 Overview of Current Fault Management Technology

Strategy Maps in the Literature

Since there are currently no FM strategy maps or roadmaps for FM-specific technologies

related to EPA in the literature, an overview of existing technology roadmaps relevant

to EPA electrical architecture development is instead presented.

A recent report published by the Aerospace Technology Institute (ATI) [31] iden-

tifies key research areas for future EPA, but FM technologies and solutions are not

explicitly highlighted as key focus areas. Whilst “sensors and protection” and “system

architecture” are identified as requiring development, all of which are very relevant

to FM design, the critical interdependency of the FM system [18] and the electrical

architecture development is not identified.

“Integrated, fail-safe mechanisms” are stated as being required for the time frame

approximately 2018-2022 in [31], but no indication is given of which FM technologies

such mechanisms would depend on, whether such technologies are available, or the

process by which FM could be integrated into the wider electrical system development.

Protection and fault tolerance are rightly identified as technology challenges, yet only

in the area of power electronics is FM elevated to a “major challenge”.

In [25], the lack of FM technologies suitable for future EPA and the lack of devices

actively in development for this specific application are acknowledged. Power density

targets are identified for a number of key technologies including converters, energy

storage and electrical machines, yet similar targets for the required range of future FM

devices are not presented. Furthermore, the lack of understanding of the developmental
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requirements of FM in relation to other aspects of the electrical system design is shown

by the fact that FM is a identified as a sub-category of power electronics development.

Developers of future EPA [1, 6] have published roadmaps for target developmental

conceptual aircraft. However, none of the high level roadmaps which have been pub-

lished to date have outlined the progression of the FM and safety systems, or the means

of integrating FM development into the wider aircraft design.

In studies undertaken as part of the early development of the N-3X and ECO-150

conceptual aircraft [4,8,30], possible FM solutions and variations in electrical architec-

tures are proposed. This relies on projections of expected development in individual

FM technologies such as hybrid circuit breakers and estimations of the weight budget

available to the FM system. However, it is acknowledged that the feasibility of the

complete FM solutions proposed for each aircraft using a combination of technologies

remains unclear.

The authors in [87] highlight the need for development of electrical machines and

batteries as well as the challenge of integrating all these components on an aircraft, yet

this broad assessment of the technology challenges facing the aerospace industry does

not address in detail the development of effective FM solutions. Arc faults are identified

as a potential hazard which needs to be mitigated against, yet it is not said how this will

be achieved, nor is the impact of higher voltages (discussed in terms of cable weight)

assessed in regard to the impact that this may have on the choice of FM devices or

solutions. This is a significant omission in [87] and in the literature in general, since

early studies have shown that protection and FM will form a non-negligible proportion

of the total electrical system weight for EPA [8,13,30].

In [88] a number of high-level control technology challenges are identified, includ-

ing “Fault detection, isolation, and reconfiguration/redundancy management”. This

highlighted the need for integrated fault modelling and fault tolerance analysis as part

of the development of future hybrid electric aircraft, yet it did not describe how this

might be achieved.
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4.4 FM Strategy Mapping Approach

As an FM strategy map for EPA does not currently exist in the literature, a logical

methodology for compiling the available technology and EPA concept data into a useful

format is first presented. Whilst the strategy map draws on existing data and wider

EPA roadmaps, the process of developing an FM specific technology strategy map is

novel.

The purpose of the proposed FM strategy mapping approach is to enable identifi-

cation of promising FM solutions suitable for accelerated adaptation for EPA as well

as key future FM technology challenges. An FM strategy map must take an aircraft

systems level perspective of the development of FM, due to the novel interfaces between

the FM system and the wider aircraft in EPA design (as described in the identifica-

tion of PLRs in Section 5.4.1). A comprehensive FM strategy map must go beyond

technology-focused development targets to determine viable FM solutions. This enables

early integration of FM technologies into the electrical architecture and identification

of priority areas of FM development, as well as highlighting technology challenges and

any disparities in developmental time-frames between the point where an FM solution

is required at high confidence level, and when it becomes technically mature. This

approach is summarized in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Proposed approach to FM strategy map development

Although fault detection will be required as part of any FM solution, FM enabler

technologies (such as sensors, metrology and communications) are an aspect of future

work, and so fault detection has not been selected as a “Key FM Function”. FM

enablers (see Chapter 6 for further discussion) are important in a FMS, but are not

considered currently as a technology challenge since inclusion of FM enablers does not

have as significant an impact on the total electrical system weight as the EPA concepts

increase in scale.

Since electrical FM technologies specific to EPA are at an early development stage

or do not yet exist (as discussed in Chapter 3), key FM technologies have been identified
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from six different existing industry sectors: aerospace, marine, traction, automotive,

terrestrial grid transmission systems and distribution systems, based on relevance and

technology overlap [51]. The technologies from each sector are then assigned to the

corresponding voltage and current FM classes that represent four ranges of ratings, as

defined by the authors in [11] and shown in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: FM classes as defined in [11]

Voltage Classes Current Classes

Class I 0 - 0.75 kV 0 - 0.75 kA

Class II 0.75 - 1 kV 0.75 - 1 kA

Class III 1 - 5 kV 1 - 5 kA

Class IV 5 - 10 kV 5 - 10 kA

Class V > 10 kV > 10 kA

This classification is used to allow comparison between technologies, especially

across different application areas. Therefore, there is a degree of uncertainty in the

exact boundaries of the FM classes which allow the most effective categorisation of FM

technologies. However, for the current FM strategy map, engineering judgement by the

authors of [11] and peer reviewers have determined that these classes are logical and

valid.

The “Core Activities” (as defined in [11] and shown in Table 4.2) required to adapt a

given technology for an aircraft electrical propulsion system are then compared against

the current TRL status (as defined in [10]) so that the estimated developmental time

can be determined.

To determine the viability of an FM strategy for a particular aircraft electrical

architecture, the TRL of the combination of devices operating to achieve a particu-

lar FM goal needs to be assessed. FM devices will be clustered with interdependent

FM technologies, FM enablers such as sensors, control functions, redundancy in the

electrical system and aspects of oversizing in the rest of the aircraft that supports the

electrical FM system. Thus the feasibility of a complete FM solution must also take

into account the Integration Readiness Level (IRL) [10] of each technology in the elec-

trical architecture, and relate that to the anticipated level of redundancy in the wider

aircraft system. This is assessment of feasibility is subjective and requires engineering
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judgement (until more detailed data on the capability of FM strategy components is

available), and oversight of the different technology confidence levels. In Section 5.8,

an example down selection of viable FMS options is demonstrated and discussed.

Table 4.2: Core Activities for Technology Adaptation [11]

Core Activity Rationale

Adaption to higher voltages Required either series-connection arrangement
of the devices with a synchronized tripping
command, or awaiting development of a higher
voltage rated device.

Adaption to higher currents Required either parallel-connection arrange-
ment of the devices with a synchronized trip-
ping command, or awaiting development of a
higher current rated device

Prototyping and integration Assembling all parts and sub-systems into a
single functional unit. This includes all pack-
aging and stacking arrangements.

Sizing/scaling devices Reducing weight and volume of devices includ-
ing packaging and thermal management sys-
tems.

Adaption to aerospace environ-
ment

Required hermetical enclosure for sealing a de-
vice against environment and radiation suscep-
tibility.

Testing and development Testing against environmental conditions and
validation of functionality for EPA systems.

4.5 Proposed FM Strategy Map

Building on the FM technology status appraisal outlined in [11], Table 4.3 presents the

proposed FM strategy map for future EPA. This first-of-a-kind FM strategy map com-

bines the progression of proposed EPA concepts and demonstrators in the published

literature and the required FM development for EPA. Thus the presented strategy

map incorporates the associated requirements established in Section 4.2 and goes be-

yond existing EPA technology roadmaps (as discussed in Section 4.3). The confidence

level (defined in [52]) in the availability and suitability of key individual FM technolo-

gies under development (grouped by FM function), are mapped against the expected

developmental time frame. The required aspects of oversizing and the progression of

the projected FM goal are also presented alongside the FM technologies, EPA concepts

and demonstrators targeted towards each development phase.
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Developmental stage is used rather than a defined time frame as this is a more

useful metric of development and enables the strategy map to automatically take into

account any variation in projections of technology maturity. More electric aircraft

(MEA) and previous very small scale demonstrator aircraft are used as a bench mark to

show current electrical propulsion capability and the step-change between commercial

MEA and future EPA concepts. Future demonstrator aircraft (proof of concept or

technology testing aircraft) are distinguished from commercial concepts here since the

final commercial aircraft will require a different FM strategy from a demonstrator.

4.5.1 Classifications in Strategy Map

A tabular strategy map format [85] has been adopted due to the large volume of discrete

data, with additional annotations and colour coding to show priority or confidence

ratings. In Table 4.3, the confidence levels for each technology are defined as follows:

pink = low, amber = medium and green = high confidence level. The fault response

function within an FMS of a given technology is classified as primary, secondary or

both. Primary fault response is defined as the initial response of the FM system, which

will normally operate within an appropriate time frame to isolate/bypass the fault.

Secondary fault responses occur after the primary response usually to support network

recovery e.g. to reconfigure power paths or to physically/galvanically isolate a de-

energised section of faulted network. In classifying the rest of system oversizing, pink

indicates “not part of system design”, amber indicates “possibly part of the design”

where there is uncertainty and green indicates where a “feature is included in concept

design”.

4.5.2 Determination of Technology Confidence Level

Where technologies are not currently available at high TRL and certified for use in

aircraft, it is necessary to determine the level of confidence that the technology will

become available in the future at suitable ratings. The factors which determine FM

technology confidence level are defined in [52]. To indicate the means by which the

confidence level of the technologies in Table 4.3 was derived, “High confidence level”
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would equate to an FM technology meeting at least some of the following criteria:

• Established EPA technology at high TRL, well proven in an aircraft application

where scaling of SOA power, voltage or current ratings is feasible

• High TRL technology from a non-aircraft application, with minimal core activities

required

• Technology requires modest level of development for an aircraft application but

is the focus of industrial and academic research efforts, with key performance

targets being achievable within the available developmental time frame

• Evidence of high IRL, i.e. technology expected to be integrated without signif-

icant redesign of the systems and components in the vicinity or wider concept

design

• Technology already well adapted or suitable for reliable operation in harsh aircraft

environment

• Technology provides a priority aspect of FM functionality for a future EPA elec-

trical architecture (see Section 5.6), so although not currently available at high

TRL and/or suitable for EPA, the technology is at a reasonable TRL already

with respect to the timescales of the target EPA application

This process is subjective and is applied based on engineering judgement, drawing

on available literature. For near term concepts, the confidence level of technologies may

be more strongly influenced by the SOA devices and the identified core activities, since

there is comparatively less uncertainty as to the future availability of suitable devices.

Yet for longer-term FM design, the wider criteria identified above which determine the

confidence level will feature more strongly in the projected classification of confidence

level, especially where the devices do not yet exist for an EPA application and there

is less certainty that present TRL levels are indicative of future availability for larger

EPA.
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Factors Determining Confidence Level

The TRL of SOA or best available devices is the first, and key indicator of future

availability for an EPA FM system. However, there needs to be a caveat applied if

the SOA devices which are available have been developed for another application area.

Where a particular technology has reached a particular TRL of less than 9, there is

also no guarantee that the technology will be able to surpass the current rating.

The confidence level is also impacted by any challenges which exist in transferring

a technology from one application area to another. This has already been identified in

the “Core Activities” defined by the authors in [11] and shown in Table 4.2. The core

activities are not necessarily all equal in terms of impact on the required developmental

time. Therefore, to determine the confidence level the core activities for adapting a

given technology need to be identified and the associated time quantified. Where

there is an identifiable risk that even with a significant developmental time frame a

particular technology will be difficult to adapt to an EPA application at the likely

identified ratings, then this would justify down grading the confidence level.

Related to the transfer of technologies is the IRL of the technology. If integration

issues exist (such as integrating a superconducting component into a conventional, non-

superconducting electrical architecture) this would affect the developmental time frame

in which the technology would progress to higher confidence level.

The impact of the harsh aircraft environment on the selection of FM technologies

was highlighted in Section 3.3.6. Where a particular technology is susceptible to failure

due to arcing, vibration, EMI or temperature fluctuations this would lead to the need

for more testing in an aircraft representative environment to increase the confidence

level of the technology for use within an FM EPA, which in turn would limit the

confidence level of the technology to low or medium until the technology is sufficiently

developed.

Where a device performs a high priority FM functionality (see Section 5.6 on FM

actions) which is challenging to provide by other means (such as physical fault isolation),

then this would support higher confidence in the technology being available subject to

any key EPA requirements being met. The assumption behind this is that where a
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device is lacking in TRL or IRL, the functionality that it offers may “buy its way” onto

the aircraft. In this case the confidence level of the device is primarily a reflection of

its capability, and then its suitability in the absence of any better technology solutions.

The confidence level of an individual technology would have to be heavily scrutinised

if there was a significant risk to the electrical architecture design if suitable ratings of

the technology were not to become available within the assumed time frame. Any

uncertainty as to the classification of a technology where the criteria placed it on a

boundary would have to take into account the impact of an erroneous confidence level

classification. Opting for a lower confidence level where there is conflicting data between

two possibilities ensures that a realistic understanding of the complete FM cluster is

maintained and the negative effect of the uncertainty is limited.

The time frame in which a particular technology reached an upgraded level of

confidence would likely be reduced where there was a large degree of industrial and

academic focus and key technology targets have been identified. This would support

accelerated development of a particular technology and increase the probability of key

core activities being performed.

These factors (in particular, IRL, effects of the aircraft environment and technology

transfer) which determine the confidence level of a particular technology for EPA are

discussed in further detail in Chapter 6 as part of the required progression of FM testing

to develop high confidence FM solutions.

Example Determination of Confidence Level

Where the criteria for “High confidence level” cannot be met, a logical decision must

be made as to whether there is “Medium” or “Low” confidence. Technologies have

been attributed a “Low confidence” rating where such a technology is deemed by the

student to be wholly unfeasible for the EPA configuration and developmental time

frame (and where this rating has been verified by panel review by authors of [11]). For

example, all fault current limiter technologies are at “Low” confidence level for N+1

and N+2 concepts, due to their weight and cooling requirements causing integration

challenges. However, FCLs have been included in the proposed electrical architectures
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for N+4 concepts and provide useful FM functionality. Resistive SFCLs are the most

compact SFCL technology [89] (hence the “Low” confidence levels for saturated core

FCL technologies across all developmental stages), and are the focus of most research

and development activities [89]. Therefore, resistive SFCLs are deemed to be at “High”

confidence for N+4 concepts due to the lengthy developmental time available and pos-

sibility of EPA electrical architectures benefiting from a range of SFCLs expected to

complete field testing become commercially available in the interim [90].

In the case that there is evidence so suggest that a technology is possibly feasible

for a given EIS, yet insufficient criteria are met to justify a “High confidence” rating,

the technology is designated as “Medium confidence” level until more data is available.

The aspects of electrical and rest-of-system oversizing which populate the lower

sections of Table 4.3 are derived from logic and from the available literature relevant

to each proposed future EPA concept or demonstrator.

4.5.3 Inclusion of Systems Oversizing

The “Rest of System Oversizing” section of Table 4.3 identifies key non-electrical safety

features which would compensate for the complete or partial loss of electrical propulsion.

“Oversizing” is defined as increased or additional rating, capacity or redundancy in

components, systems or subsystems above the required baseline specification included

in a system to support FM. This systems oversizing is required as it highlights the

increased redundancy associated with an increase in percentage hybridization. These

functions should increasingly become less critical or even redundant as EPA become

more mature and there is increased use of electrical systems oversizing.

4.5.4 Inclusion of Electrical Systems Oversizing

The electrical system oversizing section of Table 4.3 identifies priority aspects of system

oversizing relative to the aircraft concept and Platform Level Requirements (PLRs).

PLRs are requirements relevant to the electrical architecture design which flow down

from the whole aircraft design, and form the fundamental basis of the electrical system

design [52].
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The rationale for attributing different levels of priority to various aspects of over-

sizing is noted in each cell in Table 4.3 against the reference class of aircraft. This

weighting informs the possible impact (in terms of weight, flexibility and complexity

of architecture) of oversizing on the electrical architecture design. The relative weight

and efficiency penalties associated with each aspect of electrical system sizing are based

on the comparative weights of components such as electrical machines, energy storage

and cables, and the impact on the system performance expected with the chosen re-

dundancy measure. Furthermore, this also shows that there is a trade-off required

between very distributed oversizing (e.g. increased fault current tolerance of a number

of components on the network) and single, large instances of oversizing (e.g. additional

energy storage), or a combination of both.

4.5.5 Importance of FM Goal in FM Strategy Map

Besides mapping various aspects of system oversizing, a key feature of the proposed

strategy map is the inclusion of the projected developments in the FM system goal.

In Section 5.5 the aircraft system goal under fault conditions is shown to determine

the FM system goal. From the operation of the architectures described in the litera-

ture [3,6,8,13,30,91], the FM goal is identified and mapped at the bottom of Table 4.3.

For example, in [4] the system goal is maintain power to the array of propulsor motors

during a fault, and the electrical system is configured such that the FM reconfiguration

can only occur in a de-energized state after all the power sources connected to the

faulted bus have been isolated. Thus the FM goal is to detect and isolate the faulted

bus within an appropriate time frame before reconfiguration of remaining healthy net-

work. The FM goal will become increasingly complex as the EPA concepts develop

(particularly where the electrical network is extensive and supports multiple propulsive

loads) and the FM control system must decide in real time between a range of possible

fault responses. Hence, an FM strategy map must incorporate the priority weighting of

the various available functions and technologies, directing the key FM areas for future

development.

System goals and FM goals that have been selected or established for near-term,
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smaller scale aircraft remain valid for future concepts (as indicated by the arrows in the

bottom section of Table 4.3), but these are expected to be superseded by more sophisti-

cated system responses. The green-amber-pink colour coding indicates the preference of

each general FM goal. Therefore, mapping the progression of current FM goals against

the availability of FM devices and the constraints on the use of oversizing allows viable

FM solutions to be identified.
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Table 4.3: FM Strategy Map
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4.6 Discussion of Proposed FM Strategy Map

4.6.1 Availability of FM Technologies

Chapter 3 highlights that most FM technologies require development before use in a

future EPA application if key requirements are to be met. In Table 4.3, the lack of

available high priority FM devices in the near term is shown, as well as the uncertainty

(amber coloured cells) that future devices will be able to meet the electrical system

constraints, even with an extended developmental time period. One of the most chal-

lenging stages is the development of the larger N+4 concepts as there is a significant

scaling up of the electrical system rating (expected power ratings of greater than 10

MW) and a notable increase in the level of dependency on the electrical propulsion

system, yet this is not supported with guaranteed development in the appropriate FM

technologies. This highlights the gap in current SOA concept and electrical system de-

velopment between N+3 and N+4, as well as the lack of suitable FM devices providing

high-priority functionalities for an N+4 concept.

From the strategy map in Table 4.3 it is clear that there is no obvious, preferred

technology which can perform physical fault isolation for larger scale EPA. Therefore

from the strategy map it is clear that this is a priority area of technology development

for future EPA.

The FM devices which are the most desired in terms of capability (e.g. speed of

operation) and function (e.g. ability to provide galvanic isolation) are highlighted in

bold in Table 4.3. SSCBs (both AC and DC) and hybrid circuit breakers are primary

fault response devices which do not yet exist for the aircraft market. Challenges remain

around thermal management (see Section 5.4.1), EMI, fail-safe mechanisms and power

density (see Section 3.3.3) which need to be overcome before these preferred devices

can be incorporated into a robust FM strategy. Where a solid state switching module

fails, the device is left in a permanently open or short circuit state depending on the

topology and type of fault [92]. Therefore, additional FM devices may be need to

provide fail-safe capability of critical SSCBs. Solid state devices are also susceptible to

EMI which can cause unintentional switching, and so adequate shielding of solid state
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devices is necessary on an EPA, which will incur additional weight [92].

The availability of power electronic converters is also limited for future EPA appli-

cations (as discussed in Section 3.5.2). However, these can be used as either a primary

or secondary fault response, depending on the chosen FM solution, as long as electrical

protection functionality is given a higher priority than converter self-protection.

The specific technologies that should be developed for a given aircraft concept

depend on the aircraft requirements, and so cannot be determined in isolation or at

the overview level presented in Table 4.3. The general review of the discrepancies

which exist between the projected FM technology availability and the expected FM

requirements highlights the range of directions that future FM development could take.

Not all technology developments may be required, since it is not yet clear which concepts

will in fact progress to maturity. For example, superconducting FM technologies are

not proven in an aircraft environment, but it is also not yet known if superconducting

EPA are ever to be a reality. Therefore, the recommendations in this section on the

areas of FM technology which may be significant must be considered alongside the

development of EPA concepts more generally.

4.6.2 Aspects of Electrical and Wider System Oversizing

From Table 4.3, it is clear that there is a significant difference in the FM technology

specifications and level of oversizing which is required between small demonstrator

aircraft (such as the NASA Maxwell concept [3]) and larger passenger concepts (such as

the ECO-150 aircraft [4]). There is also a notable change when the electrical propulsion

is not merely supplementing the available thrust (such as in the E-Fan X demonstrator

aircraft), but provides a critical proportion of total aircraft propulsion. This is shown

in Table 4.3 where the ECO-150 turboelectric aircraft has the same limited range of

FM technologies at high confidence level as the STARC-ABL concept.However, unlike

STARC-ABL, the ECO-150 cannot rely on a given level of thrust from gas turbine

engines if there is a critical failure in the electrical propulsion system.

From an FM perspective, the feasibility of medium to large scale EPA beyond

current proposed N+2 concepts remains largely unknown, due to the lack of high confi-
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dence in FM technologies coupled with rest-of-system oversizing mechanism for smaller

aircraft such as PRS being unsuitable for these large aircraft. The PLRs for this devel-

opmental time-frame dictate greater electrical oversizing versus other systems oversizing

in order to realize fuel savings and noise reductions, in combination with a scaling up

of the electrical system ratings. However, these requirements are not matched by cur-

rent projected developments in FM technologies. The weight penalty associated with

significant levels of electrical oversizing is also not expected to be acceptable given the

current status of electrical component technology development, such as energy stor-

age capacity, and electrical machine power density and efficiency. Whilst systems level

(electrical and wider aircraft systems) trades are needed to optimize system perfor-

mance, the weight penalty of system oversizing as a response to the lack of alternative,

mature FM solutions is detrimental to the overall aircraft performance.

Clearly, the use of oversizing in the electrical architecture would be most effective as

a supplementary FM capability which would allow a more flexible fault response (for

example, more reconfiguration options). However, as current concept designs stand,

the use of oversizing is due to the lack of key FM technologies and not in support of

them. As already mentioned, there is a weight cost to oversizing but the impact of such

strategies goes further. By proposing or even accepting electrical architecture designs

with a high reliance on oversizing, the challenges of integrating crucial electrical FM

devices are not addressed. The trades between the time taken for such components to

reach high TRL, the developmental time available to a concept, the level of investment

required and the potential detrimental impact of an EPA with reduced safety capability

need to be highlighted to the industry. Oversizing in the design of EPA should enhance

its safety rather than be used as a means of enabling electrical propulsion flight before

the key technologies are fully mature.

Further Aspects of FM Capability Requiring Development

Therefore, to enable development of future EPA which meet performance targets, ap-

propriate FM technologies are required. This challenge is particularly acute for medium

term (N+2) EPA concepts larger than air taxi in size and where electrical propulsion
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provides any critical operation, such as a proportion of total aircraft thrust, and so

there is an increased requirement for a highly robust, multifunctional FM system. For

these, the FM goal (as shown in Table 4.3) during critical faults requires sequential or

coordinated operation of devices and strategic deployment of available oversizing in the

architecture design. Thus it is clear that it is not only the technologies with preferred

capability and functionality (as discussed in detail in Section 4.6.1) which need to be

developed, since the control and co-ordination of devices within an FM system is also

unproven for EPA. It is strongly recommended then that the FM algorithms, tripping

mechanisms and communications between devices is a focus area for future EPA elec-

trical architecture development (this is further discussed in Chapter 6 in the proposed

future FM test rig capabilities).

4.6.3 Impact of Development of Platform Level Requirements

In the presented strategy map, it evident that two aircraft with the same EIS may have

very different FM requirements (e.g. a N+3 EVTOL all electric aircraft compared to

ECO-150 turboelectric single aisle EPA). Therefore, key developments in FM which will

be required are not only related to the available developmental time frame for an aircraft

but will also be driven by any increase in the criticality of the electrical propulsion

system. Hence analysis of this strategy map enables identification of the step changes

in the aircraft PLRs which will have a significant impact on the FM design. From

the baseline PLRs [52] discussed in detail in Section 5.4.1 and the progression of EPA

concepts shown in Table 4.3, the step-change developments or design choices related to

the PLRs with a significant impact on the criticality of the electrical propulsion system,

and hence FM system, are outlined below:

• Demonstrator aircraft to production aircraft.

• Increase in electrical propulsion power rating - up to 1MW, up to 5MW, up to

50 MW.

• Percentage of electrical propulsion increasing such that the other available me-

chanical propulsion cannot substitute for the electrical thrust should the system
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fail.

• Location of propulsion from single propulsive fan to many distributed fans.

• Conventional electrical system to superconducting system.

• Tube and wing configurations to concepts including one or more than one BLI

fan.

• Configurations where the electrical system controls the yaw and stability of the

aircraft, or supplements the mechanical control.

4.6.4 Verification and Validation of Strategy Map

Verification and validation of novel research methodologies is performed by assessing

whether the presented methodology satisfies its stated purpose (see further discussion

in Section 5.12). The specified purpose of the proposed strategy map in Section 4.1

and Section 4.2 is to:

• visualise clear future goals and strategic aims for EPA-specific FM

• determine FM technology confidence levels

• provide a mechanism by which to identify points where the desired FM system

goal and aircraft level requirements do not align with high confidence in the

availability of the required FM technology functions

The strategy map in Table 4.3 is a valid tool to describe a future vision of FM

for EPA as the table visualises by a combination of developmental stages and colour-

coding overlaid with an assessment of FM system functionalities and goals. Confidence

levels are clearly shown and the process of confidence level determination is described

in detail. The tabular format enables the FM technologies, oversizing and FM goals for

a given developmental time frame to be easily identified. Therefore, the strategy map

fulfils the stated purpose.

However, as this is a first-of-a-kind systems-level strategy map, comparison with ex-

isting FM technology projections cannot sufficiently support verification and validation
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of this novel strategy map. Hence verification of the current technology projections will

come from future publication of component manufacturers’ FM technology targets and

aircraft developers application of safety and redundancy measures. Expert review of

the status of FM solutions and their future potential in EPA will validate the confidence

levels stated in the strategy map and the capability of various technologies as part of

a multi-faceted fault response. Future EPA trade studies and test bed demonstrators

will enable validation of the weight and efficiency penalties identified in the strategy

map, as well as the combinations and priority assigned to various aspects of electrical

architecture additional capacity.

4.7 Summary

The FM strategy map which has been presented enables the limitations of future EPA

FM systems to be identified (including the dependency on non-electrical oversizing

and safety mechanisms) and informs decisions on the choice of electrical architecture

and wider aircraft design. This is made possible by the methodical approach used to

develop the strategy map, identify confidence levels and capture the feasibility of FM

technologies for use in an EPA. Furthermore, the chosen presentation of the strategy

map highlights points where the FM technology development lags the requirements

of the proposed EPA concepts. The development of FM technologies which can form

effective FMSs is a priority and must be conducted in parallel with the development of

the other systems and components for EPA. Thus at an early stage, this strategy map

supports the development of viable electrical propulsion systems for future EPA.

However, there is a need to further develop this strategy map to include targets

for power density, efficiency, speed of operation and any other critical requirements

impacting the design of FM devices. As more data on emerging FM technologies are

published this will be used to validate or update the confidence levels of technologies

included the strategy map. This strategy map provides the foundation for further

detailed FM technology-specific roadmaps, which will support the targeted development

of solutions to address the key technology bottlenecks which have been identified.

The novel methodology which is proposed allows an FM strategy map to be deter-
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mined which identifies key transitions in the progressive development of future EPA.

These step-changes in PLRs and the EPA configuration lead to significant changes to

the FM goal and, consequently, the FM system requirements. At this stage in the devel-

opment of EPA, understanding of the interdependency between the aircraft conceptual

development and the FM system is critical, if robust FM solutions are to be available for

all the proposed EPA concepts in the literature. It is clear that there is not a one-size-

fits-all FM solution for future EPA concepts, even when the power size and time frame

of the aircraft are similar. The acceptable FM solutions for research-led demonstrator

aircraft (such as NASA’s Maxwell) which aim to establish proof-of-concept should not

be confused with the augmented FM approach which is expected to be necessary for a

commercial EPA design where a reliance on gliding capability or PRS systems is less

acceptable. This is captured in the increased complexity of the FM goal as EPA become

larger in terms of PAX, derive a greater proportion of thrust from the electrical propul-

sion system and adopt more complex electrical architectures (such as superconducting

configurations). Therefore, a method of determining feasible electrical architectures

for EPA capable of strategic electrical FM driven by the specified FM goal is needed.

On this basis, a novel method of FM oriented electrical architecture design for EPA is

presented in Chapter 5.
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Early Stage FM Design

Framework

5.1 Introduction

From reviewing the proposed architectures for future EPA in the literature (see Chapter

4.3), it is clear that there is a close interdependency between the FM system and the

electrical architecture. The choice of FM solution and the deployment of FM devices on

the network will strongly influence the configuration of the electrical system. Therefore,

it is clear that the electrical architecture cannot be designed in isolation from the

airframe and other aspects of the conceptual design. This then presents an opportunity

to innovate in the approach taken to the electrical architecture design and to develop

an effective methodology for to integrate FM into the design of electrical architectures

for future EPA.

As discussed later in Section 5.2, there is evidence in the literature that research

into strategic application of electrical FM has still to be considered in detail [6]. In

cases where electrical FM is considered as part of electrical power architecture design

and proof of concept studies, this is done to better estimate system weight and losses,

with demonstrations of the feasibility of the approaches or estimates of availability

of underpinning technology deferred to further study [8, 91]. Additionally, in these

examples the selection of very low TRL technologies indicates a low confidence in
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existing FM methods for electrical power system architectures for EPA applications.

Electrical architecture designs which do not effectively incorporate FM risk be-

ing proven infeasible in the future, especially where protection devices, redundancy or

fault tolerance capability are required to be added to the electrical architecture retro-

spectively in order to meet certification standards. Thus if FM is to be convincingly

incorporated into the development of EPA, then a methodology for the design of FM

orientated electrical architectures is required. To date, no such methodology has been

presented in the literature (as discussed in Section 5.2).

Therefore a comprehensive design framework to determine feasible electrical propul-

sion architectures is presented in this chapter. This chapter presents an overview of the

proposed framework in Section 5.3. The framework is then demonstrated through a

case study in Section 5.4, and verification and validation of the framework is addressed

in Section 5.12. Further detail on the stages of development through which the current

FM framework was derived can be found in the Appendix in Section A.

5.2 Literature Review of FM Orientated Frameworks

The electrical architectures proposed for NASA’s N-3X aircraft by Rolls-Royce [8] and

GE [30] include electrical protection functionality, and highlight the significant impact

that a protection system may have on the overall weight budget for an EPA. It is not

clear however, whether the proposed N-3X solution is feasible or if the optimal number

of protection components have been deployed [18]. This is evidenced by the pragmatic

rationale behind the location and choices of devices, especially those which are at low

TRL for an aircraft application.

Authors in [3] identify that the electrical system Strategic Fault Response (SFR) can

often be counter-intuitive when influenced by the whole aircraft design. For example,

on NASAs X-57 Maxwell aircraft, if one of the wing tip thrusters were to fail, the

rudder cannot correct the imbalance. As a result, either the aircraft has to be powered

down to glider mode or healthy propulsors on the opposite wing need to be turned off.

In this case, the EPA system may sacrifice conventional functionality during a fault

(such as maintaining power flow) to ensure that key system requirements are fulfilled.
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Additional evidence of wider aircraft design influencing the electrical fault response

is given in [13]. This article describes how for NASA’s STARC-ABL aircraft, the

contribution of the electrical system to overall thrust required varies over the flight

cycle. It is conceivable that this will also result in variation of the SFR, impacting the

designed-in FMS, which will need to accommodate changing operability requirements.

Furthermore, in [2] and [93], the authors describe how the electrical power system for

the HYPSTAIR series hybrid propulsion system was designed using a systems approach

to ensure adherence of redundancy requirements to expected certification standards.

In doing so, the redundancy aspect of the FMS was factored into the design process

at an early stage. However, a more detailed approach adopting the same principles is

necessary for larger, more complex aircraft.

A proposed methodology of electrical system design presented in [94] determines

the power requirements and the topology before assessing the impact of faults and

performing fault studies. Whilst this may be a means to derive an electrical power

system from first principles, the delay in considering the impact of the FM within the

design overlooks the interdependency between availability and capability of different

protection devices and the choice of a feasible electrical power system.

A framework for the conceptual design of aircraft to minimize environmental impact

is described in [95], yet the impact of FM on the design process is not within the scope

of this tool. Published work in assessing the impact of high bandwidth energy storage

integration into compact DC networks highlighted the need for a comprehensive pro-

tection framework [96], which determines the protection requirements, applies relevant

constraints and then selects an appropriate protection strategy. However, the means

by which such a framework should implement these stages was not described, neither

was an existing framework identified which adequately satisfies these requirements.

5.2.1 Unique challenge of EPA electrical architectures

The literature review focused on EPA FM approaches but there may be other future

application areas for which the architectures and FM technologies do not exist, and so

an approach similar to the one presented later in this chapter would be relevant. How-
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ever, the specific challenges of FM for EPA are distinct from those of existing electrical

propulsion applications in terms of safety-critical electrical loads, mass production of

highly reliable aircraft systems and stringent weight constraints. For example, whilst

the Electric Vehicle (EV) industry has given much focus to the development of fault tol-

erant electrical propulsion systems [97–99] and maintaining safety-critical functions, no

architecture design methodology was identified in the literature which was equivalent

in terms of addressing the level of uncertainty surrounding the design of future EPA,

and the lack of suitable FM technologies which drives the need for a novel approach to

a fault tolerant design.

5.2.2 Summary of literature review and specification of required frame-

work

Whilst no comparable early-stage design framework exists within the literature, the

articles reviewed do highlight a number of key aspects of FM design, which require

appropriate representation within any new proposed design framework. Crucially, there

are a number of requirements relevant to the electrical architecture design which flow

down from the whole aircraft design. These requirements form the fundamental basis

of down selection of electrical system design solutions and are defined in this thesis as

the Platform Level Requirements (PLRs).

Additionally, it is already clear that the design of electrical architectures for EPA

cannot follow a conventional approach, as thus far this has led to solutions which are

sub-optimal, infeasible or overly simplistic (see Section 5.12.5) and do not reflect the

novel interfaces between the aircraft conceptual and electrical design. Therefore, a new

FM oriented design framework for early-stage architecture down selection should meet

the following requirements:

• incorporate FM from the outset

• map the interdependencies between the aircraft concept and the electrical system

design (PLRs), particularly in relation to the FMS and SFR

• define the system goal during fault conditions so that priority FM functions can
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be determined

• identify the level of confidence or likely feasibility in particular FM technologies

being employed within a specific developmental time frame

• manage the large amount of uncertainty present in the design of future EPA,

which is due to many design constraints being ill-defined or design decisions being

based on technology projections

• offer a methodical means of reducing down the very extensive initial solution

space, eliminate infeasible solutions and give some indication of priority where a

number of competing requirements or outcomes exist

5.2.3 Value of an FM Driven Early Design Approach

Although integrating FM into the design process from the outset signifies a significant

deviation from established methods of aircraft electrical system design (as demonstrated

in Section 5.2), there are, however, a number of advantages in prioritizing FM.

System Integration

The integration of components and subsystems must be understood and tested early in

the design process. Since design faults and unexpected/ unplanned system interactions

are known to surface at the integration stage [37], there is a need to anticipate this

by initiating a systems-level design and mapping of subsystem interfaces, so that the

impact (especially under faulted conditions) of each subsystem at the aircraft platform

level is assessed. In software development, the cost of discovering a defect at integration

testing is ten times greater than if the fault is found at the earlier design and architecture

phase [100]. Similarly for aircraft design, faults in either the components or the design

of the wider system can be costly [101], which implies that early interception of any

vulnerability to faults prevents unnecessary costs.

Incorporating FM as a key functional requirement in the design of future EPA,

also offers an opportunity to develop promising solutions that otherwise could have

been overlooked and to consider electrical architectures which are optimal from an FM
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perspective. In this way, the critical role of FM as part of a robust design methodology

realizing the potential benefits of EPA is established.

Better Informed Technology and Concept Design

Since many of these aircraft concepts are at the early design phase, the actual electrical

architecture is not yet defined and the constraints on the system are subject to change

as technology develops. Therefore, this presents an opportunity to explore the fault

management design space more thoroughly, and seek the optimal electrical architecture

from a FM perspective. This allows key technology bottlenecks to be identified or

anticipated, and protection devices specific to aircraft applications to be specified and

developed in tandem with the ongoing electric aircraft research. If FM is only applied

as an aircraft reaches higher levels of maturity, then there may be a lag in development

of required technology and the full complexity of applying robust fault management

may be overlooked. Further benefits of an FM orientated approach include elimination

of components within the system which will not actually be suitable for use within an

aircraft system due to aero-specific constraints (such as weight), as well as the ability

to chart the impact of aircraft level design decisions on both the FMS and electrical

architecture over the development of the aircraft concept.

5.3 Overview of Proposed FM Orientated Framework

In this section, a novel FM oriented early-stage design framework is proposed which

addresses the requirements listed above. A high-level logic flow depiction of this frame-

work is presented in Figure 5.2, the core details and assumptions of which are then

provided later, in Figure 5.3.

The framework describes a comprehensive method to identify the FM requirements

for a given basic aircraft concept, and hence match suitable FM technologies to desired

FM actions in order to derive feasible FMSs. At each stage of the framework, the

solution space is reduced until the process converges on the final down-selected elec-

trical architectures. In this way, the identification of feasible electrical architectures is
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dependent on the capture of PLRs and defined FM system goal.

The FM definitions given in Section 2.2 are the foundation of this framework. The

goal of the FM system is defined early in the process (as indicated by Phase 2 in Figure

5.3) and then feeds into the choice of both FM actions to respond to the fault and FM

technologies to implement the desired SFR. At each subsequent stage of the framework,

only options which support the chosen FM goal are taken forward. In this manner, any

architecture which is infeasible from an FM perspective is eliminated, providing down-

selection of candidate architectures. Although it is possible that there may be growth

in the number of possible solutions during the process where technologies or functions

are combined together or novel solutions are identified, thus expanding the solution

space, the down-selection and weighting mechanisms in the framework ensures that

only feasible solutions are taken forward.

The inputs to the framework (such as the PLRs) are derived from early stage

EPA concepts which have been designed by experts. The database gathering and

determining of system goals would also require expertise in the interpretation of the

aircraft standards and in assessing the validity of any FM device. However, later in the

down-selection process a level of automation may be possible whereby a tool is employed

to perform trade studies or generate arrays of electrical architecture combinations. Yet

at this early point in the design process, a large amount of expert input is required for

the framework as the solutions which would automatically be created are not likely to

be feasible nor will they capture the complexity of the interdependent aspects of the

design.

5.3.1 Scope of the Proposed FM Framework

At this stage the scope of the framework is to direct the future design and development

of FM to bring FM in line with the improvements in electrical technologies such as

energy storage. The framework is intended to support early stage development of EPA

electrical architectures, at the point in the design process where there is still a large

amount of uncertainty in the choice of technologies and many of the fundamental FM

studies have not yet been performed. However, for a near-term EPA design (such as
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a small scale demonstrator aircarft as discussed in Section 6.3) the inclusion of FM

from the outset and the systems-level approach to FM would remain relevant. The

framework can be applied to both superconducting and non-superconducting electrical

architecture design as this requirement would be defined at the outset (see Section

5.4.1).

Furthermore, detailed FM system design is also out of scope of this framework. This

is due to the fact that design tasks, e.g. determining trip thresholds and specifying the

maximum ratings of FM devices, requires knowledge of the complete electrical system

architecture. Safety standards will also have a significant impact on the FM detailed

design and these are not yet fully specified for EPA.

It is possible that existing aircraft may be retrofitted to enable electric powered taxi

on the airport runway. This mode of electrical propulsion would be a subsystem of the

turbofan powered aircraft, and would not be used during a critical phase of flight (see

Section 5.5). Hence electrical propulsion which is not critical to the aircraft maintaining

safe flight is not considered here as part of the electrical architecture system in focus.

As with conventional aircraft, there will be electrical loads on EPA in support of

auxiliary aspects of the electrical system such as hospitality or entertainment systems.

This zone of the electrical architecture will also require FM, yet as these systems ex-

ist and are at a much reduced power level in comparison to the electrical propulsion

architecture, the framework does not consider this section of the network.

5.3.2 Case Study Overview

To demonstrate this design framework, a case study is presented throughout Section

5.4, together with the framework description. In this, an example concept aircraft

electrical architecture is derived to illustrate the use of the framework. A quantitative

design and analysis is not within the scope of this thesis due to lack of published

data to perform such studies, although this process is an important one which will be

required later in the development of any EPA. The benefit of using the framework is

not at this point a quantifiable improvement in the physical design of the system, but

rather early identification of the aspects of the FM design which are critical to the
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wider aircraft feasibility, and demonstration of the fact that FM cannot be overlooked

in any future sizing or configuration analysis. The chosen concept is a tube and wing

aircraft with a rear-mounted cone thruster, similar to both the NASA STARC-ABL

aircraft [13] and the Bauhaus Luftfahrt [102] propulsive fuselage aircraft, as shown in

Figure 5.1. The input requirements to the case study, including the data in Table 5.1

are based on published technical data from early feasibility studies for the STARC-

ABL aircraft [13]. Given that the data in [13] is the extent of the published electrical

system quantitative data for this early EPA concept means that numerical sizing of

the electrical architecture solutions derived in the framework would be ineffectual and,

most likely, invalid.

Figure 5.1: Illustration of Bauhaus DisPURSAL [12] and NASA Concepts [13]

The safety regulations (as discussed in Section 2.9) would inform the platform level

and FM system requirements (e.g. length of time the electrical propulsion system must

be able to safely operate after a fault to enable the aircraft to land at an airport). Any

safety regulations in the operation of the FM system would be taken account in the

choice of FM actions (see Section 5.6) and requirements for FM capable components

would be incorporated in the choice of FM technologies (see Section 5.7).

5.4 Demonstration of Proposed FM Orientated Design

Framework

A detailed illustration of the design framework is presented in Figure 5.3, expanding

the key stages outlined in Figure 5.2 and showing the way in which assumptions have

been captured. The following sections describe and discuss each major stage of the
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framework, drawing direct reference to the appropriate part of Figure 5.3 for conve-

nience.

Figure 5.2: FM Orientated Framework Overview

5.4.1 Platform level requirements (Phase 1, Figure 5.3)

By reviewing the aircraft concept, the key PLRs which have an impact on the electrical

system can be defined. This mapping of the dependencies between these two facets of

the system design is a key contribution of this framework. The process of weighting

the PLRs relative to each other at this early point in the design process identifies the

most challenging aspects of the FM design from the outset.

For the case study presented, the PLRs were based on available data for the STARC-

ABL aircraft [13]. These are shown in Table 5.1 in the same order as in Figure 5.3 and

are discussed in the following subsections. Where data does not exist in the literature

an appropriate estimation has been made, as indicated in Table 5.1 by an asterisk.
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Table 5.1: Identification of Aircraft Platform Level Requirements (PLRs), Initial Assumptions and Risks for Case Study (high
priority PLRs in bold)

PLR Case Study Data Initial

Weighting

Assumptions for FM Design Risk

External Factors Proof of concept air-

craft, immature tech-

nology*

Medium In the absence of data, the “Exter-

nal Factors” are defined as the fact

that the aircraft is a novel concept

and therefore there is a lot of un-

certainty in its design

Unknown external factors could have a

large impact on design and may not yet

be anticipated

Developmental

Time frame

Estimated EIS 2035 High The complete FM system will

be certified for flight within

the available time

FM system components do not reach

high TRL, the FM system does not

have high IRL (Integration Readi-

ness Level) in time for complete elec-

trical system tests

Airframe & BLI Single BLI fan at rear Medium The use of BLI is required, loss

of power to the fan is detrimen-

tal causing drag and dependence

on mechanical compensation mea-

sures should be avoided

Mechanical/ airframe design variations

may change the size of the fan and thus

the power demand, mechanical responses

to electrical failure at the fan may be pre-

ferred

Weight Budget Expected weight

budget of total

electrical system

(not including any

energy storage) is

approx. 1400 kg

High The additional weight of the

electrical drive train must be

minimized and is assumed to

be offset by the fuel, emissions

and noise savings for this EPA

concept to be viable

FM system may not be viable within

the given weight budget, FM options

may be considerably limited, innova-

tive FM measures may be needed
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Table 5.1: Identification of Aircraft Platform Level Requirements (PLRs), Initial Assumptions and Risks for Case Study (high
priority PLRs in bold)

PLR Case Study Data Initial

Weighting

Assumptions for FM Design Risk

Percentage Hy-

bridization and

Location of Propul-

sion

Up to 50% of to-

tal thrust at top

of climb electrical,

power delivered to

rear fan

High The maximum power demand

must be maintained, the 50%

mix is assumed optimal and

feasible, power must be dis-

tributed to different parts of

the aircraft, single large fan

at rear is preferred to wing

mounted fans

The electrical drive system cannot

reliably supply the max power re-

quirement, fitting the large compo-

nents of the electrical FM system

within the airframe at the required

locations is not possible or carries

risks

Thermal Management Non-superconducting

system, must minimize

thermal loads

Low Heat generated by components

needs to be easily dissipated and

components have to be operated

in a temperature controlled envi-

ronment to enable optimal perfor-

mance

The thermal loads will reduce the over-

all efficiency & power will be required to

dissipate the heat. Uncontrolled variation

in temperature of devices causes failure or

constrains the location of devices within

the aircraft

Typical Flight Plan &

PAX

150 PAX, single aisle

passenger aircraft

Low The electrical propulsion system

can meet certification standards

for single aisle civil aircraft

The certification and safety requirements

will significantly constrain or direct the

choice of FM solutions

Propulsion Power Rat-

ing

2.5 MW max propul-

sive power required

Medium FM devices can be rated to deliver

the maximum power demand and

withstand maximum fault current

FM devices may not be available at the

required power rating or may be limited in

quantity or location
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Table 5.1: Identification of Aircraft Platform Level Requirements (PLRs), Initial Assumptions and Risks for Case Study (high
priority PLRs in bold)

PLR Case Study Data Initial

Weighting

Assumptions for FM Design Risk

Pre-defined Architec-

ture Preference

DC distribution net-

work*

Low It is assumed that this is the design

preference for the first iteration of

the design framework

Any bias towards this particular solution

may risk alternatives being overlooked

Customer Operational

and Safety Require-

ments

Assumed comparable

to ETOPS require-

ments for a similar

sized passenger air-

craft*

Low The customer requirements for the

electrical system design have to

be specified and in the absence

of data, the requirement has been

based on existing safety require-

ments for similar aircraft

These requirements might not be defined

and may vary largely over the development

of the aircraft
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External factors

There may also be PLRs due to external factors that impact on FM design, e.g. cost or

intellectual property restraints. Even if these aspects are not significant in the initial

electrical design, they may result in reiterations of the framework or impact the down

selection processes within the framework.

Developmental time frame

Identifying the available developmental time frame at the outset guides the selection of

FM functions and technologies. The developmental time frame for the aircraft platform

determines the time period available for the maturation of relevant technologies to the

required TRL for demonstration/production depending on the platform aims. This is

distinct from the point of Entry into Service (EIS), since the detailed specification of

the electrical system must occur well ahead of the initial aircraft becoming available

on the market.

Airframe propulsion integration

The aerodynamics of the airframe structure are linked to the FM requirements for

the aircraft. A key driver for electrical propulsion is that it enables novel airframe

configurations and the use of improved aerodynamics to bring efficiency improvements

to overall aircraft operation [103]. In particular, Boundary Layer Ingestion (BLI) is

expected to reduce aircraft drag, enabling the aircraft to achieve the same amount of

thrust with less propulsive power. However, the use of an electrical motor to power a

propulsor fan as part of an integrated BLI fan design creates a new interface between

the aerodynamics of the aircraft and the electrical system. If a fault were to occur

causing loss of power to the fan, this could create drag and the windmilling effect of

the faulted fan may impact on the flow of air through neighbouring fans where there

is an array [104].
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Weight budget

It is essential to establish during the first stage of the framework the available weight

budget for the aircraft. The weight budget for the aircraft will also have an impact

on the FM design -such as eliminating particular technologies which are too heavy. A

number of aircraft concepts have been proposed where the weight of the FM system

is not explicitly included in the total electrical weight budget, e.g. [6, 56]. However,

FM specific devices and components with an FM capability will form a non-negligible

proportion of the available weight budget.

Percentage hybridization and distribution of propulsion

The degree of hybridization for the aircraft and the location within the airframe of

the electrical propulsors will also influence FM design, because these influence aspects

of the electrical architecture such the maximum power rating of the system and the

required length of cables between components. Distributed propulsion leads to more

power channels to feed the propulsive loads, which requires a more complex electrical

architecture and greater co-ordination between FM devices during a SFR. This PLR is

also linked to the required level of Rest-of-Sytem oversizing discussed in Section 4.5.3.

The greater proportion of total electrical thrust at critical points in flight which is

required, the more critical the FM system will be since the possible level of mechanical

thrust compensation will be limited.

Thermal management

Thermal management is a key aspect of system design for both superconducting and

conventional aircraft systems. Any losses in electrical components, including FM de-

vices, will create a thermal load which will need to be safely and effectively dissipated.

Aircraft type and PAX

The size of an aircraft will influence the design of FM solutions. Indeed, the segment

of the market for which the aircraft is intended is often linked to the developmental

time frame. This can be seen in the strategy map presented in Table 4.3.
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Propulsion power rating

The choice of FM technology must match the power (and by implication, voltage)

requirements of the electrical architecture which will be determined by the required

power output of the propulsor motors. These electrical power requirements also have

implications for the number of power channels required, as the total required power

flow could be split into multiple channels to accommodate limitations in the rating of

devices and realize system redundancy, in turn forming part of the FM approach.

Pre-defined architecture preference

If there is a legacy preferred solution (resulting from IP protection or from a wider

commercial motive), then identifying the scope of this PLR in the initial stages of the

process means that it is possible to record its effect on the downstream design decisions.

This is particularly evident in the choice between AC and DC systems, and possibly in

the physical locations of the electrical propulsion where there is a need to differentiate

an EPA concept from competitors.

A key aspect of novelty in this framework is that the architecture is not known at

the beginning of the FM system development. The approach where the FM system is

applied to a defined electrical architecture has been identified as a pitfall of the EPA FM

systems in the literature (see Section 2.4), which leads to a scenario where the chosen

electrical architecture is not FM capable within the expected FM requirements (such

as weight, altitude, power density). Therefore this proposed framework is configured

such that any key architecture features which are known at the outset of the design are

identified in the PLRs. If a later iteration of the framework had derived an electrical

architecture or a range of possible architecture solutions these would be fed into the

design at this point (see Section 5.11).

Customer operational and safety requirements

The customer requirements related to airport logistics (such as length of time the air-

craft batteries could be charged while on stand) and government and international

safety regulations (such as [45, 105]), help formulate the PLRs for the FM system.
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There may also be various customer requirements which will directly impact on the

electrical system design, for example where the safety or required training for main-

tenance personnel working on the aircraft would dictate that particular voltage levels

are undesirable or require special safety measures, as is the case in marine vessels [106].

Operational requirements will need to be considered throughout the entire flight cycle

since different points in the cycle will correspond to different failure modes and require-

ments. This will impact on the detailed FM design (Phase 5 in Figure 5.3) and on the

critical corner points in the design.

5.4.2 Weighting of platform level requirements

Classification of the impact rating of PLRs captures the sensitivity of the electrical

design to changes in the aircraft conceptual design. Hence, once all PLRs have been

identified, they are weighted according to the level of direct impact each requirement

will have on the selection of the FM system goal. A similar process of requirements

mapping to that described in Section B.3 could be used, with higher priority being given

to PLRs which have more strong interdependencies and are relevant to the key design

challenges facing the chosen EPA concept. In performing this weighting of PLRs,

the ensuing down selection process of key systems level requirements is simplified.

The weighting of the PLRs is also used later in the framework to determine priority

technology constraints (see Section 5.7).

The initial weighting of the PLRs is based on engineering judgment, but this would

be standardized through repeated runs of multiple concepts through the framework.

This is because at this early stage in the concept design, there is not enough confi-

dence in the available data to definitively determine the PLRs that will be the most

challenging for a given EPA design. Thus, the weighting process is used to further

facilitate down selection of the solution space and to show the relative risk of each

PLR for a given concept. Therefore, tuning the weighting of the PLRs by multiple

runs enables the relative impact of different PLRs on the available feasible options to

be better understood. The intention is not that individual runs of this FM-orientated

design process are fused together as this would require some form of optimization to
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be applied. The aim of this framework is to illustrate the FM solutions that exist and

are feasible at an early stage, and not to perform optimisation at this point.

For the case study described in Section 5.3.2, a greater weighting is arbitrarily as-

signed to the location and degree of hybridization, weight budget and the developmental

time frame. These are highlighted in bold in Table 5.1.

5.4.3 Assumptions and risks

The risks associated with asserting any particular assumption and the restriction this

may place on the options presented further down the design process must be recognized.

For the case study presented in Section 5.3.2, the risks associated with the PLRs are

listed in Table 5.1. There is also a risk that the PLRs will be incorrectly weighted or

the impact of a PLR may be under estimated. However, most assumptions are likely to

relate to unknowns in the concept or electrical design which require some extrapolation

of available knowledge or data. This leads to the key risk that the chosen FM option is

a solution which is infeasible or uncompetitive. Thus, after defining the PLR, and then

after later stages in the framework (Phase 2, 3a, 3b in Figure 5.3), sensitivity studies

are proposed in order to identify and assess the assumptions and risks associated with

any design decisions that have been made.
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Figure 5.3: FM Design Framework
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5.5 Fault management system goal (Phase 2, Figure 5.3)

In any aircraft electrical power system, there are many possible responses to the detec-

tion of a fault (see Section 5.6). A strategic FM response is needed to ensure safety of

flight and to satisfy the PLRs.

The determination of FM goals and the process of utilising the FM goal to drive

the operational aims of the whole system under faulted conditions is aligned with

safety engineering best practice (as defined in [36]). This approach moves away from

implementing a defined set of responses to the detection of a fault towards a systems-

level identification of the functionality that needs to be maintained to ensure flight

safety.

5.5.1 System level functional requirements

To ultimately determine the strategic FM response for a given aircraft, the desired

system functionalities first have to be identified. Since there may be conflicting system

functionalities which cannot be fulfilled simultaneously, the system functionalities are

ranked in terms of priority. The most important system functionality can then be down

selected.

By using the desired response of the electrical system during a fault to determine

the FM goal, only the necessary FM functions are included in the design. This leads to

a solution which is directly driven by the critical FM requirements. Hence the proposed

framework presents an important improvement on existing methodologies.

For the case study presented in Section 5.3.2, the functional requirements are driven

by the need to deliver power to the BLI fan reliably with the technology and archi-

tectures which are actually viable for a pre-2035 time frame. These are listed below,

ranked in terms of priority:

1. Ensure sufficient power is supplied to key electrical loads, maintaining

flight stability
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2. Ensure the integrity and continued capability of the electrical system

3. Ensure that BLI propulsion is maintained

4. Minimize the thermal loads and excessive mechanical loading of the BLI fan

5.5.2 Selection of FM system priority goal

After determining the priority functional requirement (number 1 in list in Section 5.5.1),

the FM-specific priority goal required to satisfy this requirement can then be derived.

For the case study presented, the priority goal for the FM system is maintain

minimum power flow to the rear fan when an electrical fault occurs upstream from the

fan.

5.5.3 FM sub-goals

The criticality of the electrical propulsion system may alter over flight (especially where

the percentage of total thrust coming from the electrical system varies). Hence, within

the FM system goal there are operating modes and sub-goals which can be defined

for both critical (such as take-off) and non-critical stages of flight (such as taxi). An

example list of FM modes and sub-goals are described in Table 5.2. For the case study

presented, the selected FM sub-goals are shown later as a function of flight phase, in

Table 6 (complemented by subsequent framework outputs).

5.5.4 Assumptions and risks

The final stage of FM goal setting is to undertake a final check of the validity of

assumptions made, and evaluate the risk of incorrect assumptions. For particularly

high-risk assumptions which do not reach the validity threshold is not possible due

to lack of data at this early stage in the design process, further investigative work is

required to progress through the framework.

For the case study presented, a number of requirements are implicit in the realization

of the FM system goal (such as the requirement that the FM response should not cause

fault propagation or cascaded faults). However, both limitations on the FM system goal
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Table 5.2: Possible FM modes, goals and the associated risks and assumptions

Possible FM Modes Possible FM Sub-goals

Pre-empt fault

Reconfigure/ increase power

availability

Reconfigure power flow

De-energize complete network or zone

No change &

monitor fault

Maintain power

flow and architecture

React to fault

Reconfigure power flow

Reconfigure/ increase power

availability

Maintain electrical power

flow architecture

Remove faulted section from

network

De-energize complete

network or zone

Maintain power availability

and sub-goals specific to locations on the network will be determined in later iterations

of the framework for this particular case, as the FMS and architecture is not yet known.

5.6 Fault management actions (Phase 3a, Figure 5.3)

Following the establishment of the desired FM priority and sub goals, FM actions,

which are the potential means of realizing these FM goals, can then be defined. FM

actions include both conventional electrical protection mechanisms (conventional FM

actions) and architecture choices system overrating), examples of which are shown in

Table 5.3.

For the case study presented, the example list in Table 5.3 is further expanded

in Figure 5.4, which also captures candidate technologies as part of “conventional FM

actions” and their confidence levels aligned with the heaviest weighted PLRs. The clus-

tering approach illustrated is utilized to facilitate the process of matching actions and

technologies to form a viable FMS. This adds value to the framework as it succinctly

identifies components capable of implementing multiple FM actions as well as combi-
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Table 5.3: FM Actions

System Overrating Conventional FM Actions

Redundant compo-
nents
Fault tolerant compo-
nents
Multiple power flow
channels
Additional or alterna-
tive power sources
Additional or alterna-
tive propulsion sources

Fault current interruption/ di-
version
Limitation of impact of fault cur-
rent energy
Physical isolation of faulted net-
work
Fault detection, diagnosis and lo-
cating

nations of FM actions for which no solution currently exists. Although the means of

“system overrating” identified are obvious, the framework captures the ways in which

these would be used effectively in combination with other FM actions to formulate a

strategic fault response, rather than simply including an element of redundancy in the

electrical architecture.

Additionally, the use of alternative electrical or engine propulsion has not been

included in the list of possible FM actions since the PLRs for this case study state

that there is only one single propulsor fan and an assumption has been made that the

engines cannot compensate for loss of electrical propulsion.
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Figure 5.4: FM Actions Venn diagram showing clustering of technologies with corre-
sponding FM Actions

5.7 Fault management technology (Phase 3b, Figure 5.3)

The next stage of the FM framework is the identification of the available and preferred

FM technologies. Before scoping the landscape of various protection devices, target

FM technologies are identified. This is because outputs from earlier stages in the

framework, e.g. aircraft PLRs, can identify specific aspects of design, e.g. preference

for a DC system, which are relevant to the choice of protection technologies. A targeted

approach to selecting protection technologies is valuable as it reduces the solution space

early in the design process.
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5.7.1 Feasible Region Identification

The process of establishing a baseline database, selecting target technologies, identifying

and quantifying (as far as possible) the constraints on the choice of technology, mapping

the interdependency of constraints, prioritizing the constraints on the design process

has been established in [51] and is described in detail in Section C and B. By considering

the key constraints, devices which are not within the feasible region can be eliminated

and only viable FM technologies can then be used to form FMS in the next stage of

the framework.

5.7.2 Determination of Confidence Levels for FM Devices

To determine if devices which do not yet exist for an aircraft application may develop

sufficiently to enter the feasible region in the future, or for where the EIS date is very

far in the future, the confidence level of the different technologies needs to be assessed.

This aspect of the framework involves determining a confidence level (Low, Medium or

High) for individual technologies based on their current TRL [107] and IRL [10] and

then extrapolating to the point of EIS to estimate the level of development that will

have been achieved in regards to the key EPA requirements (discussed in Section 3.3).

This rating can then be updated as requirements shift over the developmental time

frame. This determination of confidence level is defined and is discussed in detail in

Section 4.5.2.

The same process can also be applied to the down-selected FMS options later in

the FM framework to determine the confidence level of combinations of different FM

technologies. The confidence level of a number of different components or architecture

features is limited by the lowest individual confidence level in the cluster. The maturity

of a particular combination of devices for use in an aircraft application will also impact

the combined confidence rating (as discussed in Section 4.5.2), as will the dependency

the components on each other for future development of technologies or subsystems.

It is possible that the combined effect of a number of components leads to a better

confidence level overall, where a particular solution is more robust due to increased

redundancy or if components compensate for each other in the case of failed operation.
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Since this process is based on estimating future development and trends from the

current status of the FM devices, it is imperative that the best available publicized

data is constantly added to the FM database (and FM strategy map in Chapter 4),

so that understanding of the current FM technology landscape is maintained and an

appropriate basis for determining technology confidence levels is achieved. This also

would enable identification of technology gaps and their development priority.

For the case study presented, the FM technologies which are relevant to the PLRs

defined in Table 5.1 are shown in Table 5.4, based on data presented in [51]. It is

assumed that from the range of constraints discussed in [51], the most important con-

straints are weight, speed of SFR, efficiency and certification, and these are identified

and mapped in Figure 5.5.
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Table 5.4: Confidence Levels of Key FM Technologies for Case Study EPA Concept

From Database of Current FM Devices For Given EIS

Device TRL of

Available De-

vices for Case

Study

Current

Development Applica-

tion Area(s)

Confidence

Level for Case Study

Aircraft

SSPC Medium/ High Aircraft Medium

SSCB (AC) Low Naval,

Traction systems

Low

SSCB (DC) Low Naval, HVDC,

Traction systems

Low

EMCB (AC) High Terrestrial

Grid, traction,

Medium

EMCB (DC) High Terrestrial

Grid, traction, HVDC

Low

Hybrid

Circuit Breaker

Low Terrestrial

Grid, traction, being de-

veloped at low TRL for

aircraft

Medium

Pyrofuse/ switch High Aircraft High

Power

Electronic Con-

verter

Low HVDC, Naval

Marine, Traction

Medium

Mechanical

Contactors

High Aircraft,

Naval, HVDC

Medium

Z-source

breaker (DC)

Medium Naval DC Medium

Bypass Switch Low Aircraft Medium

Bus Tie Medium/ High Aircraft Medium

Resistive SFCL High Terrestrial

grid, naval

Low

Saturated SFCL

Core

High Terrestrial

grid

Low

Solid State FCL High Terrestrial

grid

Low
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From Figure 5.5, it is clear that the weight of the FM system is linked to both

the speed of the FM response, and efficiency, and is in itself a significant aircraft

design constraint. Therefore, FM system weight is chosen as the priority constraint or

Most Important Constraint (MIC) for the initial iteration of the framework case study.

The confidence level for each device considered in the case study is given in Table

5.4, and the criteria which were used to determine the confidence level of devices are

defined in Section 4.5.2. Confidence levels for future aircraft switchgear technologies

are particularly difficult to ascertain as there is a limited range of publicized research

targets for these devices within an EPA [27]. Furthermore, it is expected that there

are some technologies (such as circuit breakers) which may simply be necessary even if

they are bulky, heavy, slow to operate or inefficient because they perform critical FM

functionalities and are available at an appropriate TRL compared to other technologies.

For this reason, some technologies which are Low confidence in Table 5.4 (such as

SSCBs) have been included for consideration in the FMS selection, so that the FM

system sub-goals can be achieved.

Furthermore, integrating FM devices into an aircraft system may be significantly

more difficult than deploying these within a terrestrial grid network. This is the rea-

soning behind the Low confidence rating of the superconducting fault current limiting

devices, as the cryogenic cooling system has to be considered in the weight budget. As

fuses are a mature technology for aircraft electrical systems it is assumed that these

devices could be easily integrated into future EPA systems, and so these devices are

the only technology with a High confidence level as they have a simple function and

may be necessary as a last resort physical fault isolation mechanism, if switchgear on

the faulted zone should fail.
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Figure 5.5: Mapping of priority constraints for case study

5.8 Identification of viable FM solutions (Phase 4, Figure

5.3)

In order to implement the desired FM goals for a specific case, FM technologies com-

bined with other enabling aspects of system overrating can be compiled into a selection

of feasible, comprehensive FMSs. Down selection of a preferred FMS solution is then

performed through qualitative judgement and quantitative assessment (for example,

through modelling and simulation-based studies). This evaluation process would also

take into account any sensitivity of the viable FM solutions (and hence electrical ar-

chitectures) to the FM technology confidence levels (as discussed in detail in Section

5.7.2). It would be preferable to reduce the risk to the design of variations in confidence

levels of FM technology, and regression of confidence level in particular. Therefore, the

down selection of FM solutions needs to be cognisant of both the current and possible

future confidence levels attributed to each relevant FM-capable technology.
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For the case study data presented in Table 5.1, technologies which can implement

the desired FM goals were selected, with reference to the FM actions shown in Figure

5.4. A description of the selected FMSs and associated technologies for the case study

is given in Table 5.5. There are also a number of assumptions underlying each FMS

and these are noted, although the most common assumption at this stage is that the

devices in the FMS are available within the developmental time frame.
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Table 5.5: Possible FMS Options for Case Study

FMS

Choice

FMS solution to

MIC

Key Electrical Architecture Fea-

tures and Configuration of Possi-

ble FMS

Selected FM Technologies Assumptions Associated with FMS

A No DC circuit breakers 1. Ability to de-energize the entire

DC network

2. Availability of ESS located towards

the propulsive motor to provide short

term power supply to motor

3. Separate power channels for redun-

dancy

4. Dual feed (2 converters) to motor

5. AC breakers included to provide

physical isolation of faulted DC net-

work and isolation of machines

6. Overrating of channels, so single

channel can provide maximum power

to load

1. AC EM breakers

2. Power electronic converters

3. High bandwidth ESS

4. Non-current interrupting DC

switches

1. The downtime of the affected network

does not have a noticeably detrimental im-

pact on the propulsive power

2. ESS with sufficient energy density can

supply power sufficiently fast through the

converter to maintain security of supply

3. Overrating of devices does not cause ex-

cessive weight penalty

4. The converters have a power density ac-

ceptable for an aircraft application

5. ESS can be stored within the airframe

in the vicinity of the DC busbar

B Number of DC circuit

breakers limited on the

network

1. AC and DC SSCBs included on

network to rapidly isolate the faulted

network

2. AC and DC bus-tie switches to

reroute power between channels

3. DC switches available in architec-

ture to reconfigure and to isolate the

specific fault on cables

4. Converters switching capability

used for back-up

5. Fault current tolerance for inverter

increased as on single power channel

1. SSCBs (AC and DC)

2. Non-current interrupting DC

switches

3. Power electronic converters

4. AC and DC bus tie switches

1. The SSCBs for the DC network are of a

sufficient power density

2. Lack of current interruption capability

on each of the DC cables is acceptable for

certification standards

3. ESS is not available or unsuitable for

this configuration

C Choice of an alter-

native technology to

SSCB with reduced

weight

1. Architecture providing parallel re-

dundancy on all DC power paths

2. Components rated to single chan-

nel limited maximum fault current rat-

ing

3. Z-source breakers capable of fast

fault isolation

4. AC EMCB breakers included at

machines on the AC side for physical

fault isolation

Multiple z-source breakers 1. Double redundancy of components does

not lead to an excessive weight penalty

2. Z-source breakers can be certified for

aircraft and can be developed with sufficient

power density and efficiency

3. ESS with sufficient energy density can

supply power sufficiently fast through the

converter to maintain security of supply

4. ESS can be stored within the airframe

in the vicinity of the DC busbar
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The case study is intended as an illustration of how the process of defining a range of

possible FMSs and then performing down-selection operates, and the way in which both

availability of FM technology and the FM technology requirements need to be matched.

There may be many more FMS options, especially if location-specific FM strategies are

considered. However, this is where expertise is necessary in the application of the

framework in that the three FMS options presented here would generally be considered

to be three examples which effectively demonstrate the value of the early stage design

framework.

This method of compiling an FMS based on different solutions to meet the most

challenging constraints marks a novel approach to the application of FM to EPA sys-

tems. This framework also offers a model for designing a robust FM where the complete

system and interactions are considered, together with the rationale behind the selection

and location of each individual FM device.

For the case study presented, the candidate FMSs were subjected to a down selection

process, the findings of which are shown in Table 5.6. The ideal FMS is robust and is

achievable within the selected priority constraints. Where an FMS is Better or Worse

in regards to a particular constraint, reference is made to Table 5.6, to ascertain the

impact of that constraint on the other constraints important to the FM system design.

Since the case study aircraft utilizes a single propulsive load, the FMS at the load

end of the electrical network is relatively straightforward, compared to an aircraft with
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highly distributed propulsion (the choice of case study is further discussed in Section

5.12). A single propulsive load reduces the number of power channels likely to be neces-

sary and limits the level of co-ordination needed between various electrical propulsion

sources during a fault. The only difference in protection for this zone between the

proposed options is the use of System Overrating, with option A utilizing parallel re-

dundancy and option B using increased fault current tolerance of the inverter. As the

AC fault isolation mechanism across the three FMSs is largely the same (based on the

assumption that suitable AC breakers are available), with the exception of AC side

bus-ties in option B, the DC FM operation is the basis on which to differentiate the

FMS options. The weights and efficiencies of different DC current interruption devices

were compared in [51], which provides a basis to evaluate the relative weights, speed of

response and efficiency of the candidate DC FM strategies, as shown in Table 5.6.

Certification may require there to be physical isolation possible at key points on the

network (including the DC network), which is why option A is considered less ideal.

Also protection settings may have to be adjusted if the network configuration changes,

so isolating channels reduces the amount of adaptive control required in the short time

period available to implement an SFR [108].

Any SFR that depends on sequential operation is more vulnerable to failures of the

FM system itself, where functional FM devices are unable to operate due to the failure

of some other FM device or network component. Whilst such options allow a weight

reduction where there are a reduced number of DC breakers required, it is assumed

that this will be unacceptable for certification purposes due to an extended time period

before the system is completely re-energized or reconfigured.

For the case study aircraft, it is preferable to maximize efficiency, and as such, solid-

state protection devices with their typically higher conduction losses are undesirable.

Therefore, the lack of solid-state devices in option A is preferential, whereas the large

number of Z-source breakers (which utilize a solid-state device on the normal current

path) in option C would be problematic. The chosen FMS for this case study initial

iteration is therefore option B as it satisfies the MIC whilst also not jeopardizing the

FM being viable within the bounds of the other priority constraints.
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In future iterations, aspects of option A and C could be combined with the original

embodiment of FMS B in order to make the fault response even more robust. In

particular, an Energy Storage System (ESS) could be added on the DC bus bar and

included in the FMS or a parallel inverter/motor combination could be included.
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Table 5.6: Down selection of FMS Options

Priority Ranking Chosen High Prior-

ity Constraints

Comparison of Possible FMS Solutions

Option A Option B Option C

1 Weight of Total FM

system

Better - Worse

2 Speed of SFR Worse Better Better

3 Efficiency Better - Worse

4 Certifiability Worse - Better

Critical
Reconfiguration to

maintain power flow

Cross feeder DC cables ESS on

both DC bus bars Dual motor

feeder cables Components rated

for single channel power deliv-

ery

Bus ties on AC and DC bus bars

Redundant DC cables with DC

bypass switches

Z-source hybrid breakers on DC

network & AC breakers

Redundant Power

Rapidly Available

ESS located at DC bus bar for

short term supply to motor via

converter

Generators oversized to supply

load from single generator In-

verter and motor fault current

tolerance overrated

ESS on ring bus bar for short

term supply to motor via con-

verter

Non-critical
De-energise Faulted

Network

AC breakers and converter

switching capability

AC & DC SSCBs Co-ordinated operation of AC

breakers and/ or Z-source

breakers

Physically Isolate

Faulted Network to

Prevent Fault Propa-

gation

AC breakers at machine side

DC switches isolate after oper-

ation of AC switches

Open DC switches after SSCBs

have operated

Open mechanical contactor in

Z-source breaker AC EMCBs
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5.9 Architecture design (Phase 5, Fig. 5.3)

At this stage of the process, the FMS options have been identified for the case study,

viable electrical architectures for the aircraft can now be determined by using expert

knowledge to identify possible, valid electrical architectures which include all the re-

quired architecture features and FM technologies.

From the range of possible architectures for the case study presented, one possible

example architecture relating to FMS option B is shown in Figure 5.6. It should

be noted that there is often more than one means of implementing an FMS on an

architecture, especially in the first iteration of the framework where location specific

goals may not yet be defined. There are not a pre-defined set of architectures which

are simply updated at this point, but there may be architectures features which have

been defined in earlier stages of the framework. This is captured in the section of

the framework labelled Pre-defined architecture preference (in Section 5.4.1) where a

preference for a particular architecture type or feature (such as DC distribution) can

be specified.

The process by which an FMS is developed into an electrical architecture is based

on reviewing the available FM technologies and the PLRs for the concept and then

determining the architectural features which would allow a particular FM action to be
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implemented such that the high priority PLRs are met. Since this is an early stage

FM design framework, there is not a decision tree to determine viable features, nor is

there a validated database of architecture features to choose from. This is why expert

knowledge is required to determine architecture features which satisfy the PLRs, FM

goal, FM actions and available FM technology and form combinations and variations of

architectural features into a baseline electrical architecture. It is acknowledged that not

all possible electrical architectures may be sensible. Therefore, the evidence that sup-

ports the electrical architectures derived at this point in the design process is based on

the rigour applied in the previous stages of the framework whereby infeasible solutions

are eliminated.

Figure 5.6: Possible Architecture for FMS option B

5.10 Detailed fault management design

Once the baseline architectures have been established for the down selected FMSs,

detailed design of FM operation, including setting trip thresholds for the protection

devices would be completed. This would require detailed knowledge of technology

availability and specification, and also well defined requirements, neither of which are

available at an early stage in the design process. This stage is, therefore, identified

here for completeness and as an indicator of future work, but is not the focus of the

framework which has been clearly defined as a methodology for early stage electrical

architecture design.
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5.11 Reiteration process

As new technologies emerge or standards become better defined, the design process can

be repeated. Design decisions and outcomes from defining the FMS, architecture and

detailed FM design can be fed back and the PLRs can then be adjusted to widen or

narrow the selection of feasible solutions. The solution space as defined by the PLRs

would be widened where no feasible or acceptable solutions exist in the final stages of

the framework for a given aircraft concept. Equally where there are an excessive number

of solutions the solution space would need to be better defined to enable a meaningful

down selection process. Numerous iterations would also establish the impact of a bias

towards a particular architecture, particularly if this may cause other potential solutions

to be overlooked [109]. Acknowledging the assumptions for each design iteration is also

useful in terms of planning and optimizing future design cycles. This would allow

alternative assumptions to be chosen and the process repeated.

5.12 Verification and Validation of Design Framework

To evaluate the correctness and effectiveness of the early stage design framework pre-

sented in Section 5.4, a process of verification and validation (V&V) is necessary. Veri-

fication is defined as “a set of actions used to check the correctness of any element” [110]

and validation is defined as “a set of actions used to check the compliance of any ele-

ment...with its purpose and functions” [111]. In [112], the authors state that “validating

a design method is a contextual process of demonstrating usefulness with respect to a

purpose” and make the case that engineering design research requires both quantitative

and qualitative validation, given that there are both objective and subjective aspects.

5.12.1 Verification and Validation Plan

Therefore, the verification and validation of this research method requires a wider

approach than would normally be employed for an experimental procedure or a model of

a particular system. In these cases the verification comes from comparing the behaviour

of the novel model with the expected system behaviour to determine the model does
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reliably replicate that of the system under test. A novel experimental procedure can be

verified by comparison of the results with existing data to assess whether the outputs

are correct and if the procedure is in some way an improvement on existing methods.

Therefore validation by comparison of the output of the framework needs to be made

on the basis of whether the architectures produced are in fact feasible and if the results

are more feasible, or more justifiably feasible than those proposed for a similar concept

in the literature. Then the validity of the framework needs to be considered beyond the

case study, as the method should be applicable to any EPA design not only STARC-

ABL. These generalised stages of V&V are shown in Figure 5.7.

Figure 5.7: Design method validation square based on [112]

Figure 5.8: FM orientated early stage design framework specific validation square
(*quantitative V&V is considered as future work)
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Stages 1A and 1B verify the techniques and method used, and stage 2 verifies

the choice of problem used to demonstrate the method. Stage 3 validates the output

solutions of the chosen example problem. Then in Stage 4 the wider performance

of the methodology beyond the chosen case study and in reference to other problem

applications is validated.

This method combines both qualitative and quantitative phases of V&V. However,

given the lack of data for FM technologies and fully defined FM requirements, there

is insufficient confidence in a quantitative validation of the framework down selection

effectiveness. The down selection of electrical architecture solutions performed by the

framework is not quantitative at this stage, and so a numerical validation is not yet

possible. Therefore for Stages 3 and 4, a qualitative validation of the framework is

demonstrated. A detailed quantitative validation is thus proposed as an area of future

work (see Section 7.3.1).

The generalised stages shown in Figure 5.7 have been applied to the framework

and a specific V&V plan is summarised in Figure 5.8. This firstly considers the sub

stages in the proposed methodology to verify if the techniques used are correct. Then

the combination of these techniques into a method is verified. In stage 2, the case

study which is chosen to demonstrate the framework is verified. Next the outputs

(down selected FMSs and architectures) of the case study are compared to existing

FM approaches and architectures in the literature to validate the results from the

framework. Lastly in stage 4, the performance of the framework beyond the chosen case

study is considered to determine the wider validity and usefulness of this methodology.

5.12.2 Verification of the Sub Stages in the Framework (Stage 1A in

Figure 5.8)

The techniques used within the framework to identify requirements, compile FM solu-

tions and perform down selection of a range of options are all widely used in existing

design methods. A list of the component techniques used in the various sub stages of

the framework are given in Table 5.7.

This demonstrates that the inclusion of these techniques within the framework is
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Table 5.7: Examples of existing use of design techniques in the FM framework

Technique Common to Engineering Design Pro-
cesses

Examples of
Current Use

Interdependency Mapping [50,113]

Trade space mapping [6, 13,48]

Weighting/ ranking/ confidence level categorising/ priori-
tising

[114,115]

Identification of constraints [116]

Clustering of compatible options [113]

Gathering of assumptions [117]

Gathering of input data [118]

Identification of ranking criteria [114]

Identification of risks [119]

Down selecting options based on criteria [120]

Conflict resolution of conflicting requirements [115]

Reiteration of process to converge on solution [121]

valid given that there is evidence of similar applications in the literature and hence they

are widely accepted. In particular, the techniques used to prioritise or rank options are

based on logic and can be readily applied to any similar problem. Thus the novelty of

the proposed methodology in Section 5.4 is in the way that these validated sub-stages

are compiled into a detailed and robust design methodology.

As a further demonstration of the validity of the techniques used within the frame-

work, a visual comparison of the graphical methods is shown in Figures 5.9a and 5.10b

and Figures 5.10a and 5.10b.

5.12.3 Verification of Method Employed in Framework (Stage 1B in

Figure 5.8)

Verification of the method requires assessing the confidence in the way the various tech-

niques are compiled and used within the framework. Any method that is inconsistent

would exhibit [112]:

• generation of inadequate information

• generation of unnecessary info

• invalid assumptions
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(a) Example of interdependency mapping in literature [50]

(b) Example of interdependency mapping in FM framework [51]

Figure 5.9: Comparison of interdependency mapping

• inadequate inputs at each step

• unlikely outputs from each step

In the presented framework, infeasible solutions are eliminated leaving only viable

solutions remaining in the design process. This removes any excess or unnecessary FM

considerations or solutions. Assumptions are gathered and assessed in terms of impact

on the design at a number of points in the method, which demonstrates traceability of

the assumptions and ensures that any assumption that is considered is valid. The data

included is sufficient for the current developmental stage, however, and a greater range
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(a) Example of trade space mapping in literature [50]

(b) Example of trade space mapping in FM framework [51]

Figure 5.10: Comparison of trade space mapping

of data on EPA concepts, FM devices and FM goals would be expected for later stages

of the design. In areas such as the ”Customer operational requirements” (see Figure

5.3)) that are currently undefined, these requirements are identified and are used as

placeholders within the framework which can then be populated as the data becomes

available.
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The output of every stage of the framework better defines the viable FM solutions.

The only cases where each stage of the framework would not contribute to a better

defined solution space is where there are no remaining solutions, or solutions do not

exist for the input criteria weighted according to specific requirements. The lack of

detailed FM design in this framework is also valid since the purpose of the framework

is to determine feasible electrical architectures capable of FM. At a systems level this

satisfies the purpose of the framework whilst acknowledging the need for future detailed

design.

5.12.4 Verification of Choice Case Study (Stage 2 in Figure 5.8)

Verification of the framework can be supported by analysis of the suitability of the

case study used to demonstrate the framework (stage 2 in Figure 5.8). The chosen

aircraft concept is representative of the types of aircraft configuration that may be the

target aircraft type for an N+3 development time frame. This is evidenced by the fact

that two independent, industry recognised research collaborations have both conducted

initial studies on a tail cone BLI thruster tube-and-wing EPA concept. The choice of

case study is useful as the electrical concept is comparatively simple and therefore can

effectively highlight the challenges of developing FM solutions for nearer term scaled

aircraft. Data is also available (to an extent) as NASA have published their studies on

this concept, making a STARC-ABL style case study viable. Since the concept is at an

early stage the benchmark architecture is still minimally defined, and so there is scope

for innovation in the design approach which is adopted.

5.12.5 Validation of Framework Performance of Case Study (Stage 3

in Figure 5.8)

A key means of validation of the proposed design methodology is to compare the solu-

tions already existing in the literature, and those which are the output of the framework

(see stage 3 in Figure 5.8). Therefore, the architecture solution which is one particular

example embodiment of the chosen FMS can be compared to the relevant benchmark

electrical architectures for STARC-ABL in the literature (see Figure 5.11). It should
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be noted that the purpose of the case study was not to select a final ideal electrical

architecture for the chosen aircraft concept, but rather to demonstrate the use of the

framework in down selecting viable electrical architectures for a chosen set of aircraft

requirements.

Whilst there is only one electrical architecture presented in the literature specifically

for the STARC-ABL aircraft, there is another architecture of a similar scale that is being

developed on a reduced scale test bed at NASA Glenn Research Centre [109] (see Figure

5.12). Both the existing electrical architectures for this aircraft concept have not been

developed as part of an FM orientated design process and so it is expected that there

would be differences of FM approach. However, in comparison, the level of confidence

in the FM solutions identified by the framework is greater as a comprehensive scoping

of the feasibility of the FM strategy has been performed. There are a number of risks

and assumptions that can be identified for these alternative architectures. These are

outlined below in order to highlight that the feasibility of the initial designs in the

literature has not been proven, and there may be risks that are unknown.

STARC-ABL Initial Architecture

Clearly, the architecture presented by the authors in [13] is not intended to be a com-

prehensive analysis of FM compatible architectures, however, the minimal FM applied

to this relatively critical electrical propulsion system implies that there is a risk that

FM may not have been considered in detail in the development of early stage concepts.

One of the most significant risks associated with this proposed architecture (and high-

lighted in Section 3.5) is the current lack of aircraft suitable rated DC circuit breakers

(not shown in Figure 5.11). Furthermore, the availability of rectifiers and inverters

rated and proven in the harsh aircraft environment is another area of uncertainty.

The architecture features and the possible embodiment of the chosen FMS resulting

from the proposed framework mitigates against these risks by scoping the FM require-

ments in detail. There is greater redundancy incorporated into the presented solution

as a result of the PLRs and the differing challenges between the AC and DC systems

are also acknowledged. Thus the framework better maps the way in which specific
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Figure 5.11: Notional STARC-ABL Electrical Architecture [13]

requirements (such as the weight budget, as identified in Section 3.3.2) correspond to

the inclusion or elimination of specific architecture features.

AC Architecture

The proposed alternative architecture configuration in [14] is itself a response to the

risk that DC distribution may not be feasible or preferred for the main aircraft electrical

propulsion architecture. However, this configuration is also unproven and relies on the

availability of appropriately fast DC and AC circuit breakers. Furthermore, there is a

risk that high energy density Energy Storage System (ESS) may not be available within

the given time frame and co-ordination of multiple ESS devices supporting a network

may not be possible (one proposed configuration). Whilst Doubly Fed Induction Gen-

erators (DFIGs) are widely used in the wind energy industry [122], this technology is

not proven in an EPA environment and so there is a risk this configuration may not

meet certification standards or would require a significant amount of testing before

reaching high confidence level.

The proposed solution in Figure 5.6 was derived from different PLRs to the AC

architecture described in Figure 5.12. This shows that the framework does eliminate
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Figure 5.12: AC Electrical Architecture [14]

architecture features which do not support the critical PLRs, the MIC and the FM

system goal, since if had there been a Pre-defined architecture preference for an AC

system, the resulting architecture could have had similarities with this configuration.

5.12.6 Validity of the Framework Performance Beyond Case Study

(Stage 4 in Figure 5.8)

The validity of the framework is further demonstrated by the fact that the same logical

method is used to determine viable and useful electrical architectures for EPA demon-

strators (see Section 6). A detailed discussion of the demonstrator specific version of

the framework is given in Section 6.3.1. From this further development of the stages

in the framework proposed in Chapter 5 it is clear that the methodology is widely ap-

plicable, especially in determining the FM goal which is necessary for any FM capable

electrical architecture.
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5.13 Summary

This chapter has presented a novel methodology for early-stage design of FM compat-

ible architectures for future EPA. A number of key FM definitions have been outlined

in order to highlight the ways in which comprehensive FM is more complex than con-

ventional protection. The framework is then demonstrated by means of a case study to

illustrate the way in which required architectural features can be identified for a given

set of aircraft requirements and technology constraints. This method has traceability

of the rationale driving the design which is a distinct improvement on the architectures

described in the literature. Further quantitative studies could further verify the method

which has been developed.
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A Novel Framework for Strategic

Integration of FM into EPA

Demonstrators

6.1 Introduction

The presented FM orientated design framework (Chapter 5) establishes the relevance

of FM in the development of feasible, reliable electrical architectures for future EPA

systems. However, any FM-capable EPA architecture will require some form of testing

in hardware. It is also clear from the proposed FM strategy map (Chapter 4) that FM

needs to be integrated into the ground-based test beds and flying demonstrators that

will test, prove and build public confidence in the key FM technologies for future EPA.

However, effective FM testing is challenging due to the possibility of applied faults

or faulted test scenarios causing damage to equipment and posing danger to personnel,

and the increased cost and risk compared to simulation studies. In order to de-risk

FM testing for EPA demonstrators, an FM testing strategy is required which incre-

mentally builds confidence in key FM solutions. Therefore, thorough testing of FM

solutions from early-stage design to pre-EIS certification will require a range of demon-

strators and test rigs. This novel approach to demonstrator design which is proposed

describes the different levels of FM testing, from individual components to complete
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flying demonstrators, which are required to increase FM readiness. In capturing the

FM test aims for each level of EPA system testing a strong case is made for early inte-

gration of strategic FM development into future EPA demonstrators. The importance

of a range of FM-capable demonstrators and the progression from concept agonistic

technology development to testing of specific FM solutions for a given aircraft have not

been identified in the existing literature or reflected in the configuration of current FM

demonstrators.

Furthermore, the proposal and definition of a range of DLRs (Demonstrator Level

Requirements) which have a critical impact on the feasible system and FM test goals

is an important contribution and an aspect of EPA demonstrator design that has not

been well understood in the literature. Where key DLRs have been underestimated or

overlooked in the early design phases of a demonstrator, there is a significant risk that

the demonstrator tests the wrong FM technology, the wrong topology of a required

FM technology or does not have the capacity to perform the types of test that would

be necessary to effectively test required FM solutions. In order to demonstrate these

key aspects of FM in hardware-based electrical architectures, a novel framework for the

design of FM-capable electric architectures for EPA demonstrators is proposed.

By building on the strategy map presented in Chapter 4, and presenting a method-

ology of EPA demonstrator design driven by the need to increase FM confidence levels

a number of pitfalls in EPA test rig and demonstrator design are avoided, such as:

• Demonstrator incapable of testing FM without significant redesign

• Demonstrator designed to test a poorly designed FM solution e.g. one which is

unnecessary, over-complex or infeasible

• Developmental FM technologies are not integrated into demonstrator design, lead-

ing to a possible use of existing FM solutions

• Limitations of FM solutions developed for nearer term EPA are not identified

• Innovative FM solutions are not developed, tested or ultimately available for fu-

ture EPA concepts as the FM requirements and therefore testing of FM solutions
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are not well understood

• FM solution not adequately tested leading to possible unidentified issues and/or

overconfidence in an FM solution

In order to highlight the lack of comprehensive FM development for existing pub-

lished EPA demonstrators, this chapter firstly scopes the current range of EPA test-rigs

and demonstrator aircraft in Section 6.2. Then, a new method for integration of FM

into the EPA demonstrator design is proposed in Section 6.3. A number of key Demon-

strator Level Requirements (DLRs) are defined in Section 6.3.1 and the importance of

the FM goal of the demonstrator is highlighted in Section 6.4.5. A systems-level view

of the progression and variety of FM orientated demonstrators which are likely to be

required is then proposed in Section 6.4. The chapter culminates in a case study fea-

turing NASA’s NEAT demonstrator [17] in Section 6.5 which demonstrates the value

of the proposed DLRs and framework for effective FM testing.

6.2 EPA Demonstrator Literature Review

This literature review captures publicly available data (such as EIS, power rating,

configuration) for EPA demonstrators, although it is noted that there may be other

demonstrators with FM compatibility or functionality which exist. There is a limited

range of existing EPA demonstrators and test beds which can be classified into:

• Small scale EVTOL demonstrators (flying)

• Reduced scale EPA used by the aircraft industry to demonstrate commercial

capability and to show proof-of-concept (flying)

• Full scale EPA demonstrators (flying)

• Laboratory based larger scale electrical architecture test beds which aim to cap-

ture different design trades or aspects of performance, together with an analysis

of environmental effects (ground-based)
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• EPA related demonstrators testing non-electrical aspects of EPA design such as

BLI (flying or ground-based)

These are discussed in greater detail in Sections 6.2.1 to 6.2.5. Existing and planned

flying demonstrators are typically small scale aircraft where a complete EPA concept is

under test, or where a subsection of a wider configuration is tested in flight. Test beds

for EPA are lab-based rigs which allow testing of technologies, electrical architectures

or environmental effects related the electrical system design. Flying demonstrators and

test rigs may be specifically designed to test FM or may be testing other aspects of the

electrical system design but have demonstrable FM capability.

No EPA demonstrators in the public domain have so far been designed for the prime

purpose of FM demonstration or testing. A likely reason for this is the fact that fault

throwing on any rig comes with the risk of severe damage to the equipment and the

technologies under test if the FM system fails. There is always a need to minimize the

risk to personnel and to ensure the safe failure of any test case, especially for a flying

demonstrator, where a critical failure could pose a tangible threat to life.

Current FAA regulations for electrical testing in aircraft require that aircraft man-

ufacturers “verify proper operation of system during simulated power failures by flight

test functional demonstrations. The applicant must show by design analysis or

laboratory demonstration, that no failure or malfunction of any power source, in-

cluding the battery can create a hazard or impair the ability of remaining sources to

supply essential loads” [123]. Therefore, MEA test rigs such as [124–126] and certifica-

tion testing facilities such as [127] are required to perform protection testing capability,

but do not feature large propulsive loads or novel architecture configurations such as

TeDP that are proposed for future EPA and which demand more complex FM testing.

For fault testing for terrestrial power networks, facilities such as those in [128] can throw

faults on an 11 kV network. Furthermore, development and testing of naval electrical

systems can be performed on the 5 MW Center for Advanced Power Systems (CAPS)

test facility at Florida State University (although the hard fault throwing capability of

CAPS is unclear) [129]. There is little evidence of hardware testing of effective FM for

future EPA. This of course will change as EPA concepts and electrical architectures
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become more mature and are required for public confidence to demonstrate fail-safe

operation to pass key design stage-gates.

6.2.1 EVTOL Demonstrators and First-of-Kind Electric Taxi Aircraft

There has been significant focus in the aircraft industry and in the media given to

new air taxi concepts and early test flights of EVTOL aircraft (such as [130–132]). For

example, tethered testing of the CityAirbus EVTOL aircraft was successfully performed

[133], whilst Boeing/ Aurora Flight Sciences EVTOL prototype recently crashed on

its fifth test flight [134]. Other notable EVTOL development aircraft include Ehang

[135, 136], Lilium Aviation [137], A3 Vahana [138] (shown in Figure 6.1) and Skycar

[139]. Whilst the technology development required to successfully test such aircraft is

a key stage in the development of reliable EPA, there will still be a large amount of

testing and proving needed to scale these systems up to larger single or double aisle

commercial EPA.

Figure 6.1: A3 Vahana EVTOL during test flight [15]

Although the first commercial EVTOL aircraft are expected to enter the market

in the near future, in this FM-focused thesis they are considered as demonstrators

of electrical propulsion and a stepping stone to larger concepts where the electrical

propulsion system is also highly critical but other non-electrical oversizing measures

will not be suitable. It should be noted that there are no FM test EVTOL aircraft or

test beds in the literature. Yet, the inclusion of FM testing is as necessary for these
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aircraft as much as for larger N+2 onwards aircraft, especially if the risk-adverse aircraft

industry is to adopt these novel aircraft. However, the lower operating altitudes of these

EVTOL aircraft compared to current commercial MEA may enable higher confidence

testing with ground-based rigs.

6.2.2 Small Scale EPA Flying Demonstrators

To date, EPA flying demonstrators have been small scale and so have not had to

contend with the challenges of scaling current FM solutions for higher power rated

EPA. Demonstrators currently under development are largely aimed towards proof

of the aircraft concept, and are constrained by the very limited availability of FM

technologies. Recent demonstrator aircraft with electrical propulsion capability include

Diamond E-Star, Green CriCri and eGenius [140]. However, the power ratings of these

early aircraft have been superseded by HYPSTAIR and eFAN 1.0, as described below.

Siemen’s HYPSTAIR aircraft [2] is rated for 200 kW MTOP and was designed from

a systems perspective with considerations of redundancy and fault tolerance. However,

details of real or emulated faults being actively applied to the system in the flight

testing phase are not given, nor is it known whether the aircraft did in fact encounter

any failures in flight. This demonstrator was aimed at flight testing of an electrical

architecture and the developing subsystems and components. This aircraft was not

intended as an FM specific demonstrator, despite exhibiting FM capability, as would

be expected with any developmental aircraft.

The Airbus eFAN 1.0 aircraft is a 64 kW maximum rated proof-of-concept EPA

which completed test flights in 2015 [141]. This aircraft incorporated safety and relia-

bility requirements and this was stressed in the design [142]. Yet this aircraft was not

an FM demonstrator nor was it intended to test the resilience of the electrical system.

For a small, pilot only aircraft it is unlikely that the system would be tested to failure

as there is limited inbuilt rest-of-system oversizing. There were plans to develop the

eFAN range into a commercial training aircraft, however this was abandoned in 2017

an favour of the larger E-Fan X demonstrator [143].
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6.2.3 Proof-of-Concept Flying Demonstrators

The E-Fan X is a flying EPA demonstrator being developed as part of a collaboration

between Airbus, Rolls-Royce and Siemens (Siemens eAircraft business was recently

acquired by Rolls-Royce [144]). An overview of the aircraft configuration is shown in

Figure 6.2. The aim of the project is to develop a flying demonstrator where one of

the four engines on a British Aerospace 146 aircraft is replaced by a 2 MW electric

motor [145]. Initial flight testing is planned for 2020 with further public test flights

in 2021. E-Fan X is a proof-of-concept aircraft as key desired outcomes are testing of

aircraft environmental effects and prove the feasibility of “high-power propulsion” for

EPA [145].

Figure 6.2: E-Fan X electrical system configuration [16]

6.2.4 Larger Scale Electrical Architecture Test Bed Demonstrators

The NEAT facility [17] represents a major development in the design and testing of

electrical architectures for EPA. This facility has the capability to test electrical propul-

sion architectures for a STARC-ABL sized aircraft in a full scale physical layout and

to simulate environmental effects on electrical components in the altitude chamber.

Whilst this project seeks to incorporate novel electrical technologies as part of the se-

ries of planned tests, NEAT is not an FM specific demonstrator, and would require a

significant amount of adaptation before being suitable for effective FM testing.

Another electrical architecture test bed in development by NASA is the AC DFIG
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test bed at NASA’s Glenn Research Centre [14]. This alternative architecture configu-

ration featuring AC distribution enables a variety of testing but is not intended as an

FM specific test bench and is smaller in scale than the NEAT facility. It is not specified

whether faults have been applied to this rig, but as the main aim of the demonstrator

is to test the feasibility of an AC distribution and DFIG for EPA, it may not be within

scope to perform such tests with this rig in its current configuration.

6.2.5 EPA Related Demonstrators

A number of EPA related demonstrators are also in development, and although these

systems may not directly test aspects of FM, the resulting increase in technology ma-

turity and confidence in novel EPA concepts will support FM-specific testing.

NASA’s LEAPTech demonstrator [146] aims to assess the viability of an array of

fans on the aircraft wing, and testing of the electrical motors required to reliably power

the fans. Although there is an array of electrical propulsion motors under test, it is

not specified whether the electrical system has been subjected to electrical faults. FM

testing in this rig seems unlikely as it forms part of an initial feasibility study.

Similarly, there are two BLI test facilities in the literature [147,148] which will sup-

plement the development of electrical architecture FM demonstrators although studies

undertaken at these facilities will scope the aero-dynamic, and not the electrical, impact

of various losses of propulsion.

6.2.6 Best Practice in FM in Testing and Systems Development

In the aircraft industry there is a wealth of experience in developing highly reliable

systems, and specifically electrical systems [149]. However, no industry recognized es-

tablished practice exists for the design of EPA electrical architectures which, as already

discussed in Section 2.4, pose novel challenges. Therefore, it is beneficial to the design

of future EPA demonstrators to capture FM best practice in the early stage design,

prototype testing, test bed studies and finally flying demonstrator aircraft.

NASA’s Fault Management Handbook [37] is a log of best practice in the applica-

tion of FM within the various aerospace and space programs under its administration.
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Although not specific to the design of future EPA, this handbook advocates the in-

tegration of FM practices from the outset of the project. This has implications for

the design of future electrical propulsion test facilities, especially those that aim to

demonstrate whole system integration as FM requirements need to be considered early

in EPA demonstrator design if FM capable demonstrators are to be realised.

6.2.7 Conclusions of Literature Review

Current test beds described in the literature were not intended to demonstrate inte-

grated FM (unless simplified to component self-protection or equipment turn-off) and

would require adaptation if electrical faults are to be safely tested. Flying demonstra-

tors to-date have been small scale aircraft usually with no passenger capacity. The real

step changes in the electrical architecture which will be come apparent as EPA demon-

strator aircraft are scaled up have not yet been adequately addressed, and testing of

novel FM solutions has not been undertaken. In order to realize effective FM in future

EPA systems, FM needs to be incorporated into the design and planned test cases of

future demonstrator test rigs and aircraft. A strategic approach to developing all the

necessary FM technologies and enablers is required, and best practice in the application

of FM to EPA aircraft will be beneficial.

6.3 Overview of Demonstrator Electrical Architecture De-

sign Framework

FM-capable test rigs can test a variety of developmental devices, find integration issues

and test impact of environment on performance or operation. Test rigs can be FM

dedicated or have a wider testing purpose but incorporate some level of FM-capability.

There are a number of aspects of FM testing which are more suitable for test beds

than flying demonstrators, as there is reduced risk testing a test bed to failure. The

suitability of different demonstrators for FM testing has not been addressed in the

literature on EPA development, and so a contribution of this thesis is the identification

and reasoning associated with the decision to test different aspects of FM on different
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demonstrators, assuming there is no ideal demonstrator capable of all required testing

exists. The most significant aspects are:

• Verification of FM device operation

– Variation of speed of FM devices operation (including metrology and com-

munications latency) as this is difficult to do to a high confidence level in

simulation

– Interaction and integration of devices and control, especially where a fault

leads to potentially conflicting control commands

– Impact of aircraft environment on device operation and reliability

• Verification of FM system operation

– Failure of the FM system itself

– Effective reconfiguration or choice of response for flexible architectures

– Primary or Secondary FM response failure or limitations of a particular FM

response

∗ FM specific component failure

∗ Communications failure

∗ Control failure

∗ Reconfiguration failure or limitations

These FM testing scenarios are crucial to the development of future EPA, since

comprehensive, successful FM testing increases the confidence level associated with key

electrical architectures. Therefore there is a need to bridge this developmental gap

with FM capable electrical architecture test bed demonstrators. Furthermore, these

electrical architecture requirements are crucial to the overall design of some of the

proposed future EPA concepts, yet there remains a large amount of uncertainty as to

whether such FM architecture features are in fact feasible. Therefore, early elimination

and verification through demonstrator testing of these aspects of the FM operation will

inform and support viable electrical architecture design.
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In order to demonstrate these key aspects of FM in hardware-based electrical archi-

tectures, a novel framework for the design of FM-capable electric architectures for EPA

demonstrators is proposed. An overview of this proposed FM orientated demonstrator

design process is shown in Figure 6.3 and described in subsequent subsections. This

framework describes key stages in the determination of the physical electrical architec-

ture that will enable desired FM tests to be performed. In the literature, incorporation

of FM into hardware-based electrical architectures for EPA demonstrators has not been

prioritised from the outset. Therefore, this novel approach is an important contribution

which facilitates improved integration of FM into EPA demonstrators.

This framework closely reflects the EPA framework (see Chapter 5) and emphasizes

that the FM functionality cannot be retrospectively applied to an electrical propulsion

architecture. The goal of the FM testing, the technology and the fault response must

all be taken into account to determine viable test architecture(s). This is reflected in

the sequential progression of the framework showing that the design decisions at each

stage will down select and shape the effective FM solution testing that will be possible.

6.3.1 Demonstrator Level Requirements (Stage 1 in Figure 6.3)

Any demonstrator which will be utilized to test and validate FM functions will need

to take into account a range of requirements which will drive the design and purpose

of the facility, much in the same way that the PLRs in Section 5.4.1 drive the design

of FM orientated electrical architectures. The identified DLRs are described in Table

6.1 and the impact of each requirement on the design of demonstrators is discussed.

The DLRs listed in Table 6.1 come from reviewing the FM requirements for various

flying demonstrators and test-rigs. Identification of these requirements is a significant

contribution which has not been performed in the literature. The key value of spec-

ifying these DLRs in relation to down selecting electrical architectures for hardware

demonstrators is that it allows factors that define the feasible FM testing capability

of a demonstrator (such as physical constraints on the demonstrator housing) to be

highlighted in the early stages of the demonstrator design. This enables better under-

standing of the interdependency between the desired FM capability of a demonstrator
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Figure 6.3: Framework for design of FM capable demonstrators

and the physical electrical architecture configuration.

There is no particular order to the DLRs listed in Table 6.1 as for any given demon-

strator design a weighting process will be applied to determine the relative priority

where requirements are conflicting (a similar process is described for PLRs in Section

5.4.1). The difference here between the PLRs and the DLRs is that the electrical archi-

tecture under test in a demonstrator may be concept agnostic, especially where testing

is focused on initial technology viability. Therefore, the wider factors in the design
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Table 6.1: EPA Demonstrator Level Requirements and Impact

Demonstra-
tor Level
Requirement

Impact of Requirement on Demonstrator De-
sign

Equipment
Safety

This is a major concern where there are developmental
technologies under test and higher power experimental
test rigs.

Time Frame This may be critical where there is a need to protect
IP or to be the first to show proof of concept. This will
also impact on the available technologies and possibly
the range of tests that can be carried out.

Cost Costs must be minimized especially as any failure
which leads to a loss of key equipment will incur a
cost implication.

Preferred de-
sign/ configura-
tions

Due to IP or commercial aims there may be a preferred
configuration of the electrical architecture or FMS un-
der test.

Commercial
aims

There will be commercial aims which need to be con-
sidered, especially where the electrical architecture is
novel or there is a significant amount of risk in the
adopted design.

Reference Air-
craft Concept(s)

The demonstrator may not reflect the complete elec-
trical system for a target aircraft concept, or a specific
aircraft. Where a reference concept does exist, this will
strongly determine the architecture of the test demon-
strator.

TRL/SRL The TRL/SRL of the technologies, subsystems and the
FMS are significant in determining the FMS options
which are possible or desirable to test.

Locations The requirements related to the location of the test
facility or the test location of a flying demonstrator
(such as availability of space, power input from the grid
where relevant, coolants, impact on the environment
etc.) will determine feasible FM testing

User Safety User safety must be ensured in the design and opera-
tion of any demonstrator, especially where personnel
are in proximity to high voltage equipment.

Integration The integration of the different technologies into an
existing rig or integration of a novel cluster of tech-
nologies may be a challenge to the overall success of a
demonstrator rig.

Physical Con-
straints

The test bed will have to fit inside the physical hous-
ing, which may make scaled electrical architecture test-
ing challenging or limited to a specific architecture con-
figuration. As the EPA scale up, this will increasingly
become an important factor in determining the system
goal and configuration.

which were classified as External Factors in Figure 5.3 in Section 5.4.1, may have a

more significant role. Current demonstrators have been used to prove out concepts and

establish a technology track record (such as the E-Fan X) and so identification of the

technology TRL and Systems Readiness Level (SRL) which are under test is critical.
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Demonstrators differ from the final, commercial EPA in that the physical constraints

of the airframe may not exist where a demonstrator is ground-based, yet there will be

other key aspects of the physical design in terms of locations where the required power

levels can be supplied and safely tested.

A key factor causing current EPA demonstrators to fall into the pitfalls listed in

Section 6.1 is that the impact of these DLRs on the feasibility of effective testing of FM

solutions has not been well understood. As a result, the electrical FM testing capability

(for demonstrators such as Efan-X, X-57 Maxwell and NEAT) is limited as a result.

Alternatively, where demonstrators have been very effective in achieving some of the

DLRs (such as Commercial Aims and User Safety), there has been little evidence of

any significant gain in electrical FM development. Therefore, this strategic method to

consider the key FM-related demonstrator requirements enables an effective choice of

FM solution under test.

6.3.2 System and FM Test Goals (Stage 2 in 6.3)

The DLRs described in Table 6.1 will then feed into the determination of a suitable

system goal during faults (where the demonstrator is flying or incorporates other sys-

tems besides the electrical system), and then also the FM goal which will be crucial in

the selection of appropriate FM functions. The key value of this approach is that it is

possible to include FM in the design from the outset and to record the rationale for

the choice of FM that is ultimately applied, especially where the demonstrator System

Testing Goals are not FM-specific. Depending on the scale of the demonstrator, a com-

plete FMS, range of FMSs or particular fault response may be tested. In defining the

system testing goals, and subsequently the FM test goals, the priority test cases can

be identified. This will enable developers of demonstrators to maximise the FM testing

capability, even where this is a lower priority than other required testing, and will grow

confidence and expertise in the application of FM as it will have been considered to

some extent for every EPA demonstrator project.
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6.3.3 FM Functions (Stage 3a in 6.3)

The DLRs will also impact on the FM functions under test, e.g. fault current interrup-

tion. There may be a range of discrete functions which need to be demonstrated for an

aircraft application, or a combination of FM functions and supporting FM enablers to

be tested (see Section 2.2.1). Where particular requirements exist around User safety,

Equipment safety and Physical constraints, the ability of the demonstrator to be used

to perform FM functions with greater risk (e.g. DC short circuit fault throwing) may

be limited.

6.3.4 FM Test Technologies (Stage 3b in 6.3)

Furthermore, the technologies included in the FMS are determined by the FM tech-

nologies which are available or which form a critical part of the developmental targets

for the demonstrator. This could be technologies which have not yet reached high TRL,

or which are unproven in an EPA electrical architecture. This step of the framework

is also significant where a demonstrator is required to have future compatibility with

developing technologies which are not available at the initial point of specification, but

which will be required to be integrated into the testing at a later point. This further

highlights the importance of fully scoping the Integration requirement at the outset of

the demonstrator design, if FM is to be successfully implemented at all stages in the

design cycle.

6.3.5 FMS Options Under Test (Stage 4 in 6.3)

The selection of FMS option(s) under test is a critical stage in the down selection of

electrical architectures for a demonstrator. FMS require the strategic use of both FM

devices and aspects of the electrical architecture which support a fault response (such

as redundant cables). Therefore, there must be sufficient confidence in the choice of

FM functions and FM technologies (as determined by the DLRs) to proceed to this

stage of demonstrator design.
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6.3.6 Test Electrical Architecture (Stage 5 in 6.3)

The electrical architecture configuration for a demonstrator, particularly a ground-

based test rig, may be reconfigurable as part of the FM response or as a feature of the

demonstrator which can be employed in the set-up of various test runs. This will be

determined by the Preferred design/ configurations, reference aircraft concepts and the

level of FM testing (FM enablers, technologies, complete FMS, electrical architecture

FM response or whole aircraft response). The DLRs will also impact on whether the

architecture is reconfigurable and the amount or scale of network that needs to be

included to fully demonstrate the desired fault response.

6.4 FM Demonstrator Development Strategy

An overview of the proposed progression of FM capable demonstrators is shown in

Figure 6.4 and is described in later subsections 6.4.1 to 6.4.5. The proposed strategic

development of FM demonstrators is mapped by the logical progression and scale of

demonstrators described in the diagonal flow chart in the left hand side of Figure 6.4.

The vertical flow chart in the centre of Figure 6.4 describes the proposed level to which

FM-capable demonstrators should incorporate the Reference aircraft concept(s) DLR

(see Table 6.1). The pyramid on the right of Figure 6.4 reflects the different levels of

FM testing, from systems-level testing at the top, down to FM enablers and individual

component testing at the bottom. Critical testing goals for each stage of the pyramid

are identified and the bottom-up flow of testing aims indicates the dependency of large

scale testing on the earlier stages of FM development.

The immaturity of FM solutions for EPA presents an opportunity to propose the

progression and development of demonstrator test rigs and aircraft which will build con-

fidence in appropriate FM solutions and prove the feasibility of novel technologies and

systems. The key value in proposing a range of demonstrator aircraft and test beds is

that FM solutions can be tested against a variety of electrical faults and failures, as well

as failures of the FM system itself. Crucially, the presented FM demonstrator develop-

ment strategy provides two paths (vertical and horizontal axes of Figure 6.4) which feed
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high confidence solutions into the next stage of FM development. This double pronged

approach to FM development ensures that the technology and strategic aspects of an

FMS are jointly developed, and that the electrical system integration and the aircraft

integration are performed in tandem. Therefore, this FM development strategy goes

beyond simply applying TRL progression to FM by considering the confidence level of

a electrical FM solution, comprising FM technologies, oversizing and FM enablers and

mapping a methodical means to prevent further development of FM solutions which are

not at the required level of maturity to be taken forward. This incremental approach

to FM development allows any issues of integration of FM technologies into strategic

FMSs, then electrical architectures and then airframe to be identified. This overview

of FM development does not exist in the literature for EPA yet is necessary if there is

to be high confidence in the operation of complex the FM systems which are expected

to be required for future EPA.
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Figure 6.4: Framework describing the progression and range of required FM capable demonstrators
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6.4.1 Initial FM Technology and Enabler Testing

Initially, the focus of FM demonstrator is on increasing TRL and functionality of FM

technologies and FM enablers (see progression of grey boxes in FM stage 1 in bottom

left hand corner of Figure 6.4). Whilst some of this can be done in simulation, there is

greater confidence in the FM technologies if they can operate effectively in hardware.

In transferring from simulation based studies to hardware testing, the FM solution

confidence level can be increased by either testing the technology limitations or testing

the algorithms, control and operation of devices. A test rig may combine these two

facets depending on the rating of components.

As well as FM-specific technologies, the need for development and integration of

FM enablers is highlighted in the grey boxes on the vertical axis on the lower left hand

side of Figure 6.4. Metrology and sensors deployed on a future electrical propulsion

architecture may introduce a non-negligible latency in the system fault response. Fur-

thermore the ability of the system to differentiate between false trips and faults on

the system will depend on the effective use of FM enablers. As the propulsion systems

become more complex and with a greater amount of distributed propulsion at increased

power levels, more FM enablers will need to be deployed and coordinated. An inte-

grated approach is therefore needed which captures the systems level interaction of the

FM enablers and the wider electrical system.
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A key supplement to the range of test bed options is the use of Hardware-in-the-

Loop (HIL) (see blue dashed boxes in FM stage 2 of Figure 6.4). This could be used

for both the high voltage/current or low voltage/power test beds to simulate the wider

system or to emulate the effects of a fault on an architecture which is not configured to

be able withstand the effects of a hard fault (such as a short circuit applied across two

cables). This also allows fault studies on a much larger network where the DLRs dictate

that there is a physical or other constraint on the scale of the electrical architecture

that can be tested.

Individual FM technologies and enablers need to be developed at component level

before being integrated into the wider system. De-risking the component technologies

and their interactions with relevant FM enablers is a key early FM testing stage, but it

does not de-risk the complete FM solution or wider aspects of FM system interactions.

Whilst testing individual technologies to the limit, particularly where the FM capabil-

ities are unproven or the device exhibits dual functionality is very important, this does

not prove that a given device will be able to operate effectively as part of a complex

FMS. However, testing at rated voltage or current ensures that the sub-components

can be specified at high confidence for the required power levels.

6.4.2 FMS Testing

FMS testing on an electrical architecture combines the previous stages of FM con-

trol/algorithm testing with the technology verification and is a critical stage in increas-

ing the FMS confidence level. Testing of an initial range of FMS options (green box in

FM stage 3 in Figure 6.4) is dependent on the FM technologies and non-FM specific

technologies being at sufficiently high confidence level to be combined into an FMS.

This would be determined by the TRL of the technologies, the IRL of the technol-

ogy within a a FM strategy and any technically immature aspects of the FM cluster

(including FM enablers) that would undermine confidence in testing the complete FMS.

After initial FMS options have been tested and are down selected, testing of high

confidence or key FMS options at a larger scale is possible. Furthermore, testing the

layers of FM that is designed into a system is critical (see vertical left hand yellow
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boxes in Figure 6.4). This includes wider electrical system response such as bringing

on redundant energy storage to supplement available power. Given that the FM goal

may vary over different phases of flight (see Section 5.5) the variation in the FM system

response needs to be adequately tested.

In parallel to this wider electrical system testing, further integration with non-

electrical systems on the aircraft is necessary (see right hand yellow boxes in Figure

6.4). Testing an FM solution in a representative aircraft environment enables aspects

of the FM operation which are sensitive to vibration, temperature fluctuation, altitude

effects to be assessed. This is particularly useful when transferring FM solutions from

other applications where these environmental effects may not be present to the same

extent (see discussion of Core Activities in Section 4.4).

As FM development moves towards demonstrators to test the operation and opti-

mization of detailed FMSs, testing of sequential FM operations is key. A demonstrator

test bed may, depending on the DLRs, test fault capability of the primary, primary

and secondary or primary, secondary and wider system fault response.

It should be noted that the specific FM devices which will operate as part of each

phase will depend on the severity of the fault, the location of the fault and the FM test

goal. Therefore, it is overly simplistic to designate FM technologies as purely as part

of a primary or secondary fault response. For example fast-acting circuit breakers will

be included in the FM design for the primary fault response, but could be part of a

slower secondary reconfiguration response for a fault on another zone of the network.

Representative Aircraft Environment

FMS testing will also need to assess the operation of various fault responses in the

aircraft environment to ensure that devices can withstand environmental effects such

as altitude, vibration, temperature variation over flight. These effects could be real

or emulated, depending on prior technology and system confidence levels. This phase

of testing which is critical to adapting technologies from other application areas will

increase the confidence in the integration of the FM solution with the airframe (one of

the key challenges of FM identified in [18]).
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Given that some form of variable FM response will be required where the FM goal

varies over the course of flight, this is an important aspect of demonstrator testing.

This will require knowledge of the location(s) where FM actions can be implemented

and so the electrical architecture needs to be sufficiently defined to test location specific

and time of flight specific goals (see Figure 5.3).

The ultimate goal of any test bed or demonstrator is to de-risk the chosen concept,

and so the greater scale of testing, the range of functions and FMSs that can be verified,

the greater the level of confidence in the FM solution and hence, the more robust the

FM system is expected to be. However, it is not necessary to test all FM functions

at full scale, nor do all functions require to be tested on a full systems test bed, or

flying demonstrators. A number of smaller scale test beds may be the proving ground

for specific technologies that form part of a larger system. For example, the studies

performed on the BLI wind tunnel demonstrator [104] will support the development of

the STARC-ABL aircraft concept which includes a BLI fan.

6.4.3 Later Stages of FM Testing

Extensive testing of FMSs culminates with FM testing on a full rated electrical ar-

chitecture in a representative aircraft environment, as shown in stage 4 of Figure 6.4.

Where feasible, this could be in a flying demonstrator, but to reduce risk and cost

such testing could also be performed in a simulated aircraft environment, such as the

McKinley Climatic Lab in Florida [150]. Although it may not be possible or advis-

able to test real faults in flying demonstrators, some form of reconfiguration or fault

tolerance testing is expected to be required to gain public confidence and to satisfy

the customer safety requirements. Existing flying EPA demonstrators (such eFAN,

HYPSTAIR) have demonstrated increased confidence in the chosen technologies and

electrical architecture but, from the available literature, there is no evidence of FM

testing being performed. The value of the proposed approach described in Figure 6.4

is that the earlier stages in FM capable demonstrator testing methodically build capa-

bility and confidence in FM testing. Then, in the final stages of testing where there

is a much greater cost if the FM system fails, there is reduced risk and ultimately the
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final FM solution is one in which there can reasonably be high confidence.

The final stage of FM testing in Figure 6.4 (stage 5) is certification testing which

would occur for an aircraft type prior to first delivery of the aircraft. The reliable

operation of the FM system would certainly need to be tested in this context but

more likely with the purpose to gain public confidence in these novel aircraft types, as

opposed to prove the FM technologies.

6.4.4 Relevance of Target Aircraft or Concept

As indicated in the vertical flow chart in the centre of Figure 6.4, developing the

FM technologies will be aircraft agnostic since the target electrical architectures may

not yet be known and a wide range of FM functions will be required. Demonstrator

test beds which aim to increase FM technology or enabler confidence level will not

necessarily reflect a defined aircraft concept or form part of the development of a specific

type of aircraft electrical architecture. If all demonstrators for early FM development

are designed in support of specific concepts then any designs which do not fit this

mould would not be considered for testing. Since there are many new entrants to

the EPA market, especially in electric air taxis, it would be detrimental to lose the

ability to test a range of possible solutions, particularly whilst the technologies are still

at low TRL. This would mean that the availability or configuration of the available

demonstrators would strongly influence the Pre-defined architecture preference, which

would be undesirable that this point in the developmental time frame. Therefore,

reconfigurability of demonstrators after completion of a test program to allow iterative

FM testing or comparison of competing configurations is highly desirable.

However, in the later stages of testing where the focus is on increasing confidence in

the FM solution (green, yellow and orange boxes in Figure 6.4), the Reference Aircraft

Concept DLR will become more significant, as the electrical architecture under test

may need to reflect key aspects of a preferred EPA configuration (e.g. turboelectric),

specified concept (single aisle TeDP aircraft for N+3 EIS) or target aircraft (e.g. ECO-

150).
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6.4.5 FM Test Goals for Demonstrators

The identification of key aims of each stage of FM testing is an important contribution

and supports the mapped progression and scale of demonstrators described in the left

hand side of Figure 6.4. The pyramid on the right of Figure 6.4 reflects the systems-

level testing at the top down to FM enablers and individual component testing, with

key testing goals for each stage of the pyramid identified. The bottom-up flow of aims

shows the dependency of large scale testing on sufficient confidence in testing performed

at the earlier stages of FM development. The different levels of testing are identified

in Figure 6.4 as follows:

• Aircraft Level Flying Demos

• Electrical Architecture Test Beds

• FM Strategies

• FM Capable Technologies

• FM Enablers

The logical progression of FM goals which is proposed highlights the fact that the

electrical design and FM test capability of a demonstrator will be determined by stage

of testing. This links to the role of the FM goal of the electrical architecture (see

Chapter 5) and the choice of FM goal in Figure 6.3.

The required FM testing applicable at each of these stages reinforces the fact that

FM cannot be added to an electrical architecture design, and neither can FM testing

be retrospectively added to a test rig. It must be integrated into the FM demonstrator

development strategy from the outset. It is also clear that the challenge of effective FM

demonstration must be addressed by means of a number of different testing facilities,

targeted to each level of testing. There is a significant amount of verification and

validation of FM actions and technologies which need to occur ahead of integration

into a viable electrical architecture configuration. This stage should not be overlooked

as it allows high confidence in the technologies to be achieved and innovation in FM

capability to be identified, irrespective of the final aircraft concept.
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6.5 NASA NEAT Case Study

In order to demonstrate the value of the FM demonstrator development strategy pro-

posed in this chapter, a case study is presented on the NASA NEAT facility. This

validates the need for a new approach to FM-capable EPA demonstrator design and,

and by suggestion of complementary testing capability, confirms the value of the strat-

egy presented in Section 6.4. The FM capability of the current NEAT design is first

critically appraised before the novel demonstrator strategy (see in Section 6.4) is applied

to NEAT, allowing key FM demonstrator design recommendations to be made.

6.5.1 Overview of Key NEAT Data in the Literature

In the literature on this demonstrator [17], the purpose of this rig is ”to enable the

high-power ambient and cryogenic flight-weight power system testing that is required

for the development of the following components to Technology Readiness Level (TRL)

6:”

• High-voltage bus architecture — Insulation and geometry; 600 to 4500 V

• High-power megawatt inverters and rectifiers - Commercial, in-house, and NASA

Research Announcement (NRA)) development

• High-power megawatt motors and generators — Commercial, in-house, and NRA

development

• System communication — Aircraft Controller Area Network (CAN)), Ethernet,

and fiber optics

• System electromagnetic interference (EMI) mitigation and standards — Shielding;

DOD–160 and MIL–STD–461

• System fault protection — Fuse, circuit breaker, and current limiter

• System thermal management — Active/passive, ambient/cryogenic, and distributed/

mixed
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TRL 6 can be described as: technology demonstrated in relevant environment (in-

dustrially relevant environment in the case of key enabling technologies) [107]. The

system testing goal for the test bed is for components under test to meet NASA’s de-

fined technology development goals [151]. This facility is intended as a stepping-stone

to full-scale power train testing in an operational environment. The FM test goals are

highlighted in bold.

An overview of the main electrical architecture under test is given in Figure 6.5.

Figure 6.5: NEAT Electrical Architecture Overview [17]

6.5.2 FM Testing Capability with Current Proposed Electrical Archi-

tecture

NEAT is an electrical architecture test bed aiming to test an EPA power train in

hardware so would correspond to the category of testing aiming to increase confidence

in a chosen FM solution (green box which is stage 3 in Figure 6.4). In reference

to Figure 6.4 testing of FM components would come under the high power V/I rig

testing phase which feeds into FM stage 3. However, here there is no FM solution
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explicitly identified. This may be due to the rig seeking to demonstrate FM functions

but not primarily being designed as an FM-specific demonstrator. Yet this leads to a

configuration where there are protection devices included in the electrical architecture,

but there is no clearly defined rationale as to why these specific protection devices have

been chosen. For example, there are no AC circuit breakers included in the design

shown in Figure 6.5, but the ability to interrupt the power flow to the motors and from

the generators is a key FM function. To ensure rig safety there may be AC supply over-

current trip protection yet this is not specified. Furthermore, it is also possible that in

this regenerative electrical design these sections of the architecture are not under test,

and so are not active in any fault response.

The availability of rated DC circuit breakers suitable for an aircraft application that

can act within a defined FMS needs to be established before this technology can be

integrated into a larger electrical architecture demonstrator, such as the one proposed

for NEAT. Fuses are not a novel technology but are likely to be a last line of FM

response in demonstrators (see Section 2.2.1), and so need to be tested as a secondary

or tertiary function of an FM response, to avoid fault testing on the rig simply triggering

protective fuses instead of the strategic protection devices on the network.

Reference is made in [17] to developmental components being integrated into NEAT

as they become available. However, since there is little detail given on the current

protection devices (topology, ratings, manufacturers), it is unclear what the next stage

of FM testing would involve. The fuses have been shown on the single-string, initial

schematic of NEAT on the DC cables. The location of fuses on later stage iterations of

NEAT is unclear. The rating of the fuses is 5 A 700 V in one configuration of the test

bed (the 2016 test plan [17]), and so any primary fault response testing would have to

operate within this range to prevent the fuses being tripped. This is to be avoided to

prevent the fuses from having to be replaced, which would increase operating costs.

The algorithms to detect and isolate across multiple channels and perform co-

ordination are not tested, and is a necessary step before a high confidence level FMS

can be applied to a test-rig and operate as expected, since the main focus of the test-

ing is to integrate the technologies on that kind of scale and not to find weaknesses
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in the FM solution which is under test. It is difficult to perform testing of these FM

components whilst ensuring the safety of the surrounding components – for example, if

a DC short circuit is applied to NEAT (current configuration does not appear to have

this function included) then there would have to be high confidence that the protection

devices could interrupt the fault before the fault current level exceeded the maximum

current ratings of the components on the fault current path.

The NEAT facility is designed to be able to supply large amounts of power to the

rig to reflect the MW scale electrical architectures which have been proposed for future

EPA concepts. The power output from the motors (driving the fans) is used to power

generators, creating a regenerative electrical architecture. Whilst this reduces the total

power consumption for the rig, it does create unwanted side-effects from FM testing. A

downstream fault could impact the power input into the system (a fault at the feeder to

the motors affecting the power obtained from the generators) which would not happen

on a flying demonstrator or operational aircraft.

Given the scale of the NEAT rig, the FM testing challenge is to effectively test

components without damaging other equipment, tripping internal component protec-

tion schemes (such as in the converters) or blow the safety fuses (unless part of the

FM strategy under test). The design of the rig to test distributed propulsion and to

incorporate DC transmission, leads to a comparatively complex electrical architecture,

which (as discussed in Chapter 5 in turn demands a complex FM solution). However,

there is a significant amount of FM component and solution testing that has not been

done (as far as can be ascertained from the literature) and so the value of the FM

testing in NEAT is constrained as it is not supported by previous high confidence tests

of the interactions between FM components and their limitations. The risk then (see

Figure 6.4) is that the NEAT facility tests the wrong FM technology, the wrong topol-

ogy of a required FM technology or does not have the capacity to perform the types of

test that would be necessary to effectively test required FM technologies.
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6.5.3 NEAT DLRs

The general DLRs which are proposed in Section 6.3.1 and shown in the first stage of

Figure 6.3 are then applied to NEAT. Considering the available data for NEAT, DLRs

with reference to NEAT are defined and described in Table 6.2.

The key value and contribution that these specified DLRs bring is that the final

configuration of a demonstrator (in this case an existing one) can be traced back to a

bank of key requirements. Knowledge of key DLRs not only allows the possible FM

test goals of a demonstrator to be retrospectively determined, but from an early stage

in the design of PLRs the factors that shape the range of testing which is feasible

are known. This allows the requirements to shape the FM test goals, rather than the

FM testing capability to be selected by reviewing an established electrical architecture

design for a demonstrator. Any electrical test facility will require factors such as safety,

costs and location to be taken into account. These apply here also, but the impact

that such requirements have on FM testing for EPA has not been well understood.

Fundamentally, testing of FM is not straight forward as faults have to be emulated or

applied to a system. To avoid failures, the required level of safety around testing of

failures is complex. Faults need to be applied in a way that replicates real, expected

fault behaviour (in terms of fault energy and where fault occurs) and ideally some level

of manufactured unpredictability (the system should be able to identify a fault and

act appropriately where the fault type and location are not explicitly known by the

system).

It is evident from reviewing the stated aims for NEAT that FM testing is only

one of a number of simultaneous developmental areas. When this systems test goal is

combined with the DLRs defined in Table 6.2, the scope of FM testing and development

at TRL 6 (NEAT target [17]) is clearly limited.

From reviewing the data in Table 6.2, the requirements that define this test bed

make integration of FM capability difficult. This demonstrator is not FM-specific,

and so is not optimally configured to test FM components. DC ground faults can be

applied as shown on the single-string schematic in [17], but the rationale is unclear

as is the value to the development of strategic FM by the testing of Commercial Off-
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Table 6.2: DLRs with reference to NEAT demonstrator

DLR NEAT Requirements

Equipment Safety The safety and continued operation of the surrounding
equipment is important, especially where high voltage (kV
range) cables and, in future configurations, superconduct-
ing components are concerned.

Physical con-
straints

The test bed is ground-based and must fit within the phys-
ical constraints of the existing facility at NASA’s Plum
Brook Centre. The scaled layout of cables and components
which is desired to make the testing of the power train
more realistic is constrained by the location of the altitude
chamber at one end of the facility.

Costs The physical constraint requirement is linked to the re-
quirement to minimise costs in that the test bed is planned
to fit within an existing facility and not a custom-built
structure to prevent increased costs.

Commercial aim The “Commercial” aim of this facility, or more accurately,
the research aim is to meet NASA technology testing goals
[151].

Location NEAT is housed at a single location chosen for the capacity
of the electrical grid to supply the required power levels and
as it is the site of an existing facility.

Time frame The build began in 2016 with testing planned until 2022,
with interim phased development of the configuration un-
der test at NEAT.

Reference Aircraft From the sizing of the facility and the use of distributed
propulsor fans, the reference aircraft would resemble the
ECO-150 concept.

Preferred configu-
rations

The test rig features distributed electrical propulsion, DC
transmission, and although not initially including cryo-
genic components, this is planned for later configurations
of NEAT.

User safety The safety of the operators of the facility is paramount and
so the control room is required to be situated separate from
the live rig.

Integration The test bed will demonstrate successful electrical compo-
nent integration into a EPA test rig.

TRL/SRL Components will be tested to TRL 6 as defined in [107],
although the required target SRL of the FM system is not
identified.
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the-Shelf (COTS) circuit breakers operating at 600 Vdc without evidence of planned

reconfiguration or manipulation of the battery simulators during the fault and recovery.

The type of circuit breaker that is used is not specified so the time taken for the fault to

be cleared is not stated. The speed of operation is one aspect of testing that is useful to

conduct in hardware (as discussed in Section 2.2.1), yet there is no evidence that there

is capability to accurately conduct FM responses and identify the minimal time taken.

Again, this is a possible contribution to testing of DC system FM solutions that would

be of great benefit to scope at this point in the development of EPA demonstrators but

the DLRs, system testing aim and the resulting configuration severely limit the range

of useful FM tests that can be performed.

6.5.4 NEAT System and FM Test Goals

Assuming the same input requirements as those described in [17] and collated in Table

6.2 and a systems testing aim of component-level technology development and integra-

tion, the FM test goals are re-evaluated in this section.

The FM test goal for NEAT should, ideally, be to test the integrated FM solution(s)

which are viable and preferred for an aircraft with a similar size and EIS to the ECO-

150 (as identified in Section 4). Therefore, in the first instance, the FMSs which are

being considered for this aircraft configuration and hence are relevant to testing on this

rig need to be identified and the corresponding FM technologies and enablers tested.

In Figure 6.6 the current NEAT FM test goal (TRL 6 testing and integration)

is highlighted by a dashed box. In comparison, the current NEAT testing proposed

capability is indicated by perforated boxes labelled “Current NEAT FM Capability”.

On the right hand side of Figure 6.6 the general TRL 6 FMS testing goal is shown by

a dashed box, and as discussed in Section 6.5.1, the NEAT test aim as applied to FM

is shown by a perforated box.
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Figure 6.6: Overview of NEAT current FM capability, TRL 6 FM testing and proposed NEAT foundation test beds (A and B)
applied to progression of required FM development
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The scale of testing as proposed for NEAT dictates that the FM goal is targeted

towards testing of FM strategies, combinations of FM technologies and other compo-

nents and enablers in which there is already high confidence. If a demonstrator is to be

effectively configured to enable testing of FM then the system goal (TRL 6 testing of

components and integration into electrical architecture) needs to match to the FM test

goal (FM system integration into an electrical architecture at smaller scale or subsystem

level). This stage of building confidence in the FMS option(s) is shown in Figure 6.6 by

the central green box. This stage focuses on selecting a FMS under test, applying to an

electrical architecture and performing initial tests, the scale of the test bed depending

on the existing level of confidence in the FMS under test.

In regards to NEAT there is a disparity between the wider system goal and the FM

testing that this should correspond to - the dashed and perforated line boxes should

overlap. The reason for this is that the FM system readiness lags the development of

other aspects of the electrical system. The preceding stages of FM testing in both the

FM technology side and the FM enablers have not been done to the extent that would

be necessary to ensure a range of high confidence solutions exist to feed into the initial

FM testing phase. Without these critical stages of development, there cannot be high

confidence in applying FMS testing to a rig such as NEAT. The DLRs regarding safety

of personnel and equipment would inhibit the integration of technologies which were

not deemed sufficiently proven. The ability to test environmental effects and a complex
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distributed propulsion system are critical in the path of FM testing (see yellow boxes

in Figure 6.6), yet are currently too far in the future for effective FM testing.

6.5.5 Proposed NEAT Foundation Test Beds

It follows from this critical appraisal of NEAT that a test rig that is not FM dedicated

cannot feasibly implement innovative FM approaches or FM solutions which have not

been already verified on a suitably rated voltage and current rig. There are preceding

stages of testing and identification of critical FM solutions which must be completed

for any FM testing on NEAT not to pose a large risk to key DLRs, namely User safety

and Equipment safety. Therefore, two pre-cursor demonstrator test beds are proposed.

The first of which, (labelled NEAT Foundation A in Figure 6.6), which will per-

form testing of critical FM technologies, such as the DC breakers shown in Figure 6.5.

Methodical testing of target FM technologies for NEAT will increase the confidence

level in the available FM devices. Once there is high confidence in the availability of

the required FM technologies suitable for an aircraft application that can act within

specified FMSs under test, then these technologies can later be integrated into a larger

electrical architecture demonstrator, such as the one proposed for NEAT. Thereafter,

the FM capability of the DC-DC converter interface to the battery simulators, the rec-

tifiers and inverters could also be tested where components could provide fault current

interruption for the wider network, and not just converter self-protection.

Another test bed is proposed in parallel to NEAT Foundation A, named NEAT

Foundation B in Figure 6.6. This would enable testing of FM enabler integration

and control in hardware, with any added complexities that are introduced by test rig

studies such as latency in control of FM system. Testing of FM enablers in support of

or interfacing to FM capable devices is a key aim of fault testing at the lower levels of

the pyramid of aims presented in the right hand side of Figure 6.4. NEAT Foundation

B would perform this role and ensure High confidence in the operation of strategic fault

responses across a complex electrical architecture.

Both NEAT Foundation A and B could be tested with Hardware-in-the-Loop (HIL)

extensions (as shown by dot-dashed boxes in Figure 6.6). This would allow to emulation
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of the wider electrical architecture or range of possible electrical architectures being

considered for initial FMS testing. HIL FM testing would be useful for increasing the

confidence levels in novel FM solutions being applied to NEAT as the impact of FM

responses on critical components is de-risked (addressing the key “Equipment Safety”

DLR).

The scale of the investment (linked to the Cost DLR) in NEAT is considerable and

forces the need to derive as much useful testing as possible with the available equipment.

The configuration of NEAT would have greater FM capability if there was no power

regeneration, or at least a configuration setting which would decouple the motor and

generators during FM testing. There would also be added value in the design of NEAT

if the electrical architecture could be reconfigured in future testing phases or if the rig

can be later retrofitted as an AC system to allow comparison of the fault responses for

contrasting electrical architecture configurations.

Aside from the benefits which would come from developing the recommended foun-

dational test-beds for NEAT, there is a cost associated with such FM development not

being performed. Firstly, the FM approach which is proposed, adopted and integrated

into the design is shown to be infeasible when the scaled-up testing phase commences,

leading to cost and delay in the development of the EPA. The risk to

6.5.6 Case Study Summary

In summary, a number of modifications to NEAT are proposed:

• Two parallel test beds to be developed as pre-cursors to NEAT, to de-risk FMS

testing on higher power electrical architecture

– NEAT Foundation A to develop and increase confidence levels in the op-

erational limits of key FM technologies (such as the DC circuit breakers

specified in [17]) for use in NEAT

– NEAT Foundation B to develop and increase confidence levels in key FM

enablers for NEAT, thus enabling appropriate FM responses for a multi-

channel, complex electrical architecture
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– HIL extensions to both NEAT Foundation A and B to emulate the wider

electrical architecture, and de-risk the impact of FM real time FM responses

on critical components

• The ability to reconfigure and/or retrofit the electrical architecture to enable

comparison of different FM solutions, and enable down selection of feasible FMS

options under test

This case study successfully highlights the impact of the lagging development of

FM for current demonstrator electrical architectures. The fact that an electrical ar-

chitecture can feasibly be configured for integrated testing of developmental electrical

machines and power converters, yet the chosen FM solution is not available at high con-

fidence for the same application is evidence of the lack of high TRL FM technologies for

suitable EPA demonstrators. As demonstrated in Chapter 5 and again underlined in

this chapter, this shows that FM cannot be considered as an addition to an established

architecture design. FM must be considered form the outset and integrated into the

development of EPA demonstrators. The value and FM testing capability of complete

electrical architecture demonstrators such as NEAT will be limited if there is insuffi-

cient confidence in the individual FM technologies, if the possible range of FMSs for

the demonstrator are not tested to high confidence and if the FM system cannot be

integrated into the wider electrical architecture configuration.

6.6 Recommendations for Strategic EPA Development

The case study presented in this chapter has demonstrated the lack of FM integration

into EPA development in what is arguably the most advanced EPA ground demon-

strator in the literature. If then, the best available testing facilities are lacking FM

capability this has implications for the wider development of FM across the indus-

try. Therefore, a number of key recommendations are put forward on the basis of the

breadth of work in this thesis to achieve an ideal set of demonstrators:

• FM needs to be considered in the early conceptual design stages of the devel-

opment of any future EPA as this will direct the selection of FM demonstrators
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which are most suitable for the particular EPA concept.

• The progress of the FM design and the maturity of the FM technologies and

wider electrical system is key indicator of the readiness of the EPA concept as a

whole, and so metrics for accurately measuring the maturity of FM technologies

and FM testing achieved need to be developed and applied appropriately to any

EPA design.

• Safety standards for electrical systems and specifically FM operations urgently

need to be developed and agreed across the industry to enable cohesive devel-

opment of FM solutions which could be utilised in a range of application areas,

thus decreasing the costs of development and ensuring that FM can feasibly op-

erate within these key limits. This would prevent demonstrators being designed

and built which were not fit for purpose or which were incapable of performing

required certification testing.

• Electrical FM knowledge and expertise needs to be better disseminated in the

aviation industry and given increased visibility if this critical area of future EPA

design is to be given the level of focus that it requires.

6.7 Summary

The literature review presented in this chapter of various demonstrators for which data

is publicly available highlighted the lack of methodical, targeted FM testing for future

EPA concepts. Yet, a critical part of the developmental roadmap for FM orientated

architectures is the need for FM-capable demonstrator aircraft and test rigs. By con-

sidering FM from the outset of EPA demonstrator design and identifying both the

systems testing (general) and FM-specific test goals for the demonstrator, effective FM

test cases can be identified. Understanding the FM test aims for different levels of

demonstrator will ensure that no stage of FM testing is overlooked and assumptions on

the viability or suitability of an FM solution will be supported by appropriate testing.

This will ultimately lead to high confidence in the FM solutions which later in the
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development process are selected for future EPA concepts.

The DLRs identified in this chapter formed the basis of a proposed methodology of

demonstrator electrical architecture design. This has not previously been established

in the literature, and enables early integration of target aspects of FM which are viable

to test on a given EPA demonstrator.

It has been shown that a range of demonstrators is required to fully test FM solu-

tions, from reduced scale ground-based testing of FM algorithms to flying demonstra-

tors with FM capability. In particular, the testing of FMSs in hardware at TRL 6 is

identified as a key stage in ensuring high confidence in an FM solution. However, as

indicated in the presented case study, this demands high confidence in the FM tech-

nologies and FM enablers which form the complete FMS, and due to the increased risk

of applying fault testing to a wider electrical architecture, these two feeder stages must

be successfully completed if such FMS testing is to be feasible.

The case study on the NASA NEAT facility further emphasises the importance of

early integration of FM into the design of EPA demonstrators. The DLRs identified

for this demonstrator highlighted the challenge of testing FM on larger scale electrical

architecture test beds, where high confidence in the operation of the FM system is

critical if key DLRs (Safety, Cost, Time frame and Commercial aims) are to be met.

Furthermore, the case study also demonstrates that effective testing of FMS options

at TRL 6 is limited by the fact that the FM system readiness lags the development

of other aspects of the electrical system. Therefore, the presented case study validates

the need for a novel approach to FM-capable EPA demonstrator design. The proposal

of two complementary demonstrators as pre-cursors to NEAT ensures that increased

confidence in key FM technology and enablers is achieved. This confirms the value of

the strategy presented in Section 6.4 and the importance of strategic FM development

in hardware demonstrators.
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Conclusions and Future Work

7.1 Conclusions

The work contained in this thesis has demonstrated the importance of FM in the design

of future EPA electrical architectures. A number of key conclusions are evident:

1. A novel FM approach is required which goes beyond selection of indi-

vidual protection devices towards identification of systems-level, strate-

gic FM solutions. The review and analysis of key FM requirements in Chapter

3 has highlighted the range and complexity of the technology challenges facing the

design of robust FM systems for future EPA. A number of key technology bottle-

necks have been identified which have implications for the design of viable FM for

EPA electrical architectures and further targeted development of FM devices is

required to address these technology challenges. The uncertainty underlying the

capability of current protection technologies in an aircraft environment and the

required adaptation of current technologies that will be necessary dictates that a

novel methodology of electrical FM design is adopted.

2. The availability, TRL and range of capability of protection devices at

an aircraft’s point of final electrical design will have a significant impact

on the feasible FMSs, and hence the available electrical architectures.

The requirements surrounding the design of an electrical propulsion FM system
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are demanding (as discussed in Section 3.7), particularly in regard to those which

are critical in aero-electrical systems (such as weight).

3. A novel approach to electrical protection of EPA requires the defini-

tion of new terminology. The scope of FM is wider than simply specifying

and deploying conventional electrical protection technologies on a given electrical

architecture. The electrical architecture and the FMS are interdependent, and an

effective FM solution for a future EPA must consider the wider system overrating

(non-electrical) as well as non-FM specific components (such as redundant cables)

which could form part of a strategic, layered FM solution (as described in the

presented strategy map in Chapter 4.

4. Critical architectural features and FM functionalities can be identified

for a given set of aircraft PLRs without the electrical architecture

being fully defined. This is evident in the novel methodology for early-stage

design of FM compatible architectures for future EPA presented in Chapter 5. A

significant benefit of this method is the explicit specification of the chosen FMS

for the system, a key aspect of design which is not evident in the architectures

described in the literature.

5. While electrical FM solutions remain limited by the availability and ca-

pability of technologies, significant levels of rest-of-system (non-

electrical) oversizing will continue to be required (see discussion in

Section 4.5.3). This is not ideal as some aspects of rest-of-system oversizing

may not scale up for future EPA concepts, and a reliance on alternative safety

measures detracts focus from the much needed developments in EPA specific FM

solutions.

6. The importance of FM in the wider testing and development of EPA

has been highlighted and a system-level approach is necessary to cap-

ture the complexity of integrating FM into the design of EPA demon-

strator aircraft and test beds. The lack of in-depth FM integration in EPA

flying demonstrators and test beds is identified in Chapter 6. On this basis, key
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demonstrator design requirements that impact on the scale and variety of FM

strategies that can be tested are discussed. Given the importance of the FM goal

in any demonstrator configuration, an overview of the types of FM function which

need to be developed at scale, and those which can be performed on reduced power

or voltage rigs is outlined. This scoping of FM testing requirements has not been

conducted in the existing literature and supports the effective integration of FM

into a range of testing configurations.

7. Targeted development of FM technologies is required where the cur-

rent status of technology lags the projected requirements for future

EPA FM design (as discussed in Chapter 4). Any limitation of confidence

level in particular FM solutions (such as SSCBs for a N+2 single aisle EPA) in-

forms decisions on the choice of electrical architecture and wider aircraft design.

This is made possible by the methodical approach used to develop the strategy

map, identify classification thresholds and capture the requirements of the FM

system.

8. A portfolio of EPA demonstrators and test beds across a range of scales

and functions will be necessary to test the integration of FM into EPA

electrical architectures and prove key FM technologies. Identification of

the DLRs and FM test goals for a future EPA concept is crucial if an EPA demon-

strator or test bed (especially a non-FM specific demonstrator) is to effectively

integrate essential FM functionality and safely demonstrate real time FM system

responses in hardware (as discussed in Section 6.5.6 and Section 6.7).

7.2 Wider Discussion of Conclusions

The value of effective FM has been shown to go beyond improved fault tolerance in

the electrical architecture. By considering the system design from an FM point of

view, it is possible to identify solutions which under other metrics would not have been

considered. This resets the trade space for EPA design and emphasises that FM is

an intrinsic and critical aspect of robust electrical architecture design. FM orientated
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electrical architecture down-selection not only incorporates comprehensive FM into the

design, but can in fact improve the wider reliability of the system. This idea is put

forward in [36], and is highly pertinent to the design of EPA: Fault protection, done

right, greatly improves the safety and reliability of a system, whether or not a fault ever

occurs. The importance of FM done right has been demonstrated through the design

framework, as the outcome of this method was a rational, logical and feasible electrical

architecture capable of robust FM. It is also clear that FM can only be done right if

strategic FM solutions are available at a high confidence of safety certification and at

sufficient in-flight maturity, and the presented strategy map provides a basis to progress

towards this aim.

It is evident from the work in this thesis that fault protection done right improves

the complete electrical system design. By adopting an FM orientated design of EPA,

and in deviating from the FM approaches where FM is applied to an established design,

it is possible to identify innovative electrical architecture configurations which may not

otherwise have been considered. Although a key function of any design methodology

is the down-selection of solutions, at this early developmental stage there is good rea-

son to widen the solution space to include disruptive or alternative solutions (such as

an AC synchronous distributed propulsion system), which may provide desirable FM

functionality. With the lack of fully defined the electrical design requirements and

safety standards, there is a rare opportunity to shape not only the future of critical

FM design, but of best practice in complete systems-level EPA design. Thus effective

FM integration into the conceptual, electrical architecture and demonstrator design for

EPA could inform other critical electrical propulsion applications.

It should also be noted that a key condition that underpins the value of the FM

framework and strategy map presented in this thesis is the lack of existing safety stan-

dards. If the safety standards for electrical architectures operating in future EPA were

defined and applied in the design, then the uncertainty around FM requirements would

be reduced. The safety standards would support down selection of technologies and

identification of FM goals, since the necessary capability of the FM system would be

stipulated directly or indirectly in the standards. Therefore, given the lack of safety
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standards which have been published, a novel approach to determining the FM system

requirements has been proposed in order to strategically develop key aspects of FM.

In Section 2.4 it was demonstrated that FM in existing EPA electrical architectures

has been done at a first-pass, minimal level or simply not at all. This thesis has shown

that in order for FM to be done well, it must be integrated into the design at an

early stage. This is also true for EPA demonstrators and test beds, as it was shown in

Chapter 6 that it is difficult to add FM to a test configuration retrospectively. EPA

mark a departure from conventional aircraft design and so it is logical that a novel

approach to safety is required which does not depend on analysis and feedback from

decades of flight hours. Therefore, it is critical that FM development is prioritised now

in order that the significant technology challenges which have been identified can be

addressed and industry-wide best practice can be established. In doing so, engineers

designing future aircraft concepts will be much better placed to make a strong case for

the safety of EPA to the wider industry, customers, safety regulators, governments and

the public when, much further ahead, these aircraft eventually enter into service.

7.3 Future Work

Based on the findings of this research four areas of future work are recommended and

are outlined in the following sections. Future work directly related to integrating FM

into the design and development of future EPA is discussed in Section 7.3.1 and wider

areas relevant to FM for EPA are then discussed in Section 7.3.2.

7.3.1 Further Integration of FM into Design and Development of EPA

Availability of Quantitative Data

The down selection process that is demonstrated in Chapter 5 could be repeated once

quantitative data is available. Where PLRs can be quantitatively stated then this

enables a more thorough down selection, as the feasible region (Appendix Section B)

in which technologies must exist will be more definitively bounded. Trade studies

between different electrical architecture configurations applying preferred FMSs can be
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performed to determine the relative weight and performance characteristics. It would

also be interesting to consider the quantitative threshold values of the different PLRs

which lead to the greatest impact in the number of feasible solutions. For example,

if there is a threshold level of percentage hybridisation which, if exceeded, leads to a

significant change in the FM goal or required level of electrical system oversizing.

A quantitative down selection would reveal the stages of the framework which cause

the greatest reduction in the solution space, and also whether the weighting of PLRs

or FM goals has greater impact on the range of possible solutions. This would further

inform the design process as increased emphasis would be placed on fully defining and

scoping the weighting criteria. The down selection of similar FM technologies from

various manufacturers could be demonstrated based on detailed specifications.

Another advantage of this phase of later electrical architecture down selection would

be the quantitative evaluation of different configurations beyond conventional weight

and performance metrics to consider the range of FM functionalities on a given elec-

trical architecture, and to determine if increased FM capability is worth any increase

in weight. Furthermore, the availability of quantitative FM technology data and fully

specified FM requirements would also enable a quantitative validation of the effective-

ness of the framework down selection mechanisms and its performance as applied to

the design of further electrical architectures for EPA. Quantitative validation of the

framework would increase confidence in this novel method and the impact of FM re-

quirements on the range of feasible FM electrical architectures.

There is also a need to further develop the strategy map presented in Chapter 4 to

include quantitative targets for power density, efficiency, speed of operation and any

other critical requirements impacting the design of FM devices. These targets are re-

lated to the safety standards for EPA, which are also under development, and so any

future FM strategy map should be guided by input from appropriate standards. As

more quantitative data on the specifications and TRLs of emerging FM technologies

becomes available this will be used to populate the strategy map and adjust classifi-

cations of devices (such as confidence level or FM class) accordingly. Augmenting the

quantitative data in the strategy map will also support the development of a range of
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detailed FM technology roadmaps for specific FM devices or FM functions.

The focus of this work has been on the systems level design of FM and the future

development of FM solutions. As the component technologies develop, further work will

be required to perform detailed FM component design and specification. This includes

the setting of relevant trip thresholds, choice of protection scheme and specification

of exact locations of devices, cable lengths and control mechanisms. The low TRL of

technologies and the lack of a range of detailed electrical architectures in the public

domain make this task impossible at present.

FM Enablers

This thesis has also highlighted the importance of integrating testing of FM enablers

such as communications, sensors and metrology into the strategic development of robust

FM systems. Hence there is further work required to integrate FM enabler technology

into that of the wider FM system. It would also be timely for strategic FM enabler

development to be included in the FM test goals for EPA test beds and flying demon-

strators. This would allow increased confidence in the integration and coordination

of FM enablers in EPA electrical architectures. As sensors for FM systems may be

deployed in physical locations throughout the EPA (e.g. in proximity to the aircraft

engine) which are exposed to vibration, temperature changes and pressure variation, it

is critical that these FM supporting devices are tested in a representative or live aircraft

environment. These key core activities [11] are necessary if individual FM enablers and

FM clusters which include FM enablers are to reach higher confidence levels.

7.3.2 Wider Development of FM Technologies and Solutions

FM Technology Development

It is notable from the framework case study that none of the FMS solutions for a 2035

EIS are High confidence, and there is only a single FM device which is considered to

be High confidence. Therefore, there is a need to develop the relevant FM technolo-

gies so that there is an array of technologies at high confidence level from which to

compile a robust FMS. The process of determining technology confidence levels has
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also demonstrated the difficulty in monitoring and estimating technology development,

particularly where there is a lack of published data. A wider discussion will enable

verification of which technologies could be classified as high confidence. Hence, FM

technology appraisal would benefit from greater collaboration within the industry and

publication of any SOA developments in FM devices and system overrating concepts.

Throughout this thesis it has been argued that FM needs to be considered from

a systems level perspective, and must consider the electrical FM devices together in

a strategy and not as individual technologies. Therefore, developmental roadmaps

and targets for potential FMSs (incorporating aspects of systems overrating and the

capability of the individual devices) are required. This will focus research efforts and

identify any FMSs which may be challenging to implement within a given developmental

time frame.

The proposed FM strategy map has highlighted the range and complexity of the

technology challenges (such as availability of suitable FM technologies at high confi-

dence level) facing the design of robust FM systems for future EPA. A number of key

technology bottlenecks have been identified in Section 3.5 which at worst threaten the

viability of certain EPA concepts, and at best will severely limit the choice of FM solu-

tions available. In particular, there is currently no obvious technology solution which

can perform physical fault isolation for larger scale EPA. Further targeted develop-

ment of FM devices is required to meet the projected step changes in the criticality of

the electrical propulsion system described in Section 4.6.3, and hence the FM system

requirements.

Role of ESS in EPA FMSs

It has been shown in the review of technology challenges facing EPA in Section 3.5 that

ESS require development before becoming a primary power source for larger aircraft

concepts. However, the role of ESS in an EPA remains to be established - whether

ESS can be feasibly used as part of a primary fault response, whether power converters

can feasibly integrate such devices into the electrical architecture, if ESS can feasibly

be located at desired locations or if the volume or weight will pre-determine limits on
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their location. The design of effective FM relies on confidence in all the FM components

and their capabilities. Therefore, confidence in the final chosen FM solution will be

undermined where there is insufficient confidence in the maturity and capacity of any

of the contributing technologies. Similarly, future development is necessary to verify

the capability of power converters as part of a FMS and whether this is firstly feasible,

and secondly, a preferred fault response action.

Increased Confidence in EPA Electrical Architectures

FM design methodologies will benefit from the in-flight testing and design experience

gained by the continuing progress in EVTOLs. These aircraft are currently at the highly

competitive design stages with a large number of players entering the market, creating

an environment that catalyses innovation. The importance of considering novel FM

approaches has been highlighted in this thesis, and so future development in EVOTLs

where developers aim to differentiate concepts will support the analysis and inclusion

of unconventional solutions with high potential. As EVOTLs grow in maturity and

the flight hours for EVTOLs increases, this will increase the technical and wider public

confidence in the reliability of EPA. Increased flight experience will enable unknown

failure modes and faults in the electrical architecture designs to be identified. Better

understanding of EPA electrical architecture FM requirements will then impact on

the choice of future technologies, FMSs and topologies of components. This informs

the design of future EPA and will validate the choice of MIC and other aspects of

weighting/ prioritisation in the electrical architecture design. This will surely enhance

the industry understanding of FM best practice, and as more data is published, a more

collaborative approach to certain aspects of safety will better define the challenges and

the FM technology solutions which are possible in the near term.

Alignment of Thesis Recommendations with Wider Industry EPA Areas for

Development

The key areas of recommended future work (FM technology development,ESS for FM

and leveraging EVTOL testing to increase confidence in EPA) are aligned with the
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strategic development programs of both the ATI (Aerospace Technology Institute [31]

and NASA [1]. The ATI and NASA have identified the need to test small scale EPA

initially and then gradually scale up as the concepts are de-risked. ESS and the power

converter interface of any ESS to the electrical architecture is also highlighted in [31]

as key enabling technologies. In [8], [96] and [34] the impact of ESS in an electrical

architecture in terms of FM is underlined and highlighted as an area requiring increased

focus. Airbus have acknowledged the importance of demonstrator testing to perform

trade studies and de-risk design with the build of the E-Aircraft Systems Test House

near Munich [152]. This facility will focus on integration of subsystems, which is a key

aspect of EPA demonstrator design discussed in 6. Therefore, the areas of future work

proposed in this thesis are aligned with the wider industry research and development

aims, which emphasises the importance of integrating electrical FM into EPA designs

from the outset.
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FM Framework Development

A.1 Initial Framework

From initial studies simulating the effects of a fault on an electrical architecture it is

made clear that the FM system and the electrical architecture in an EPA are interde-

pendent. This is particularly the case where aspects of the electrical architecture are

intrinsic to the fault response of the network, such as bus bar interconnects or if cables

are allowed to quench to limit fault current. Therefore, FM is not merely to do with the

application of FM devices in an electrical system, since the electrical system, including

control mechanisms, are part of the electrical FM response. Figure A.1 summarizes

this approach FM, and indicates that effective FM includes protection, redundancy,

FM technologies and reconfiguration. Here External Factors are taken to include fac-

tors in the wider aircraft design which impact on the FM design, such as changes to

the airframe shape in which FM technologies must fit, or cost constraints.

This initial FM framework provided the basis for the definition of FM which is

presented in Section 2.2 and describes the fundamental understanding of FM which is

proposed and further developed in later iterations of the FM framework.
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Figure A.1: FM framework initial version, as described in [18]

A.2 Inclusion of Constraints and Aircraft Configuration

The initial framework was expanded to include aspects of the system design that would

determine the Fault Management Concept as shown in Figure A.2. The aircraft config-

uration (such as scale and conventional/superconducting) will dictate the types of FM

strategies which are appropriate and available, and so the framework was developed

such that this input to the FM system, and subsequently the electrical architecture, was

captured. Another important development was the inclusion of the Point of Entry Into

Service. This is due to the fact that the time available for the technologies to mature

and for the aircraft concept to develop will have a significant impact on the electrical

FM design. It should be noted that this time period is distinct from the developmental

time frame (a later development of this important input to the framework) as there

will be an offset in time between when FM technologies are required at high TRL and

an aircraft reaches a commercially available.

This framework also identified the iterative nature of the design process and the

need for a range of design options to be selected and then be subject to some down

selection mechanism - the Concept 1, Concept 2... part of Figure A.2 indicates this.
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Figure A.2: FM framework development May 2016

A.3 Expansion of Constraints and Technologies

Work undertaken to determine the availability of FM devices C highlighted that there

is a limited range of FM devices currently suitable for an aircraft application and

that it is difficult to accurately predict the point at which any such device becomes

commercially available. Hence the updated framework (as shown in Figure A.3) aimed

to tackle this technology development uncertainty by identifying the target feasible

region for any future devices. Furthermore, the constraints that are likely to shape the

choice of FM strategy can be identified ahead of the EIS and mapped in terms of their

interdependency. This allows the constraints to be weighted such that the FM design is

driven by the most critical constraints. There are also further feedback loops included

in the framework to show the way that design decisions must be fed back and can cause

reconsideration of the constraints of the electrical system design.
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A.4 Inclusion of PLRs and FM Goal

After obtaining feedback on the framework from industry experts, it became clear that

there needed to be a defined input or case study to the framework for the framework

down selection process to have any relevance. As a result the PLRs which result from

the aircraft design were incorporated into the framework. The choice of PLRs was the

result of detailed literature review as well as feedback from both internal (research team

and supervisors) and external reviews (industrial sponsor and international conference

presentations). This updated framework is shown in Figure A.4. The importance of

the FM goal is discussed in detail in Section 5.5 and is included in this iteration of the

framework as it informs the down selection of technologies and functions and directs the

choice of FM strategy, and is particularly required where the FM response would seem

counter intuitive (such as de-energizing the electrical propulsion system and relying on

the gliding capability of the aircraft).

These earlier iterations of the FM framework are included to show the development

of the concept of FM for EPA. This demonstrates the way in which the proposed method

of design of FM is the result of a deep understanding of the electrical system design

for such an application. As this is the first of a kind framework, the developmental

stages also show the novelty of the work and the way in which it draws on conventional

protection design and yet is driven by the specific challenges associated with future

EPA.
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Trade Space Mapping

This section (based on work in [51]) describes the way in which key constraints can be

applied to the down selection of future FM technologies for a given EPA concept and

the way in which they determine the feasible region of the trade space. This role of

this stage of the EPA design framework (Chapter 5) is discussed in Section 5.7.1.

B.1 Technology Constraints

From reviewing the relevant protection system constraints (see Section 3.3), it is clear

that there are a range of important constraints which determine the feasibility of a given

technology. Many of these constraints are interdependent and so cannot be considered

in isolation if an effective FM solution is to be found. This process presents a means to

assess the interdependencies between constraints even before the architecture is decided,

which allows the impact of variations in the range or rating of a particular constraint

to be understood. Although the devices do not yet exist, it is possible to determine

the preferred functionality of devices and to specify the likely constraints which would

apply to these technologies. This would then further highlight the need to develop FM

solutions which address the lack of FM technologies currently feasible for use as part

of an electrical architecture for EPA.

In order to better demonstrate the stringent constraints which apply to technologies

for future EPA, a process of trade space mapping with key constraints is demonstrated.
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The critical constraints for EPA electrical architecture design are also identified and

the interdependency between these constraints is then mapped.

The data on available protection devices can be visually analysed to determine

feasible protection devices, and hence possible FMSs. Trade space mapping involves

plotting multiple aspects of system design in 3D space. The trade space can then illus-

trate the status or capability of certain protection devices within that 3D plot. Trends

in the data (such as low TRL of a particular converter topology) can be identified. An

example of trade space mapping of selected fault current limiter devices based on the

data in Table 1 is shown in Figure B.1.

Figure B.1: Example of 3D trade space showing voltage rating, technology and TRL
level for various fault current limiters

B.2 Mapping of Constraints onto Trade Space

In the first instance, it is important to identify the main constraints on the design of

the FMS for a given system. Mapping of the constraints must also consider the fact

that some constraints are variable between a small number discrete values (such as

defined technology types), and some are variable across a wide range of values (such

as operating time of DC breakers). Furthermore, as part of a process of performing

trades between different FMS constraints it is possible to set some constraints to be

constant and then others to vary. For example, this could involve defining TRL as high

and selecting power converters as the technology type, and then varying the allowable
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power density and efficiencies. A graphical example of this application of constraints

within the protection device trade space is shown in Figure B.2.

Figure B.2: Example of 3D trade space showing power rating, topology/ application
and TRL level for state-of-the-art power converters

After each iteration of the design process as technology evolves and the constraints

become better defined, the trade space can be updated until there are devices which

exist in the feasible region. The feasible region can also be paralleled to the technol-

ogy roadmap to define the feasible region for protection devices across a spectrum of

potential aircraft technology selection dates.

B.3 Mapping of Constraints Interdependency

However, as each constraint impacts on other constraints and design considerations

it is necessary to understand the interdependencies between constraints. By mapping

out the connections between different constraints the relative criticality of each can

be weighted. This enables constraints to be ranked according to which are the most

critical for a given system. In this way the FMS is shaped by the most challenging

constraints and the effect of any changes in constraints over time can be anticipated.

In order to demonstrate how this method of constraint mapping can be applied to

the design of a future aircraft FMS, the following example is given using a selection

of constraints. A number of likely constraints for an aircraft system are shown in

Figure B.3. There are many more constraints not included in this example that would
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be considered for a complete FMS, however the constraints identified here are all of the

first order. Future work would involve classifying constraints as first or second order.

It could also be argued that almost every constraint impacts on the others in some way,

so it should be emphasized that at this point in the process the focus is to clarify the

most crucial connections between constraints in order to simplify and direct the choice

of FMS for a given system. Furthermore, choosing the most relevant constraints at this

point is not necessarily straight forward, particularly due to the number of unknowns at

this stage and the relatively low TRL of some of the protection technologies. However,

these initial constraints have been identified from reviewing the aircraft and protection

system requirements.

B.4 Constraint Dependency Example

If the constraint Maximum Allowable Thrust Loss is taken as an example, then it can

be seen that there are a number of possible interdependencies between this constraint

and the other selected constraints shown in the diagram. This can be explained as

follows:

• Maximum allowable thrust loss for the aircraft is likely to be defined by safety

standards, but also linked to the certification of the aircraft [105].

• The impact of loss of power to the motors (leading to loss of thrust) will also

depend on how quickly the protection system can respond to a fault and recon-

figure power flow. This in turn is subject to redundant power being installed on

the system and whether or not the network architecture enables this power to be

delivered to any remaining motors.

• The power rating of the motors is also dependent on the allowable loss of thrust

as if motors are overrated then loss of thrust due to fault at a single motor may

be reduced, if the remaining generation capacity is sufficient.

In this way it is possible to identify key relationships between protection constraints

as well as any sensitivities to changes to the design criteria.
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Figure B.3: Most Important Constraint Mapping

B.5 Selection of Most Important Constraint

Once the key constraints have been identified from reviewing the aircraft requirements

and the interdependencies have been mapped, the next stage is to ascertain the most

important constraint (MIC). A constraint may be selected as the MIC based on a variety

of factors such as technology limitations/progress, number of interlinked constraints and

commercial innovation opportunities.

Since the design of the FMS for a future electrical propulsion aircraft is subject

to many complex constraints, ranking the constraints in terms of criticality enables

the selection of a single, important constraint. Thereafter, the choice of protection

devices, FMS and ultimately network architecture will be defined in the first instance

by the need to meet this constraint. By iterating this process, it is possible that an

alternative MIC may be adopted, or that the MIC will vary depending on the aircraft

developmental timeline.
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Protection Technology Database

This section presents the initial version of the technology database, as presented in [51]

in response to some of the key technology challenges identified for the N-3X aircraft.

Some of the technologies in the database are discussed in Chapter 3. This landscaping

of FM technologies has informed the down selection of FM technologies in the FM

design framework (see Section 5.7).

C.1 Database Criteria

Conventional electrical protection in electrical propulsion systems relies on the use

of protection technologies strategically deployed on the network. Therefore, a logi-

cal starting point in the design of reliable electrical propulsion systems is to scope

the available protection technologies for future EPA. This enables the current status

of protection devices for aircraft applications to be established and areas for further

technology development to be identified.

It is acknowledged that only data and devices which are in the public domain have

been reviewed, and so therefore there is a possibility that a significant SOA FM tech-

nology exists which has not been identified here. However, this method of scoping FM

capable technologies gives a broad perspective of the current status of devices suitable

for a future EPA application and would be periodically repeated as FM technologies

develop.
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To this end, a knowledge database has been compiled to illustrate the current level

of development of a variety of circuit breakers, SFCLs and power electronics converters

(which can offer a range of FM functions) potentially suitable for distributed propulsion

aircraft applications. Since the rate of improvement of various technologies is unknown,

devices have been considered across a range of TRLs, from patented technologies to

commercial products.

C.1.1 TRL Selection

The TRL for each device or project in the database was categorized based on the TRL

stages developed by NASA [10]. As discussed in Section 3.3.5, the exact TRL level

(0-9) for some projects is difficult to ascertain based on the published data, so the TRL

rating has been simplified into three broad stages as follows:

• Low TRL (1 to 3) – evidence of patents, computational modelling and simulations

or conceptual description

• Medium TRL (4 to 6)– evidence of lab based prototype, hardware testing or

scaling up of initial testing

• High TRL (7 to 9)– evidence of extensive in-field testing or commercially available

The TRL listed in the database is based on the latest evidenced in the literature. A

more generic assessment of maturity allows comparison between technologies for which

there is differing levels of data available.

C.1.2 Relevance of Date of Publication

The date of publication is included in the FM database so that the progress of a

particular device can be monitored over time and over iterations of the database. This

supports the later determination of confidence level of the technology (See Section 5.4).

For example, a recent publication at high TRL leads to higher confidence than a lower

TRL technology published a number of years ago for which there is no updated status

in the literature.
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C.1.3 Cross-discipline Technologies

The database presented in this chapter enables identification of complexities introduced

when applying devices ordinarily used within HVDC (High Voltage Direct Current)

systems, traction applications, terrestrial grids, naval and marine systems, solar systems

and electric vehicles to EPA. In reviewing the literature and compiling the database to

this point it is clear that there are no off-the-shelf protection devices which are currently

suitable for future aircraft concepts. Therefore, in the first instance, devices which have

been developed for other applications must be considered. In order to demonstrate this,

a number of application areas with particular relevance to EPA electrical architectures

are discussed below.

HVDC

HVDC electrical systems are advancing DC power technologies such as high voltage

DC converters [153]. This may be beneficial where the aircraft electrical architectures

are DC, since the TRL level and availability of devices should increase. This area of the

industry has also identified the need for standardisation of technologies and operating

points, such as a common DC voltage level [154]. As the standards for novel aircraft

electrical architectures are still under development and remain largely undefined, this

will prove useful as an indicator of the level of standards that future electrical aircraft

protection devices will have to comply with.

Terrestrial Grid

Micro-grids and smart grids are another application area with relevance to future air-

craft. The type of protection devices deployed on the national grid are normally large,

robust, well established technologies, which dictates that there would need to be a re-

duction in scale to make them suitable for EPA. However, the pressure on the network

to maintain ever-increasing levels of supply and manage distributed generation mean

that greater flexibility of network management and protection is needed. This has led

to the development and installation of novel SFCLs on congested networks [155, 156]

in the UK. If SFCLs can be proven in the field as a cost-effective and reliable means of
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reducing maximum fault current, then there is a possibility that SFCLs might transfer

to other applications where fault current limitation may provide significant benefits.

The increased level of monitoring and measurement that is being applied to smart

grids [157] is also interesting for EPA as the critical electrical propulsion architecture is

likely to include a large number of FM enablers (see Chaper 6) to ensure power quality

and delivery is maintained.

Naval and Marine

Naval protection devices are of particular interest as there is a similar need for high

reliability, high power density and high speed of response, while the fact that naval

electrical propulsion systems have reached a higher maturity provides a testing ground

for new technologies. Whilst naval systems are subject to weight and volume con-

straints, these are not as stringent as for aircraft applications, and so it is not clear

if and how devices and architecture configurations will scale down. The naval circuit

breaker devices and fault current limiters listed in the database are much too sizable for

aircraft at present, and so reduction in weight and volume remains a key developmental

goal. Furthermore, electrical standards for the US Navy electric warship program are

already under development [158], and this is seen as a key part of integrating electrical

power technologies into future vessels. This provides a good basis for the development

of standards for future EPA electrical architectures as these specifications can be used

as a reference for standardizing aspects of aircraft specific DC distribution and novel

protection mechanisms.

Electric Vehicle (EV)

Electric and hybrid electric vehicles are becoming increasingly common across the au-

tomotive sector, from Formula 1 [66] to leisure buggies to taxis [159]. Whilst the power

levels are not comparable to EPA, the focus on improving power density implies that

protection devices for electric vehicles are likely to become more compact. Automotive

electrical power systems also require high level of passenger safety, similar to aircraft

electrical systems. Electric vehicles are also changing the public perception of electric
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transport and are demonstrating the feasibility of electric systems replacing fossil fuel

combustion engines.

Since it is highly likely that energy storage (possibly in the form of batteries, super

capacitors, or magnetic energy storage) will play a role in either the normal or faulted

operation of the electrical architecture, the increasing energy density of batteries for

EVs is of interest. This is shown by the number of air-taxi concepts using SOA energy

storage devices (see Section 6). However, an increase in the capacity of energy storage

would be necessary for these devices to be feasible for larger scale concepts (as discussed

in Section 4.6.3).

Furthermore, there is a difference in how the energy storage may be applied to

the network in an EPA. The energy storage on an aircraft may need to be distributed

throughout the network (depending on the architecture), requiring multiple small, high

power converters instead of a single larger converter. This highlights that it may be

challenging to integrate energy storage within an EPA electrical architecture, as it may

not be possible to achieve similar levels of power density and high efficiency.

Traction Vehicles

Electric propulsion in traction vehicles is a well-established technology and so offers a

useful comparison point for protection technology development. Although the weight

of the system is much less of a constraint in traction applications compared to aircraft,

there is extensive use of DC power transmission which may inform the use of DC

networks in future EPA. Furthermore, electrified railways allow a noise reduction in

the vicinity of the track, particularly where rails pass through residential areas. The

potential to reduce noise is also a key driver for electrical propulsion aircraft, especially

given the aggressive noise reduction targets that have been identified by both NASA

and the EU [160].

Validity of Database Content

The database was compiled from recent protection device publications. It will require

regular updates to reflect developments in the technology and has been updated since
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it was initially presented in [51]. However, the date of publication may not in fact

reflect the actual status of a current project and so there is a degree of uncertainty in

interpreting the availability of different devices. An additional challenge is that data

on some of the most pertinent and promising protection devices being commercially

developed may not be available in the public domain. The purpose of this database is

not to attempt to scope all possible protection devices, but rather to provide a landscape

of the current situation as far as possible, and to use that as a basis of developing a

novel electrical architecture design methodology to mitigate for the lack of FM devices.

Once a first pass through the design framework is complete, the next iteration of the

protection device data gathering include any relevant technologies or devices which may

have not have been identified in the first wide review of technologies.

C.1.4 Categories of Protection Device

The various protection devices have been categorised in the database in terms of the

main purpose of that device as part of the SNR (defined as the FM action in Section

5). Technologies can be classified in terms of their specifications, the topology subtype

and TRL.

C.2 Protection Device Database

The following sections describe the status of the various classes of protection devices

related to the technology bottlenecks identified in Section 3.5 and the adaptations

required to meet the key FM requirements for EPA (see Section 3.3).

C.2.1 Fault Interrupters and Isolators

In order to eliminate the fault condition and maintain safe operation, the fault needs

to be interrupted within an appropriate time frame at an appropriate location on the

network, and subsequently isolated by dedicated protection devices. Circuit breakers

perform the key function of isolating a faulted section of the power system from the

remainder of the network, often under high current conditions. This functionality is
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essential in the realisation of safety critical systems. Whilst the developed database

(as discussed in Section contains information on both AC and DC circuit breaking

technologies, the initial version presented here focused primarily on the DC breakers.

DC transmission and distribution on an EPA is considered as a possible future electrical

configuration which offers a number of benefits, including:

• Electrical decoupling of the generators and motors, increasing efficiency of the

machines

• Greater flexibility of control of individual propulsor motors where propulsion is

distributed across an array of motors

• Simpler integration of DC energy storage devices such as batteries, with less

complex power electronics

The difference between fault interrupters and isolators refers to whether or not the

topology of a given protection device enables physical isolation of a fault or not. Solid

state circuit breakers are fault current interrupters but do not have the capability to

physically isolate a fault without being used in a hybrid configuration. A review of

state-of-the-art DC circuit breakers was undertaken, with summary data stored in the

protection device database as shown in Table C.1.

Table C.1: Fault current interrupter database excerpt

Developer Technology Type Application Voltage

Rating

(kV)

TRL Date of

Publica-

tion

Eaton AVD [161] Solid State DC

Breaker

Naval 2 High 2007

Helmut Schmidt Uni-

versity, Airbus Group

Innovation [71]

HVDC SSPC MEA/ Future

DC aircraft

grids

0.54

Medium

2000

Virginia Polytech.

Inst. & State

Univ [162]

Emitter Turn-off

Thyristor-based DC

Circuit Breaker

High power

systems

2.5

Medium

2002
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Table C.1: Fault current interrupter database excerpt

Developer Technology Type Application Voltage

Rating

(kV)

TRL Date of

Publica-

tion

ABB Schweiz,

Ecole Polytech-

nique Fédérale de

Lausanne [163]

Hybrid CB IGCTs Rail 1.5

Medium

2006

Industrial Educa-

tion College, Cairo,

Northumbria Uni-

versity, University of

Durham [164]

Solid-State Fault-

Current Limiting and

Interrupting Device

LV Distribu-

tion networks

0.23

Medium

2006

ABB [165] HVDC Breaker Grid 320

Medium

2012

Eidgenössischen Tech-

nischen Hochschule

Zürich [73]

Hybrid DC breaker MVDC 12

Medium

2001

Diversified Technolo-

gies, Inc. [72]

MVDC IGBT Con-

verter

Naval 10-20 Low 2011

Creative Energy Solu-

tions [81]

Z source breaker DC Naval 6 Low 2010

MIT Sea Grant Col-

lege Program [54] 8

Improved z source

breaker

Naval 6 Low 2011

C.2.2 Power Electronic Converters

Power electronics converters enable electrical decoupling of the motors from the genera-

tors and integration of energy storage. The output of the FM framework will determine

whether a DC or AC architecture is preferable, and hence the converter topologies which

are required.

By control of the solid state switches (manipulating firing angle [166] pulse width

modulation control [167]) or current blocking diodes [168] within some topologies of

power converters it is possible to limit fault current or de-energize the downstream

network when a fault occurs. The converters in Table C.2 are able to perform FM
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functions by manipulating the solid state switches to interrupt or limit fault current.

The technology type (AC-AC, CSC, DC-DC or MMC) describes the physical and elec-

trical configuration of the switches which varies between converters, and details of the

specific converter topologies can be found in the corresponding references listed in the

table.

If converters are included in an architecture for power conditioning purposes, ex-

ploiting this potential dual functionality may provide a weight and efficiency benefit.

The type of switches and the chosen semi-conductor material is also an area for con-

sideration, since this impacts on voltage ratings, switching frequency, packaging etc.,

and is therefore relevant to the final weight and efficiency of the converter. A review

of devices which are currently in development across a range of application areas was

undertaken to assess the viability of these technologies for use in an FMS. The data

contained in the original database on power converter topologies is shown in Table C.2.

It is important to note that the applicability of developmental devices to a future

aircraft, especially those for use in other industries, has not yet been demonstrated.

Technology functions and specifications may alter as devices reach higher TRL and

there is no guarantee that a specific protection system capability from another appli-

cation could be feasibly implemented on an EPA.

Table C.2: Power converter technologies

Developer Technology Year of Pub-

lication

TRL

level

Power

Rating

Application

Universität der Bun-

deswehr, Siemens [169]

AC-AC con-

verter

2005

Medium

5 MW AC driven trac-

tion vehicles

Pusan National Univer-

sity, Pusan, Republic of

Korea [170]

CSI 2007

Medium

1.2 kVA Solar PV connec-

tion to grid

Ruhr-University Bochum

[171]

MMC 2013

Medium

3.9 MW Shipboard sys-

tems

Florida State University,

ABB [167]

MMC AC-

DC

2015

Medium

1.25 MVA Shipboard sys-

tems
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University of Aberdeen

[172]

DC-DC con-

verter

2009 Low 5 MW DC source to grid

interface

Southeast University,

China and Hong Kong

University [173]

CSC 2010 Low 2.4 MW Wind turbine

connection

C.2.3 Fault Current Limiters

When a fault occurs on a compact, low impedance network, a large fault current can

be seen in the system. The maximum fault current which the system will experience

will depend on the location of the fault, the fault path impedance and the power

sources (such as DC link capacitances) which will feed current into the fault. Thus the

fault current, if large or sustained, can cause significant damage to components on the

network. A fault current limiter (FCL) reduces the fault current, to aid interruption

and limit energy at the point of fault. This function can be selectively applied by a

FM system to reduce the required interruption ratings and withstand ratings of the

electrical components. This can be performed in a variety of ways, including:

1. Fast acting differential protection which measures the di/dt of the current and

manipulates circuit breakers to isolate the fault when the di/dt rating is at fault

level (interruption prior to current peak)

2. Control of power electronic switches in converters to switch off at a threshold

current value (interruption prior to current peak)

3. Solid state and Superconducting Fault Current Limiters (SFCLs) for active cur-

rent limiting (peak prevention)

SFCLs are advantageous in that the fault detection is inherent and does not re-

quire a complex trigger mechanism. However, the recovery time of different SFCL

technologies varies, and so the limitations on their use for successive faults must be

assessed. In future EPA concepts that have superconducting electrical architectures

SFCLs may prove highly useful in reducing the maximum fault current rating of the

other components so that the overall weight is reduced.
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The data gathered on current SFCL projects is given in Table C.3. The technical

description of each technology type listed in C.3 is described in detail in [89].

Table C.3: SFCL Database

Developer Technol-

ogy

Phases Volt-

age

(kV)

TRL

level

Weight

(kg)

Appli-

cation

Year of

Publication

SuperPower [174] Resistive 1-phase 8.6 High approx.

3000

Grid 2006

CAS [175] Rectifier

Type

3-phase 10.5 High Un-

known

Grid 2006

Innovative Tech-

nomics USA LLC

[176]

Dynamic

ambient

temper-

ature

magnetic

core

3-phase 12 High Un-

known

Naval 2011

Innopower [177] Saturable

Core

3-phase 35 High 27000 Grid 2009

Zenergy [177] Saturable

Core

3-phase 15 High 20000 Grid 2009

Nexans [67] Hybrid 3-phase 24 High Un-

known

Grid 2012

Nexans [67] Resistive 3-phase 12 High 2500 Grid 2012

DAPAS Korea,

KEPRI/LSIS [67]

Hybrid 3-phase 22.9 High 907 Grid 2012

Applied Su-

perconductor

Limited, Northern

Powergrid [156]

Saturated

Core

3-phase 33 High Un-

known

Grid 2013

Hyundai [178] Resistive 1-phase 13.2 Medium Un-

known

Grid 2008

Siemens/AMSC

[179]

Resistive 1-phase 7.5 Medium Un-

known

Grid 2008

Arkansas Power

Electronics Inter-

national, Inc. [69]

Solid state 1-phase 4.16 Medium Un-

known

Naval 2009
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Table C.3: SFCL Database

Developer Technol-

ogy

Phases Volt-

age

(kV)

TRL

level

Weight

(kg)

Appli-

cation

Year of

Publication

University of Wol-

longong/ Zenergy

[180]

Saturated

Core

3-phase 0.4

(line-

line)

Medium Un-

known

Grid 2009

Toshiba, Fujikura

Ltd [181]

Magnetic

coil

3-phase 6.6 Medium Un-

known

Grid 2009

ERSE Spa [67] Resistive 3-phase 9 Medium 3800 Grid 2012

AMSC, Siemens,

and Nexans [67]

Hybrid 1-phase 138

Medium/

High

40000 Grid 2012
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